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The Parad,ox

of the psychoanalyst,

by Jacques ALain Mi1ler

It is terr_ years since-- the dissolution
of the Ecole
Freudienne de paris. --i;,'r,enond;;-;i-iz-J.rr,riry
tnis year,
the lawyer sourezriariiiere, who-iepiesented
the
opposition
analysts at, the time,--rrot.: ,'suiely
idea,.ism hras never
takFn so far- _as in -it"t tacanian--Jchool
in which, as in
Pl,ato's Renubli.c, p"riIi."f po""i'rr"f'
not
distingruished
knowledse. rhg'";;;;i-h;e -ih[""IIt"sori.es
from

oi citizens:
practising analysls tapl, anarysis -ito
h,ere
members
school (Ar'rE), ind iir-;' schooiis-anii.ysts (AE), of the
latter ordered-- in -a il'Jrar.rrv -"""orairrg to their wirh rhe
degree of
initiation' . Thd i"giJ-*"s -creaiiv-itit oi --ai"i.atorship,
since the subj".t irr$osea t" r""r-i.r.r""q.res
Lacan....,r.

No. Lacants- republic hld no such *three
categories of
citizens": rts Leauiv
if;p"iIio*
was
thar
ii=u"a only
one caregory. Founded
""aon *a ai"Iir"Iiongradusr', on a separation^of
and
po*.i--'iior.,.ro:..i
"i-iiliarchy
ild(savoir), it.confer."a-iii" saTe
knowledge
right-s^on a,r, regardress of
their senioritv in ir,"-i""oc:.atioi
-oi
ana or-inv-ci]ir= they
might have uv virtu.
lr,"ii-.,]ii"t!"..
and perf
-

the f ield of psycho"rrifyJi". --"8
The system that soulez
describes,
-aiii.r"nt

ormance in

wfre5e three levels of
initiation entail
righis
*:-tr,i,.---il;
iornmunity,
exists: it is ah;- system of
r,psychoanalytic
rnternationa," (rpA).
lh.
sup6rimposiii hrerarchy on rank has
the advantage of stabilify,
ti:e aiiadvantage of leading to
ossification. Lacarri"- -ichoor
i"--Jtimulating precisely
because it is a fitii"-rnsrabla. -it"-iogic,
-1';
fai tr6m being
that of dictatorstrjn,
that
oi--ai="o1ution.
-;;;
purpose do its, members,
-;q;i
To what
ylo
in
righrs,
distinctions of r."ii--irr"y
consenE to it only so torerate
they respect_- the
rong as
whichevaluates
_
-""'i
and
which
"
"g";"V
sri jtrirv, ti;;v break
i:3:::';;: ' ."*:,'13'u333ffiu:';;"

have to be Montesquieu to
understand that this
-it91.
littre republic, _rrrriqu.-'Ji
ii==-xiia,
respect (that of the "verum i;e;;' ;;i;t,-i;the mainspring
is
"'lilif.,rrally
unstable: as long as it lists ii-i; ii-a perpetual
hard for the citlzens--tJ-ena.,r",-ini..p".ticularry fermenr,
You do not

for the first among tt"r. - wiit *i,I"fn gon",
exacting
groups which function in his ;*,;
none of the
equal to
this exaction: some have renouncedn"I-!iro*-itserf
arl grad.us, others
surreptitiously merged it witfi trierir-c^hy;
have
with responsiliriiv-- ti"" rouna---i:r".everln*here those
of- protecting
themselves' Iho,
has
aaieo to take the whore
"it""--i"c-al,
:f"1.:ri::li;t.r ." "-t"i"r,ins-'di"pJr"la i"-;ii Joi.," (a

_1

in Franee the Lacanian nebula consi-sts of some
twenty groups. That means disorder. Whence the idea of an
Order, a coming together of the nebula.
To disagree with Serge Leclaire when he recornrnend.s that
psychoanalysts perform a self-definition, setting themselves
in a certain opposition to national states, is to fail to
see that his id,ea is in the best Freudian trad,ition: it
proceeds from the same inspiration which brought Freud to
create his ttlnternational Associationtt, En association that

Nowadays

sti1l exists today.
an brder of psychoanalysts exi.sts, the e:q>eriment has been
carried out. The result is clear. It has ended in failure.
Legally, Do state has ever recognised. the IPA!s pretensions
to a monopoly in psychoanalysis. The fact is that non-IPA
practitioners are by far the more numerous, in France and in
the rest of the wor1d.. On the theoretical leve}, finally,
the IPA, committed since Freud's death to the dissemination
through the world of Heinz Hartmann's @
as the
new psychoanalytic Gospel, is tod.ay a sad Babel, relying on
formalism
of standards, not on doctrine; strange
rrlacanoiacs" are ever appearing within it.
The correct analysis of Leclairers project, then, is as an
offer, made to the IPA in the name of the nebula, of a New
Deal: a deal designed to take account of a situation that is
changing all the ttme to the detriment of the old. foundation
(which knows it).
The fact that the French IPA rejects the rrhistorical
compromise" completely, and that the Nebula and the public
authorities take the same attitude, leaves Serge Leclaire
and, his friend,s isolated. Nonetheless, there is comfort for
them in a number of hopeful signs from around. the world.
In the United States a Iegal action recently forced groups
affiliated to the IPA to negotiate with the independ.ents; in
Great Britain, the British Society has long been obliged to
coexist with Jungians and rrl,acanians'r in the Rugby
Conference in West Germany, the Netherlands, and Finland,
official recognition for psychotherapeutic organisations
takes no cognisance of analytical specificities; in lta1y,
the Ossicini }aw, which was passed in the wake of the
Verdiglione affair, and comes into force soon, will create
an association of psychotherapists to oversee training; etc.
The explanation of the French exception is Laean. For one
thing, his work has assured. that the analysts of our country
wil] be doing good business for some time to come: it has
had a subtle ed.ucative influence on the public, which is
more willing than in other eountries to admit the
specificity of psychoanalytic practice, and would not
tolerate interference from the state, which, in its wisdom,
would not dream of such interference anyleay. Further, the
Paris branches of tbe IPA nurnber a few embittered analysts,
who, wounded beyond, repair by their encounter with tacan,
-2
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l'ill exact vengeance from his memory and, from his pupils
dying dlyi and younger analysts sometimes
lill tbeir
their
more successfur compEtit5rs.- AIi the same ii isresent
not
unthinkabre that pressuie exerted, at government revel
between different Lountries might orre d"y bring even
the
most reticent to sit down at one tabre.
that
occision
wilr
require the skirls of a very accompli.shed. d,iplomat: someone
of the calibre of Rorand
at the
negotiations on the future of oumai.--irrt.rrlaiary
cambo6ia,..he was oice also in
the opposite corner from Soulez, r.pi.=eniing r,a".".
What is crucial in alL this? Not the perty intrigrues.
question at the heart of the debaie-startea by teclaire The
is
this: rrWhat is a psychoa"iiy=iz- -ana how are they
recognised?'f
rt is as necessary to ask thlt question as it is impossible
to give it an answer which
will-U,e-viiid. for all, vlrifiable
by- all, and objeetive, if
not scientific. How could it be
otherwise ir if is true that the
i"irv=t is- the-pioauct of
his own analysis, of a confidi;g--of
secrets which is
u.nequplleq, and which cen only b6 made
to one person?
Therein lies- th.e_ tragedy - ina- tne comed,y
of the
practicians of analysis.
Psychoanalysts are in no better position than anyone erse
it comes.to_saying what trr.'piv"hoanaryst is as such.
rf the impossibiriti oi answerins
q"estion is a matter
of experience, it is arso a Lrrii
siiucturar
impasJe:
the
-not prevent
psychoanalyst does not exist
but
ifrut
does
-i";;
psychoanarysts from growing and murtiprving.
reveared
that secret, ind gave it a clinical expiession, based
on
purg logic and curiously identical with ttat of ihe-teminine
position.
when

Does anyone

realIy think that the

fairure of the Freudian
the dispersion of the ttr,acaniiDs',,
Qrder,
are due to the
foolishness of the ones, and ti,. rini"Ei, of the
others? The
truth i-s that there is no essence--lor iaeai---ar*"r
universar) of the - analyst. Appeal ro 'pi"t6]-ii"""'so,r].r, or
d.oesn' t _he1p us
( appeii to
the Heterity
_here,
Parmenides,
as made
by Lacin in this very newspaperofon the
26
January 1980, excepted): there
rr"r..
ttr'e-inirysts,r,
-"eIr
there is no .analyst of. anarysts*
"r"
there are
analysts, one by one, each auth6riied by rather
themserves
a1one,
making_up a series, but not a universe. In Bertrand
Russellrs
terms (1901): the class ;i- analysts is ; class
I'as
muLtiplett not tras onett.

on the one hand this absence of essence makes for a plethora
a plethora of anarysts: how is the
to be sEparated.
from the chaff? on tte other hand it wheat
,"x"=
i"r-i racx, and,
when the logic of this lack is not unaerstooa,
for

uneasiness among analysts, in the iirst prace;-;h. then
come out with various masks to concear it.
The fashionabre
theorv in rhe fifties defended
the analyit -;;" their
-3

identification to the analyst: a neat example of a vicious
circle. while the rpA - anaryst
plays
superfi.cial
eonformity, the Nebula-analyst iehavls iixe ata miiior-imaoe
and plays at non-conf ormity.
p.ii"iti;i;
f irst-,
pretends to respect the rituar;Ehe
the otherr- therr own
flaunts their beautiful souI. But'thev cannot
Paleg:rrist,
br5-ng it off : the lack breaks itro,rgt alr conelarm""i=.
These robes of office are vain att6mpts to lanaage -an
irreparable
castration.

r

not unaware ttrat by
putting things rike this r am
riot. *Look! -Th; psyiuoanaiyst doesn'i
exist !
wt-ro- are they then, these peoplL iho....? who gives-them
the
right to....? Themselves? -gut which are the g5oa orresr How
are we to know? which ones are fikesr
Aren't
Etm

omenting a
_f

they. . . d,angerous? To

, citizens !
Peace, citizen5! A professor of phirosophy is to be
recognised by the qualifications
have obtained fiom the
university, but what exactly_is athey
pnirosopher Like? creaiiv
they are not arways that differenl from a rascar, even if
the two classes have quite different definitions. That is
Raymond eueneau Erought out in his seniaiionar fabre
yha!
*Philosophers
and. Rascals,' ( r"..ntIy
lv
Gallimard, 1.986). _ r'Analysts and con meni is i.pGii=t
"aoften
a-tormufa
used of Freud, of Lacan..and, certainly, one is never too
sure: one must examine them closely, very closely, one by
one...After all, the art of the psychoanilyst
ueiins with
making the parient forger that it is-att just
""iai.Teasing the psychoanalyst is never difficurt, whether they
are the sort who strut around with their crrocoiiie- medals
and_ fancy-dress uniform, ot the sort who recline on the
-"oi soft
pilIow of ignorance. Knowing
that
they
ao
doubtless gives the Lacanian a head start, Lut one that know
they
would be unwise to abuse: it does not protect them from
cynicism or conceit.
The lack of quarity-control makes it easy to satirise the
appearances which go, pro)qf for it;
but it--in--no way
invaridates psychoanalylic practice: arr
it- does is to
radicalise the subjeetive relponsibility of ..yorr.
aspiring
to d,ispense it. No pity for psychoanallsts!
Eo say that the responsibility of each is without appeal is
-iila
to say that it cannot be shired, but arso
i5-or," is
-That
entitled to refuse to prove himierf.
is--tow
it has
-p"vtr,o.nalysis
since
rhe
besinninss
of
?*::y:
?:"?^
-iuitariiity
(Freud.. ): it has never been possible to tesi
for analytic training.by
p,blic- .".*i"ation,
'
1 nreriminary
ind.eed. it
i.s unthinkabre.
what is possibre is a
_retrospective_gruarantee by an_ analystts corie"g""",
the
basis
of the rensrh and, regrularity of rhei;-;;;;rl;.: "" thar
occurs behind the closed doors of imaIl cononuiritia;; access
to which is limired - smalr villases
wr,eie-e;;il;;" knows
each other.
arms
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And it

cannot be otherwise...unless

fo1low Laeants
proposal to his Schoo1 ( g October Lg67 ) we
that
at
the moment when he 'authori""= ti*";Ii;,
"-",rUiect,
the
oD
basis
of
the
anarys5-s he has und,ergone, to begin io
ir""ti-e, *iv, it he
so wishes, pass on his case and reasons,
what he makes of
what he has been through, to selected coueagues,
*rrro will
then make his. testimony the objeJt of ; minute
and,
scrupulous examination, intended n6t only to
that
-that
his symptoms have ind6ed been aecoaea,
"orriir^
nt;--rrprimary
f a_ntasy" has b?"-rr. brought to righi, --tt.t t.
has, as a
crossed his fanfasy, that-whit he
(jouit) no
lubject,
S,onger interferes with what ire treari- (ouit),"rrjoy"
irr&-ttit
is
therefore ready - to psychoanarvse- ii"p.iiv r - butt" also
intended to enrich bv it3 own uiique-contributi.on the ever
open file on the question rwhat is-in analyst?".
r conclude. rs it meant that on the
ruins of ttre rpn vre
should cerebrate the marriage of -piycrroanarysiiand the
state? But the,corpse stirr lhows sigis of riie, the
brid,e
is t-oo fair, and- the groom otherwise-engaged. A School
psychoanllysis whose members are resolute-workers, able of
to
enter debate with all comers and, maintain di;r;g.,r"'*itt the
Pubric on what, 5.n the discovery of the uncons6ious, is of
general concern is this
preferabte to an-order of
psychoanalysts-whispering atnot
the Lars of the powerful?
such a school a]1gady- exist? rt ought to. - suchDoes
an
initiative, scientific ].n character, is the only one worthy
of the cause and the Field which, ii"." Lacan, Lear the name
of Freud.
scriltrrn, This text had been with the editor of
Pgs!-.
Mop9e_ f or a f-ew days when my attention was
article by MT Green in the 10 Febru"ry-i"=..". drawn tJ
1.

Le

tffi

Mr Green takes issue with Lacan for having formulated
t!. "precept" according to which it is raudaure ',not to
give up on one's d.esire" (1"
pal -eaer ="i-"""- desir):
Mr Green sees in it a threit to public
moiars. rn
lrEthique de Ia psvch?nalyse., Lacan's seminar
which r
-ii-J"gg;sr
-' tina-inis :
the only. thing one can be guilty of, at reiii-in that
the
perspective of psychoanalysis, i3 to have-gi"."
on
oners desire,' (p.369). i think I have
"p
i; ;t

lectures at the Department of
"fro*"
(University of paris g) that Lacan is piv"ir".nalysis
h;;a- simply
echoing Freud, who, in ,,Civi1iFaiion
ind its
DisconteH, wrore *Every renGFration of ttrft-f5i
ffi-saffiaction
J Alain tvrilier ) now
becomes a
-.".ivdynamic source of conscience and.
fresh
renunciation increases the ratter r s
and
intolerancE'r .. [ * J Which is- to iuy-itrat, -""I"iai"g
""rruii.tv
to
Freud, and contrary to the exp6ctations -;i common
sense, the feeling of uneonscious guilt -is-iever so
strong as when the subject sacrifi6es hi;- ."iovrn."t
( jouissance) to the moial ideal; -;;tii"- ,,iuperego,,
feeds off the very renunciations that
it -almanos.

Freud presents

this formula, in his chapter 6, as the
specific contribution of psychoanalysis Lo the question
of ethics. Lacants "to hlve given up on oners desirett
at
once translates
and transposes
Freudr s
trTriebverzichttt
.

certainly, no one is forced to agree with the position
of Freud and Laean here. But if, with the help of one
of those fictions that rogicians carr ipossible
worlds", w€ imagine Mr Green as a turn of the eentury
viennese, we have to suppose that he would have invoked,
upon Freud., BS he now does upon Lacan and. his pupils,
. the censure of "right-minded people": those -plopf6
whose number and influenee in - 1990 has frlppify
decreased. due to the impact on civirisation - oi
psychoanalysis
2.

l'1r Green f avours med.ical quarif ications as the
g:uarantee of psychoanalytic competence, in which he i-s
in line with positS.ons repeatedly defended by the rpA,
in d.ef i-ance of ,the express, and frequently repeated,
wishes of Freud.
himself. This point wai tha main
reason for the split in the psychoanatytic movement in
France, which pitted Lacan, among othErs, against the
teachers of Mr Green. That battle has been rost by the
rPA everlmhere in the worId. Freud would be grad of

ir.

3.

while judging the activity of Lacan d.etrimental to
psychoanalysis, Mr Green boasts of having been ,one of
his
collaboratorstt (sic) in caIling, in fine, upon
rrcompetent and. honest Lacanians*
work together for a
trrenevralrr. claims which are tobaf
f ring in
their
incoherence.

4.

[*]:

while Dr Green is entirely at r5-berty
to
Einally,
follow Freud in every part of his work, and nol not
to
read
tacan as r do, it is to be feared. that if he perseveres
with couching his pronouncements in the languige
he has
used for some time now, he may cause anxiety in people
better disposed towards him than r arn, by oiferin-g them
a spectacre of pain and. rage exacerbated by
impotEnce.
The Pelican Freud

Library, vo1. t2
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p321.

The question

of the end of the treatment
lecture given in Rennes L6/5/97
by Francois Leguil

r have been asked to speak about the end of the treatment
over- a period of three years. This is the rength of til;
s-et by the proced,ure which confers tle titre of A.E to
whoever is put forwardr on condition--that this person can
demonstrate that those who nominated him were right to do
so..

so the title in guestion is not just a hollow one, of
kind which might offer the subj6ct only the prospectthe
of
eventually no ronger being obliged to hord it; it is- a titre
which has value. sorely in terms of the degrading--ii
promises. what- ,is morer ES opposed, to other [itres] ia
requires the subject to start work, instead of d,ispensing
him. from it, which is a second reason for it not being iusi
a tit1e.
l{hat r wourd like to say tod.ay is that the end of anarysis
involves the emergence of a ceitain pathway. Firstly, wtrat
vras at issue at- the beginning shows itself-to be at in end,
and.second.ly, the end. of an analysis arlows us to see the
dividing of the dimension of work on the one hand,
and that
of the act on the other.
The question of the end of anarysis has been posed as a
problem from - the beginning: a -discussion of -it should
therefore start from simple ideas.
The fact that the question of the end of analysis has arisen
is noteworthy in itserf; analysis is arSo
form of
treatment, people go to an analyst because arr is anot
weIr,
so it follows that the end. of a treatment means the cure
has
been
found.

Raising the question of the end of analysis is itself a way
of saying that the cure constitutes a pioblem, ;;-ih; notion
of treatment must also be problematic. we can no longer be
content with parading the claim that there is noielation
between therapeutic and an?rysis, not that there is one, but
lre can no longer simpry fall back on this claim for it to be
a sufficient argrument; we must show in what way ;;;rysis is
somelhing other than therapy, because not to do s6 would
simply be making-a mockery of everyone, peopre who come to
the analyst d,o so because they are not wEtr,
:ee
i-s not weII, beeause some t thing, is suf f erin g .-' b..",r". all

But the fact i:, often they don't rearise that if they have
reached the point of consulting an analyst,
h;;; taken
ole step beyond the treatment, and Ltrevthey
haie
tixen it
themselves. They do not come to see Lrre anaryit
just
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things are going badly - if they do th-ey wont t be
coming for long. They come Lecause, without knowing it,
they ltart an analysis when the questions they are asking
theirselves about their suffering, are connected, to other
questions they are putting to ihemselves, concerning what
they are.
Analysis i.s therefore begun at the axis-joining-these two
which can only
kindi of questioning, bet*een this suffering
queslign
concerning
be said, iri words of complaint, and the
permit
them
will
what that means about being. So analysis
conception
of
very
to foIlow a certain path inaicated by our
been
not
has
Which
the symptom as a gagged word, a message
allowEd-to reach-itl addressee, which has therefore been
d.enied i'ts function of reaching its d.estination; such is the
vray h'e can conceive the symptom today, thanks to Lacan' bY
coipling it with the figurE, the trope of metaphor'
Thisconceptionoftheslrrnptomasasignifying-substitution
begins,
is what pe-rmits us to asceitain that if the analysis
symptoms.
of
the subjEct can be relieved of a certain number
There comes a time when the subject, might decide things are
fine as they are; this happens 75% of the time; he decides
done
that things are fine as they are, that his analyst has
go
their
now
can
him an admirabie service, and that they

beca-use

separate hrays.

This is a legitimate end of analysis. vle can sdY,
nevertheless, that in a small but significant number of
cases, people are not satisfied with stopping there.
So the end of analysis starts off again at that moment, in
one of two possible directions, to put it schematically.
One possibility consists in a self-propelling maintenance of
the treatment where what has been d,iscovered in the
treatment becomes necessary to the upkeep ofgo a new
on with
subjective position; but as it is not possible to
demand
this
the treatment unless demand is kept up, and, as
at
is a complaint for what has motivated it, we reali-se this
point that maintaining the treatment amounts to what Freud
called a negative therapeutic reaction.
There is a second possibility where we can note a certain
number of phenomena, a new clinic, which obliges us to
propose that beyond a certain point which might be termed
therapeutic, there is an end of the treatment which is not
of a negative
the self-maintenance of the latter in the formrthe
arrogant
therapeutic reaction, which Lacan caIls,
demand to suffer', and. which involves the upkeep, in the
part of the subject, at this moment of his failing ideal, bY
laying claim to suffering. There is another PossibilitY,
anE Lican tries to pin it down in a certain nurnber of
formulas which now appear to us as syntagrms which must not
be allowed to become fixed, a certain nurnber of formulas by
which we can learn to construct a theory of what is at stake
in this procedure of the pass ('passe').
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these f ormulas together: Subj.ective
I shall list
destitution, erossing the fantasy, falli-ng of the presumeda
subject of knowledge, coming about of being. -H-ere are
certain number of enigrmatic-sounding formulas which I should
simply like to comment on tod.ay, in order to show how tire
miglt-make of them something other than slogans or rather
flishy landmarks vrhich would allow us to formulate the fix
we are in, in a different waY.
to
Subjective destitution, what does it mean for a subject
grasp
ean
vre
meaning
whose
be EestituteZ ltt s an exPression
what might subjective institution be?
Itrrough its opposite;
-o-f
Lacanrs permits us Lo get to the-heart of
This formula
which i,s that if the subi-ect came
the matter straightavray,
-was
suffering, and' beeause herd' had
to see us becaule he
enough of suffering, it's because what seemed as subjective
and we
institution for hiir'was not doing its job anlzmorei
showed
Freud
since
know what seems as su.bjective inslitution
is
fantasy
the
in
us that the posit5.on of the subjeet
sublective
as
seems
what
assured by hi; identification to say a scenario, or
instituti6n is a fantasy. That is gives
the subject an
er"r, a phrase, something whichget
vrith regard to
by
assurance which permits trim to
nature,
heterogeneous.
of
a
everything ln the world which is
him.
suits
what
with
with-regaid to everything in conflict
rmental
of
sort
this
So we call subjeclive institution
little
formation' whtch allows the sub3eet to remai-n just arpleasure
the
of
edge
bit beyond what Freud ca]}ed the
principle" which allows him to be bordering at a point
ieyona- wniin he is tn d.anger. So _this f antasy is what
alLows the subject to be able to adjust, in the. optical
sense of the woid, to be able to adjust his relation to a
if he has
real; and everything leads us to believe that, Unconscious
this
is
begun an anallsis,- itts because it
due
iuit"=y which iras been put into guestion. It'sa because,
particularly
oE
to a letting-go, BD identification,
unexpecteA eniounter, or because of an alteration in what he
had to deal with, this unconscious fantasy came to guestion
the subject in such a way that his slnnptoms, &t that moment,
caused him to suffer.
We can see that, beyond. therapy, the treatment is no longer
about what would. relieve the subject, but about what he may
become once it is the fantasy that is put in question.
At this point we can establish a hlpothetically determinable
and locatable pathway in which there would' be the therapy,
and after that an enigrmatic pathway where what is at issue
that happens
is the becoming of the status of the subject:
the minute the question of the fantasy has been put in the
context of work. fhese are dangerous things to say because
you have to teII yourself- that you can teach the subject who
comes to see you a lot about this therapeutic horizon, but
there is one thing you will never teach him muchaabout,
which is what is the best therapy for him. There is sense
in which 'everyone knows whatrs good for him', which is
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an ethical definition of the subject, who has a
eertain nr:rnber of habits and who knows, 8S child,ren know,
that touching the stone hurts more than touching the sink.
The subject who comes to see you was trailing around with
him his- little therapy the one which suited' him best because
he had got it from his own personal history. At9 whatever
you say and do, you won't find a better one. This therapy
was the assurance given him by his fantasy.
So the treatment is parad.oxlcal to the extent that, dt the
end of the day, an effectj.ve treatment is one that puts the
patient baek oir tris feet, So that, after the failure of a
Lertain nurnber of identificatory solutions, it allows the
subject to re-establish himself within his fantasy.
ftt s from his fantasy that the subject gets his assurance
vis-a-vis existence; tris fantasy te}Is him what to d'o in
relation to anything foreign to him, anything !e might find
to
disagreeable. This-fantasi frames the subjegt's relationyour
of
one
time
questi-on
each
reality, this is what is in
patients tells you he's been dreaming about looking at
something through a wind.ow; this is really to te}} You what
the status of the subject vis-a-vis reality is framed. by a
signifying apparatus which demarcates a eertain nqmber of
polnts- on the horizon, which the subject can grasp thanks to
the i-ntervention of this apparatus.
But taking a subject beyond the point where he knows what is
good for him presupposes the entry at that moment into a
ione of uncertailrtY, presupposes a point in analysis beyond
which it gets dangerous. we all know that it can get
dangerous as early on as the first session.
But another set of difficulties can arise at the montent when
a treatment had given no indication of the fact that, until
then, things could, go wrong. What is at stake at the end of
the treatment is that there comes a moment when the subject
is invited to go beyond a certain point, to embark on a
journey where he no longer has at his disposa] the
co-ordinates he need.s in order to know whatts good or what
is bad for him. Literally. The treatment at that moment
brings the subject to the point where he needs advice,
because that is what you need. when you no longer know what
is good or bad for you. The problem is that if, at that
moment, the subject takes advice, he's no longer in analysis
because psychoanalysis was invented. by Freud. from the moment
he decided to give up suggestion for the subject to have
passed beyond this point, means he is in serious danger .".f
he does not have, Bt that moment, the advice of an
but if he does, analysis is no longer
enlightened master,
'so
we might say that analysis is indeed a
taking p1ace,
wond.erful adventure, the greatest of all, surely, in that
there comes a moment when anything could happen. Starting
from the fact that this subject is going to come a croPper
indeed
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This is exactry what Lacan proposes that we make the
subiect go beyond this point lnd- right to the end of the
path which is possibre for him, without it (being) for that
the equivaLent of a total catastrophe in rearity from which
he would never recover. Because basically, what Lacan
establishes, is that when you take up this bet (and it is
ind,eed, a bet sinee you no longer have the coord,inates which
telI you what is going to happen), if the analyst has the
means to sustain it, what emerges at the end is certainly a
man or a $roman who has lost much of what gave him or her
their assurance in life, but aLso what emerges at the end is
an analyst.

That means that at the end, an analyst is produced by this
path, beyond the point which was set by what i.t was that
gave a subject his subjective assurance, beyond a point
called subjective d,estitution. In crossing the fantdsy, the
destitute subject will only find his way out by taking the
pIace, not of a subject, but of an object. So the subject,
on his way to being an analyst, is going to be brought to
find a vray out, and here we can see that, looked at in this
way, Lacanrs mathemes are a simplification of experience.
What d.o you know about your analyst? A certain nurnber of
things, such as where he lives, when he wishes to see you,
whatr up to a point, his tastes are, accord.ing to whether
the walrs are bare; if there is some indieation of knowredge
to be had in the room or not, you can find out a certain
amount which young analysands set great store by. But you
have nothing in the way of a sign which wourd terl you what
the analyst wants of you, what he wants for you and what he
wants to te1). you. This means that the person of the
analyst is defined from the first by a certain number of
entirely negative attributes. The analyst dosen't define
himself in the same way that I'm speaking to you now, that
is, by way of a certain nurnber of words, of signifiers which
he produces in order to present himself to the other. This
is precisely how the analyst can be d,efined as the one who
tries, ds far as possibre to erud.e any definition which
might permit the patient to know what he has to say in
order to reach him. rf he wishes the rure of free
association (without which there is no analysi_s ) to
function, the analyst must give his patient no signifier

might lead him off in one direction rathei than
another. so for anarysis to function, the analyst must not
be defined or represented for the patient by something of
the order of the signifier; this authorises Lacan to propose
that this anaryst, who ls ttroroughry enigrmatic in teims- of
what he wants, occupies the place of this object ca1led the
object
inasmuch as this object is not of the same
rnature''a',
of the. signifier.
This is how Lacan writes the discourse of analysis:
which
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this object ta' in the place of the one who carries
out the operation, he puts over here his famous split
subject, and he presumeL that the analytic act is this
operation performed by the analyst on a subject who is

He puts

working.

I have just let two words slip out here: act and work; these
form what is
are the only vray vre can e:press in its simplest
j.s
can only
stake
at
at stake at the end of analysis. What
scope of
the
within
bd determined. by seParating what falls
work.
of
the act from what fa11s within the scope
tacan says two things coneerni.ng the analytic act: the
eonception of the tool which we call the act, st-ems from the
category of act called tpassage a }tactet, which means the
eonception of the act stems from the notion that the act
goes Leyond the knowledge which thinking permits us to have
about a situation. The rpassage a ltacte' demonstrates that
at a given moment a breich occurs, something happens in
spite of a certain knowledge, producing something new; Lacan
thinks that this concept5-on of the act allows us to grasp
what is at issue in the treatment.
what allows ltsr at the
The analytic act is, firstly,
set
the subject to work. In
beginning of an analysis, to
that it doesntt
considers
caUing this an act then, Lacan
act means that
an
speak
of
but that to
happen by itself,
else, in a
something
in
something is the cause of a change
Person.

to speak of an act is to demand heterogeneity in the very
movement of the treatment, the subject must be in the
presence of something which makes him change, which,
initially, makes him work; this presuPposes that a change
takes place; that this change has a cause external to the
subject, so we have also reason to think that this change
has a beginning and an end, since we call i-t an act, and
since the act is not indefinitely repeated, like the creator
and what he creates, and it follows from that that this act
can only take place if cause and effect, the cause and what
it applies itself to, are, if I can put it like this, made
So

present.

This means that an analysis does not take place after the
analysis is over, after the analyst has been taken leave of.
So the analytic act, which at the end of the day amounts to
the subject finding himself occupying the place of the
object, is a very curious act. The subject finds himself
in this position because, in the course of his analysis, he
has lost what established him in life the master signifiers,
the identifications to which he subjected himself in order
rrl
to claim some knowledge about
r' what he was starting with
am

the son of so and so. . .

a------->
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Losing these means the subjeet j,s properred to a plaee where
he defines himself no longer accordinb to arL his signifying
characteristics, but according to the extremely enigmatic
category of the object. So, having reached. this point
through his work, the subject testifies to the singular
nature of this act which is accomplished by the analyst, but
whose path is travelled by another.
This act, which d,oes not operate autonomously, is one that
aims to answer to the subject in a certain wBy, aims to give
a certaj.n sort of answer to the Subject; the only answer an
act can give to a question has a name: this answer is a
realisation, here act means realisation.
So the analytic act should propose to the subject the
prospect of Subjective realisation. We are accountable for
this whether the subjects who come to see us realise
themselves in the process of the treatment or not. f'm
labouring this point by using everyd,ay terms which are open
to criticisms as soon as they are examined more close1y,
because most of the time, it, s by wanting the subject to
realise himself in the treatment that he ends up wondering
if hers going to realise what is happening to him, to use an
everyday expression t'how am I going to fulfil
myself in
Iife". If psychoanalysis neglects this question, it will

not hold out for very long.
So there is another way of grasping this subjective
realisation; the subject who comes to see you is a subject
suffering from the fact that the signifier does not teII him
everything about what he is, and that the signifier does not
teI} him everything he has to do in order to know what he
desires, espebially in order to know how to deal astutely
with the other sex. Because the signifier does not te]I him
everything d.bout what he is, Lacan has d,efined this subject
as rtsubject of the want-to-berr.
Something about being is not said in the signifier, and the
end of the treatment, if it is not a fraudulent end, if it
wants to offer the prospect of realisation, must, of
necessity, see the way to a prospect of being.
This being which we know is not said in the signifier, is
believed by the subject to be on the side of the object, and
he believes this to the extent that he has made a companion
of the object, which is what Lacan caIls the fantasy; this
means that the subject finds in the rear object a supplement

of being.
we call it a fantasy when the subject of the want-to-be,
subject of the signifier, comes to cling to, to correlate
himself with a real object which is not d.efined, by the
signif i-er, but which is def ined in f act by what the
signifier does not say. The subject makes his complement of
being act of this object.
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This means that he can go ahead. with life without suffering
too much beeause of his solitude; the subject has succeed.ed
in hooking himself onto this object by way of the sum of a
certain nurnber of proced.ures, and psychoanalysis is the
operation which attempts to break that by inverting it. The
analyst takes the place of this object about whieh the
subject knows nothing except that he cherished it more than

the apple of his eye.
The end of analysis is precisely, says Lacan, when the
question of being loses alL its substance of object (cf
Ltacte analvticrue). The end of an analysis is precisely
allowing the subject to give up that which gave him the
impressi.on, in his fantasy, of offering him this eomplement
of being. This is also what is called the stake in crossing
the fantasy, and at this part, patients let you know when a
signifier
falls, they say "it's as if I were in a phase of
rdenuelearisation"ti
one patient recently evoked the
impression that there was a core in his family that he vras
in the process of repelling }ike a putrid organ.
Why is it necessary, at the end of the analysi.s, for the
subject to stop thinking that with this object he will know
a litt1e about what he is? Itrs because his fantasy is an
impasse which can only permit him to orient himself in Life
by virtue of a misrecognition. So the end of analysis
proposes, dS subjective realisation, destitution, which .is
the moment when the subject, having lost all the master
signifiers (st1, which told him who he could claim to be,
and. having separated himself from this object out of whlch
he made the substance of his being, is visited by the
tangible feeling, that people teII you about, that nothing
can henceforth mask for him what Freud, eaIIed. castration;
that nothing can henceforth mask that it was by way of an
illusion which he wants no more of because it has become a
lie for him, that i.t was by way of an illusion that this
subject had the idea that in correlating himself with this
object, which is to say with his fantasy, he escaped his
nature of being fund.amentally divided of being crossed by
something which splits him in two and which means that as
soon as it is a question of his d,esire, without his
embarking on it, Do subterfuge will tell him what he ought
to do.
So why so much futile effort it might be asked: it might
after aII have been much better to stop before this point?
We11, Do, w€ could not stop before, firstly because we have
no choice in the matter, something obliges us to go this
f ar, but also because this f ar is exactly what is demand,ed
of the analyst.
The latter, if he wishes to have some chance of setting the
subject to work, some chance of the subjectt s at last
knowing what illusion he had faIlen prey to, must not, as is
crudely stated and put in the silliest way by a fair number
of the analytic community, must not project onto his patient
his own problems. As it seems too siIly to put it like
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that, people say that this is what happens when the analyst
anaryses the counter-transference. Lacan does not take up
this position: the analyst has some chanee of the subject'!
reaehing the end of the path he has to foIlow, if he, the
has been to the end of his path; which means only
1nalyst,
if he has had the experience of what he is as an object tha
minute he is separated from it.
So this is a cond.it5.on; there is no possibility of taking up
this position in analysis
and of occupying 5.t as t,semblancei'
rthus
if one has not been
fart.
preci.sely because for the
Why is there no possibility?
psyehoanalyst, it is a question of pretending to be this
object because it is impossible really
be it, unless the
analytic act j-s envS.saged in a perverse!gway.
So it is not a question of reaIly being this object which is
putrid because it cannot be said in words, because if the
analyst really is this object, it will not work. It wiII
not work for the reason that if he rea3.ly is it, he will be
it on his own account, and the object tat, this is where
things get complicated, is different for everyone since it
is deduced from a particurar signifying conjunction derived
from hi,s own history, by each subject; consequently this
object does not lend itself to being exehanged. If
Psychoanalysis could produce knowledge about the object 'E',
there would be no further need for psychoanalysis. t{hat was
at issue as real object, cause of your desire, yolf, can
deduce only at the end of a treatment, even if this object
is imaginarised in the register of the drives, around a
certain number, of objects cut from the rims of the bod.y.
The object 'a' has logical consisteDCy, is a real object
which can be'ded.uced, from all the statements of the patient.
So, for the analyst, itts a question of reaching the point
where the patient is as divided as he can be, where he is
dissected by a cut that no identification can cIose. The
imprication is that the practice of analysis requires you to
be so docile that, whatever the subject saysr you will never
get in the way of what he has to say next by reason of some
particularity of your personar equation. To put
it another
way, your experience of the object shourd never get in the
way of the subject finding the path of his own deiire.
You see, then, that the question of the end of anarysis is a
question that getP posed automatically since analysis isnrt
a cure, the cure is the fantasy, and the subject goes beyond
it; and the analyst, if he wants an anaryticir act
to
happen, if he wants the subject to work, must occupy the
position of the'object. Lacan says as much in 1959, in I'The
Direction of the Treatment'l: I'The analyst is more 6ttecffi
s involved in his ill;s -lg.r.;.',
lndeed, if the analyst wants the issue in his treatment to
be what the patient has to say, he cannot be invorved in it,
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other than what it once rras, that is plain
to see. t{ork used to live up to its etfrmo}ogry of torture
and torment: today it is that which permits a subject to
maintain himserf in his identifications. rtts what permits
the subject to be a worker. And the master i.s no longer
idle; what we ask for nowadays from the Other isnrt a
guarantee of the means of subsistenee that situation
belongs to a bygone unlamented age, nowad.ays that guarantee
is pretty well assured, so J.ong as one has the good fortune
not to be born in the Sahel. Nowad,ays vre ask the Other to
giuarantee us work. This gives a whole particular category,
characterised by a refusal of this demand of the master, by
a refusal to resemble him in our work; whatt s prod,uced is
the. clinical picture of hysteria.
So, the I'work[ thatts meant when we ta]k of asking someone
to get to work in psychoanalysis is quite a different thing
from what that word. denotes in the corununi-ty.
The first thing to notice is that all the patients who come
to see you for one reason or another, who speak to you of
the analysis they have done, are going to d.o, or are doing
they all have the idea that they work and their analyst
produces nothing. And the fact is that their suspicion is
justified. The analysand's suspicion that he is the only
one who works up a sweat is a suspicion that the facts
confirm in every session.
The analytic act has a scandalously ataraxic side: you put a
subject to work precisely by means of sitting and twiddling
your thumbs. This brings out a complaint from the hysteric
which is fuelled. by the hysteric's refusal to start work:
"why should it- be me who does everything?t', rrask me some
questionstr, which means "put yourself to the trouble of
doing a litt1e thing. " The analysand.s cope with this
suspicion about the analyst by asking themselves what
exactly the analyst does. Clearly, he does nothing.
This is one of the first ways in which the patient comes to
wonder what the analyst wants of him, and clearly, the best
way to spare the Other a questioning of what Lacan caIls the
desire of the Other
in the analytic situation, a
guestioning of what you, the analyst, want is to start
work yourself. When you work for someone, except on rare
occasions where it might be said I'Hers d.oing me d,owntt- just
what the analyst does, incidentally, itrs his job....when
you work for someone, that someone is usually gratified.
Sometimes so gratif ied that they take ad.vantage of the
situation to exploit you while they have the chance. And
when the analyst does nothing, he thereby immediately
provokes an enigrmatic question from the analysand.: lrwhat
does he want with me, perhaps his intentions are bad?"
So the analyst, by his act of putting someone to work while
himself remaining id1e, introduces the patient to a
questioning of what is wanted of him. As regards work, what
immediately comes into view is a demand for a guarantee: and
become something
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in his being. The anaryst's involvements mustn't be at

issue

s a littre bit about why the questj-on of the end of the
treatment has to be raised in the form of a methodological
distinction between act and work. By accomplishing an act
where the work is d,one by another, the analylt witt-ue able
to see that pat5.ent himself find the horizon of the act at
the end of his work, and see the patient himself occupy this
pIace. You see, then, how Lacan resolves the impasse: the
last word on the right action to take can't be ieached bt
thought alone and the d,iscourse on the right actions i;
take is carled, ethics. Ethics tries to terr us how to act,
as-opposed to morality, whose job is to terl us how t6
Thatr

behave.

The act of putting the subject to work requires the analyst
to possess some means of stopping the patient backing down.
*rtrs
good to make advances,--but somelimes one has to
breath'r i.e. one has to go back to the crad,re, to take
fantasy. The fantasy which has the povrer to reassure the
the
patient, which institutes him subjectively. Alr that the
patient can count on over against this reassurance is the
analystrs eertainty. rt is essential that this certainty be
there, in the analyst's possession: r referred earrier to a
d,anger-zone, a zone of high wind.s if the analyst racks
certaj-nty about a way out for the patient the analysis wirl
founder.

rf the anaryst is a Lacanian, he can guarantee the function
of this certainty in two ways. The first way is if he has
himself reached this place at the end of an analysis: in
that case he can prace himself there as a t'sembrant,' - he
has the certainty that it is this point in the real which
has to be aimed at.
often though, the analyst hasnrt waited for that before
setting up in practice. rn which case he
occupy tha,
place in another wdy, which works just can
as welt- - hy
continuing his own analysis. what Lacin has to say givei
the secret as well as the legitimisation of this gap
setting up as anaryst and the moment of the act. -H-owbetween
is the
subject who sets up as analyst a bit too soon (and. everyone
does the same, it's
anticipation) going
as
analyst? By continuing to leave his positiontoof operate
sirlSect
at
work, the work of supplying signifieis, in the car6 of an
analyst - whereby, in his treatments with his patients, he
can occupy that pIace. sor you see, r am not defining the
end of anarysis as any kind of idear point: what ilve been
saying goes to show that the pass should.n't be made into an
id.eaI, it j.s more a means for trying to find, wtrai, -xactly,
is

taking shape.'
lrte have got as f ar as the distinction between work and act.
Eherers a point here that rouses a very tangible complaint
in the treatment, and which is an oLject-of mockeiy in
society at Iarge. we live in a century in which work has
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memory. Itrs a simple story ltve told you, and Itm sure
that none of you will doubt the gerruineness ofrrwhat
that manr s
suffering: his child provoked. a question,
is my
position in the desire of the Otherri, and the memory which
immediately presented, itself was of an exelusion from the
Other, (you will hear no more of me), felt as a definite
threat by the obsessional subject.

Certainty relates to what is between two signifi.ers, it
relates to the bringing into play of a d.esire, and this
desire is caused by something real
something to which
hatred,, for example, can bear witness.
$le analysts arenrt the only people who can be certain, nor
the only people who tie their act to the notion of
certainty. But it should be pointed out that the analytical
act isnrt simply a conmitment, and the convicti-on which
accompanies a conrnitment isn't certainty.
Cormritment is
often confused with the act for a perfectly good reason, to
commit oneself is to enrol oneself on might say that it is
to enrol oneself under a master-signifier, but that is too
easy to say. To commit oneself implies separation:
separation from one's friends, from onets village, in order
to cross the Channel and folIow a pariahi or leaving
friends, brothers and sisters in order to cross the Sea of
Ga1ilee and follow someone who is going to finish up
crucified...it is submitting oneself to a bad business.
Committing oneself rests on a separation, on a gift: one
makes a gift of that which one holds most dear to a cause
that one decides to serve, and that gift separates one from
an environment that had an eminent signifying va1ue. The
analytical act has to do with separation-therapy of a
different nature. The analytical act makes its certainty
depend, not on what has been given by the subject, but on
what has been lost.
When someone commits himself, it is conviction that does the
office of certainty; but the gift he has made of what he
holds lnost dear deprives him of all knowledge about what he
has left on one side. Which is to say that the most
courageous man, the most enamoured of justice, with the most
noble ideals, can have a fantasy that d.iffers rudely from
what he imagines himself to have served aI] his life. I arn
reminded of someone who came to see me, who had been in the
resistance during the vrar, and subsequently d.evoted hts lif e
to internati,onal law - to the movement which strives for a
technical change in the status of a certain number of people
oppressed by d.ictatorships. He came to see me because he
vras at the end of an psychosomatic illness which hadn't
years of analysis, until a
cleared up despite several
fantasy came to light, trgetting the skin of a blackman",
prompted by a dream that he had in which he was with an
afrikaner. His skin complaint spoke volumes about that
fantasy.

l,fe cannot rely on commitment in the practice of
psychoanalysis: much as we respect commitment, it doesntt
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memory. Itrs a simple story Itve told you, and I'm sure
that none of you will doubt the gerruineness ofrrwhat
that mant s

sufferi.ng: his child provoked a question,
is my
position in the desire of the Otherr', and the memory which
i.mmediately presented, itself was of an exclusion from the
Other, (you will hear no more of me), felt as a definite
threat by the obsessional subject.
Certainty relates to what is between two signifiers, it
relates to the bringing into play of a desire, and this
desire is caused by something real
something to which
hatred, for example, can bear witness.
We analysts arentt the only people who can be certain, nor
the only people who tie their act to the notion of
certainty. But it should be pointed. out that the analytical
act isnrt simply a cornmitment, and the eonviction which
Cormnitment is
accompanies a conunitment j,sn't certainty.
often confused with the act for a perfectly good reason; to
corunit oneself is to enrol oneself on might say that it is
to enrol oneself under a master-signifier, but that is too
easy to say. To commit oneself implies separation:
separati-on from one's friend.s, from oners village, in order
to cross the Channel and follow a pari.ah; or leaving
friends, brothers and si-sters in order to cross the Sea of
Galilee and follow someone who j,s going to finish up
crucified...it is submitting oneself to a bad business.
Committing oneself rests on a separation, on a gift: one
makes a gift of that which one holds most dear to a cause
that one decides to serve, and that gift separates one from
an envi-ronment that had an eminent signifying value. The
analytical act has to do with separation-therapy of a
different nature. The analytical act makes its certainty
depend, not on what has been given by the subject, but on
what has been Iost.
IJhen someone commits himself, it is conviction that does the
office of certainty; but the gift he has made of what he
hold.s most dear d.eprives him of all knowledge about what he
has left on one side. Which is to say that the most
courageous man, the most enamoured of justice, with the most
noble ideals, can have a fantasy that differs rudely from
what he imagines himself to have served all his life. I am
reminded of someone who came to see me, who had been in the
resistance d.uring the war, and. subsequently devoted his lif e
to international law - to the movement whieh stri.ves for a
technical change in the status of a certain number of people
oppressed by d.ictatorships. He came to see me because he
was at the end of an psyehosomatic illness which hadn't
years of analysis, until a
cleared up despite several
fantasy came to light, rrgetting the skin of a blackman",
prompted by a dream that he had in which he was with an
afri.kaner. His skin complaint spoke volumes about that
fantasy.

We cannot rely on commitment in the

practice of

psychoanalysis: much as we respect commitment, it
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doesnrt
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help us in practice. The conviction that the subject can
pride himself on what he has given is one thing. The
certainty that he can't pride himielf on anything
rrpride"any more,

because

another.

he has lost that which

was

hj.s

is quite

Lacan correlates this business of the act to eertainty; this
certainty bears on what the subject has Lost, the object

trthich divid.es him.

Clinical experience of the act doesnrt make what I was
a moment ago obvious; a subject who passes to the act
( I'passage a 1r actetr) will
spend the rest of the time
as'suring himserf that he is uncertain as to where the act
gets him. Anyone who has met people who have conmitted the
supreme act (after suicid,e, that is, but we dontt meet
people who have corrnitted suicide), i.e. murder, is aware
these people are convinced, rea1Iy convinced, that they
!h?t
had no part in what happened. I mean, there is e
in these cases such that after the
Protestation of innocence
act, if it was a t'passing to the actrr , the murderer' s
certainty simply isntt in evidenee: on the contrary, he is
uncertain - I'I dontt know what eame over me.,t
when Lacan says that the analytical act is an invitation to
knowledge, he is saying that it is an act which requires
that certainty be correlated with a knowledge of what
happened. There can't be any certainty on the leve1 of ,tI
wasnlt feeling well that day, and. I got carried, away,,. No:
the subject has to know why, how, and where it happened.
Lacan has an idea about this as early as the 50s.
He writes at the end of ttl,a Chose Freud.iennett: rt..a new
generation of practitioner
recovering
the meaning of the freudian experience and its motor.
Thereby this generation will also find the means of
protecting itserf from psycho-sociological objectification,
a condition where psychoanalysis in its uncertainty goes in
search of what it does: the only possible result of such a
search is an inadequate abstraction into
which
psychoanalysis gets bogged down and gets dissolved.,'
(Ecrits, p. 435 ) ) .
Lacan notes that a certain nr:rnber of practiti.oners wilr try,
by a psycho-sociological objectification, to defend
themselves from their own uncertainty about what the
analytical act leads them to; and he pronounces a certain
nurnber of words: uncertainty, abstraction
IittIe
rrtour de forcetr he says that any objectificationininaanalysis
is an abstraction and substance. Here we have three words
in a row that will enable us to see what is at issue in the
analytical act.
r am goi.ng to write them out along with their opposites:
say5.ng

:
:
:

UNCERTAINIY
ABSTRACTION
SUBSTANCE
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CERTAINTY

UIATERIALIry
ACT

- no problem. Opposite
Opposite truncertaintyt', rrcertatntyr'
ttiLstractiont' there is no - choice:
can I t
be
it
t'objecti,f ication", because Lacan makes objectif ication an
it
has
to
be r,materialityrr. And opposite
abslraction
trsubstance" you can Only put tractrr, since Lacan ef feetively
ridicules the substance oi the act by saying that it is an

abstraction.
So, the certainty of the analyst is the certainty that
aliows him to regulate his act according to the materiality
of the Letter. itre materiality present in the treatment is
nottring to do with what defines the subjectrs behaviour
psycho:sociologicaIly. It is the instance of the letter,
i.a. the power which inflects the subjectrs destiny.
I'd like to finish off by saying that there is another way
to pin down this certainty. Lets consider the doctor's
cerlainty. You know that d,octors talk about the medical
act, of the diagnostic act, the therapeutic act - these are
all words they use. You know too that the easiest mistake
to make when someone uses a word is to think that he has got
it wrong. But it's always salutary to take the view that he
isusing that word. very we1I. Thatts what we do as
analysti: we never think that the subject is wrong the
analyst's stance is that all the words the subject uses are
lets do the same for the rest: when a
the iigtrt ones. So itmedical
act", he is talking about an
a
doctor talks about
get judged according to its
doesn't
which
act. It is an act
you
is under no obligation to
a
doctor
know,
results. As
to the certainty of the
is
obligation
achieve resulls; his
knowledge, (1) to the
his
and
the
doctor
relation between
of all the knowledge
d,isposes
doctor
the
certainty that
the Other. That is
by
put
disposal
his
at
which hal beln
judged
gets
before a medical
doctor
a
the criterion on which
point:
cannot be
a
doctor
serious
tribunal. It is a
positive
with his
result
a
achieve
reproached for failing to
all the
use
to
for
failj-ng
palient, but he can be reproached
put
his
disposa].
at
knowledge which the Other

first definition of the analytical act is just the
opposite. An analyti-ca] act is judged by its results: what
suLject has it produced? How has it change the person? That
is a more daunting outcome than a cure. You know that
Lacanfs phrase "In psychoanalysis a cure is a bonusrr is so
incisive that it's easy to wish he hadn't said it. In the
seminar on anxiety he also says that "it is preci-sely
because we aren't responsible for effecting a cure, that we
are responsible for nothtng less than the position of the
subject at the end of the treatment." This is what I was
alluding to eArlier on when I spoke of the danger-zone: the
analyst's responsibility doesn't concern his relation to
iltotal
knowled,ge" but his relation to something that Lacan,
referring to knowledge, called the I'not a11".

The
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and you see that it is a gamble, a risk, but that it is also
an appeal to a truth which would sati.sfy the hope for a
mateh between knowledge and the thing - the med'ical thing, I
mean.

The medical act, the technical aet, the suspension of
i-n. order to
knowledge, goes io the limits of knowledg-e - notpush
it back
to
but
experieic! [,fre radicality of this ]imit,
a
moment
suspension,
of
a iittte further. It il a moment
the
doctor
Wha!
that aims to make more sPace for knowl'edge. himsel-f
from
distances
ca1ls his act is a point where he
in
But,
new.
what he knows in orEer to try sontething
except
run,
risk
performed.,
the
med,i.cine, the act cannot be
in the name of knowledge: it is a testing of the limits of
knowledge.

is it an
the religious act, the act of faith - whyhas
been
act? It is an act ttrat produces a certaintY, _what
credibility.
of
known since Saint ThomaL as the certainty
of the chureh are jus!
It is a mistake to think that menjyst
peopIg-who believed
peopte who beiieve: if they were
'if,.V
would'be no good
there
would be simple neurotics,
Lacan asserts
whi-ch
r."iot why they snouta be unanalysable,
a certainty
by
animated
that they are. A man of faith is
enables him
that
life,
derived irom an act that modifies his
other side
people
on
the
to risk his life,to 9o and. convert
than
certainty:
of the world. He his an unshakeablewill rejec!more
the
all
mere belief because this certainty
supply'
might
froofs to the contrary which the world
that
The act of faith is a separation from the knowledge
you
to
have
God'
in
believe
i.ff= you about the world. Toperceptible
of
world'
the
in
abandoi the idea that he is
to
essential
things: the subject renounces something
which
knowledge
the
"ii:.5f"
him
- his reiation to perception and to certainty precisely
it furnishes him. This is- a caseofofnever
being vindicated
because the subject takes the risk
by facts.
from an act of
The certainty of the believer stems
is about the
world
fr6m knowledge about what the
a different
is
".p"tit:.on
of intra-mundane objects. It
n"i,rre
that
certainty
a
is
certainty from analytic certainty: it taken
God'
by
of
care
there i.s something wnicn i= completely
of the man of faith comes from the reading of
The certainty
-"igrr=:
he, sees the signs of God, either in
p.i."ptible
these sign! can be
i.ir".it or in [.tre world. He knows that
won't let that
iefuted by established knowledge. But he
knowled.ge get in the way of his certainty that, f9r example
action. And he won't let that
. *it""ie Is a sign of divine being
from submitting to the
knowledge Prevent- his whole
won't let it
will of-God in virtue of that certainty.in Hethe
signifier,
pi"".ni ti" whole self being invested
the reciproeity that
L.."rr"" in the Other someone is sure ofTo
be one of God''s
exists betvteen him and the Other.
cfriiAren i.s to think that God can say everything there is to
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and you see that it is a gamble, a risk, but that it is also
an appeal to a truth which would, satisfy the hope for a
match between knowledge and. the thing - the medical thing, I
mean,

The medical act, the technical aet, the suspension of
knowledge, goes to the limits of knowledge - not in order to
experience the radical.ity of this limit, but to push it back
a litt1e further. It j.s a moment of suspension, a moment
that aims to make more space f or knowled.ge. What the doctor
cal.ls his act is a point where he distances himseLf from
what he knows in order to try something new, But, in
med.icrne, the act cannot be performed, the risk run, except
in the name of knowledge: it is a testing of the limits of
knowledge.

the religious act, the act of faith - why is it an
act? It is an act that produces a certaiDtY, what has been
known since Saint Thomas as the certainty of cred.ibility.
It is a mistake to think that men of the church are just
people who believe: if they were just people who believed
theywould be simple neurotics, there would'be no good
reason why they should be unanalysable, which Lacan asserts
that they are. A man of faith is animated by a certainty
derived. from an act that modifies his life, that enables him
to risk his life,to go and convert people on the other sid.e
of the world. He has an unshakeable certainty: more than
mere belief because this certainty will reject all the
proofs to the contrary which the world might supply.
The act of faith is a separation from the knowledge that
tells you about the world. To believe in God. you have to
abandon the idea that he is perceptible in the world' of
visible things: the subject renounces somethj.ng essential to
him - his relation to perception and to the knowledge which
it furnishes him. This is a case of certainty precisely
because the subject takes the risk of never being vindicated
by facts.
The certainty of the believer stems from an act of
separation from knowledge about what the world is about the
nature of intra-mundane objects. It is a different
certainty from analytic certainty: it is a certainty that
there is something which is completely taken care of by God.
The certainty of the man of faith comes from the reading of
perceptible signs: he sees the signs of God, either in
himself or in the world. He knows that these sigms can be
refuted by established. knowledge. But he wonrt let that
knowledge get in the way of his certainty that, for example
a miracle is a sign of divine action. And he wonrt let that
knowled,ge prevent his whole being from submitting to the
will of God, in virtue of that certainty. He won't let it
prevent his whole self being invested in the signifier,
because in the Other someone is sure of the reciprocity that
exists between him and the Other. To be one of God's
children is to think that God can say everything there is to
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t
be
said, about us without remaind,er. It is to think that
{who has seen the father has
seen the sonrr.
So the certainty of the act of faith is certainty because
the act in this case is one of replacing the signs of a
presence, there where we psychoanalysts aspire to set up an
object with a purely logical consistency.

that we have to push psychoanalysis to the
point at whieh a certainty is acquired: a certainty that no
Other responds to the call, since that Other was somehow
produced by it.
That is what I wanted. to say towards putting the end of
analysis into context.

Because we know
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Problems ari-si.ng from rthe passt

by Anne Dunand
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The problems

of. psychoanalysis:

llhat can be termed the end of the analysis?- happens
Is the process of analysis, i,.e what actually
in a cure, transmissible?
Point to i-s an
In other words, what those two questionsquestion
guestionrthird
important, .r.rli"f
.of the
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itself.
trinsmission of
that
proof
be
there
can
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ana}ystZ
making of an
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analysis,
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subject
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to
constructed'
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d.evice
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and
tire end. of analysis,
to
phase,
conveyable
last
this
try and make-this moment,
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2t

others

many uses and
pE, in English, can be- put to j.n
pass-word,
as
such
meanings,
ffierent
bY.
to
pass-key, to come to Pass,
Pass
over the
It ean be a verb or a noun: that is an advantage different
is
verb
the
"p?sse=r':rFrench langnrage, where
is used' in
from the nounl ia passe. But the noun-iltself gives
it a
that
context,
French always' wIEE-T certaj.n
.
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in
find
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can
those
all
different mEaning from
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word
new
a
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be
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word is to look foi
3gE
a
opposed, I think to impasse: meaning ? dead-end,
points
to
pass
therefore
The
road..
alia-folX, no through
a certain peculiar passage, a way-through in the analysis.
We get this sense in Englis! too,. Iot in the Oxford
die[.ion&ryr we'have a choice of ten dif ferent meanings ior
the word piss, out of which we may-single out the one that
situation of the subject
impaffiest the particular
trNarrow
"riff
way over or through
we intlnd to descriLe:
in a mountain pass,
BS
mountains"; because there is then,
time, the
the
dt
no other way through, and, structuresame
analysis
the
of
ihe
contiiliation-of the iaira or
not to
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The
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or give up. I think I will also give another
side-step it ItNavi.gable
channel esp. at riverrs mouthrr;
def inition:
because it also illustrates the fact that one has to be
gruided through, has to be helped not to flounder and wreck
on low water at that Potnt, and this gives furthermore the
assumption that oners analyst can point out the rocks on
which- the analysand, may come to a stop, halt and' sink. It
also denotes the fact that such a Passage exists, even if
one has no map to provide the bearings.
Now after this brief introduetion to define the problem
and its place in an analysis, the way that transmissj.on
itself is linked with what, for want of a better
expression, I will call a special tl11>e of analysis and
what one can expect from it, before examining the pass j-n
the Lacanian theory and experience, I will make a brief
survey of what Freud and his followers, and what today in
the IPA, has been termed and described as the end, or
termination of analysis.
In his article t'Analvsis terminable and int9rminable"
(S>f,.23,p.209) written in 1937, Freud examines the causes
for analysis lasting so )-ong and what are the main

resistances encountered towards the end.
f. cannot give you here more than a very partial account of
this extremely profound and broad sunnnary by Freud of the
question. In other articles, such as ilThe Question of Lay
.@'',forinstance,Freudref}ectsonthethemeof
Fe Eormation of the analyst. But here, what he points
out, is the difficulty for an analysis to provide security
against all possible future traumas. To Prepare the
analysand against the unforeseen, the not dealt with
beforehand, the new conflicts that might be his plight

later oh, either because of new d.ifftculties arising later
in his life, or because of a stronger demand made by
instincts (the translation by Strachey of the word Trieb. )
I,nternal or external demands may compromise the results
obtained from the previous analysis. Freud suggests, ES a
possible solution the undertaking for the analyst of fresh
bouts of analysis every five years or so. He seems to
think that the profession itself is particularly prone to
building a nurnber of defences as a reaction to the
exposure of the analyst to the demand.s of the patientr s
id.
he goes
Concerning the termination of analysis itself,
back to eertain cases he has treated. and. shows what he
tried to do and what his conclusions are. For instance,
in the case of the "wolf-man'r, he recalls that this
patient had settled so comfortably in the analytical
situation and partnership that he, Freud, gave him an
ultimatum, a year to end hts analysis. This had a number
of positive results, some unconscious material was
remembered and brought to light. But the negative side of
this decision, the reappearance of "paranoid pteces" of
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the neurosis later on were to
consequences
stratagem.

and

prompted

s judgement one of its
to forgo this technical

Freudr

him

In another case, that has been surmised to be the case of
his disciple Ferenczi, he hras told afterwards by the
analysand. that he had neglected to analyse the negattve
transference. Freud. argues quite clearly that no conflict
can be artificially summoned into the transference if it
is not brought up by the analysand. He points out, as an
analogqg, that it would have the same effect as telling a
child the facts of life: he will go on believing his own
certitudes about sexual matters and what he has been told
will remain a purely intellectual piece of knowledge.
Freud, in this article, discusses at length the many
psychieal instances that are at play. But what he
und.erlines as the main difficulty is a resistance against
getting weII. What seems a most unnatural phenomenon,
most uncalled for, is brought back to a question of
structure. For Freud, the principal difficulty the analyst
has to battle with, or to bring the patient to get to
grips with, is what he calls rrthe repudiation of
femininity". The wish for the female to have a penis,
and, in the maIe, the struggle against his passive or
feminine attitude towards another male
It therefore- brings the analysis to a dead-end, for
neither of these wishes, in other words the denial of
castration .in the different gruise it assumes for both
sexes, seems to be abated or mod.ified,. A certain quality
of renouncement seems to be at best the kind of result to
be hoped for. But Freud insists on the fact that such a
resistance does not spring out of biological factors, they
are of a psychologieal nature. It is therefore very
strange to perceive, to have to accept the statement, that
although the stuff this resistance is mad.e of consists of
thoughts, signifiers and their grammatical construction,
it should remain untouched, by the analysis. This shows in
a way that something real is circumvented., unattainable
with the classical method of analysis based on the
interpretation of significance, interpretation understood
as a means to convey sense of what is senseless. What it
adds up to is that, in order to prevent this dead-lock
from happening at the end, of analysis, the whole of the
procedure from the very start has to includ.e this problem.
You can gather from this situation that what is understood
as a special difficulty toward,s the end, of the analysis is
really there at the beginning and that this has to be
taken into account right at the first session; it will
modify the course and the technigue of analysis, the
strategr:f itself .
I think that is one of the reasons for Lacan transforming
analysis and giving this dead-lock a structural place,
there is
no sexual
when he stated that
-27
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I will refer to an arttcle in the International Journal of
psychoanalysis (]JP, vol 69, 1988, p-.495) by Jonathan R
pe&der, fr6m London, to give a short survey of the
termination of analysis according to the members of thea
eommunity of analysls known as the IPA. You will find
good list of refeiences at the end of this article, should
the question i.n more d.etail. Pedder
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Balint
outsiders. It is interesting to note that what
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he
the
is
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this
in
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I'What
How
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question:
is
States aS a fundamental
can i.t be defined.? Does it just happen by chance, or can
it be sought after and brought about? Which shows that the
problem really goes much further than stating what results
Lan be expecled or hoped for through and. after having
achieved Ln analysis. Freud had also asked himself
whether health was a natural gift and if analysis merely
what normal development attains. He had
tried to achieve
j.f
analysis merely supplied something that the
wondered
been thwarted of. But he answered that
had
individual
that whoever may seem normal can come
stating
d,ilemma by
or even psychosis, to fal] under
prey
neurosis,
to
to fal]
later life.
in
inadvertently
their sway
Lacant s vj-ew on this question is that the encounter with
sexuality is always traumatj.c and can never be assuaged by
development and so-ca}led natural means: it is not
inscriLed in the subjectrs programme. The taming of the
real by the slanbolic has forever to be repeated,
undertaken again and again, and is never tota]Iy
accomplished..

retains of Ba1int for his own Purposes is the
description of the end of analysis, the affects that

What Lacan
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Balint has underlined as tlpical of this Last phases an
oscillation between manic and depressive moods. Lacan
ascribes this manic-depressive reaction to the fact that
the object is d,iscovered as lost, which accounts for the
depression: it is a real loss, so much for so that the
subject never reaI1y had the object whol)"y at his
disposal. At the same time a separation from this object
is attained, which accounts for the manic attitude, it
also means the subject is no longer burdened by hold,ing on
to the object at all costs.
Now, in the article by Pedder, it appears that analysis is
considered as analogous to a phase of d.evelopment. The
theory rests on the hlpothesis that psychical disturbances
and deviations stem from an arrested or thwarted
development. Analysis itself is compared to the natural
process of pregnancy, suckling and weanS-ng. Its
termination is compared to an organic process coming to
end. WeII, I would not discard this with a hasty shrug,
because such an approach does put in relief
the
connections between the first attaehment to an object and
its persistence, and that the individua] has to let go, as
it were of something of an archaic past, a currency that
has lost its value and has been hoarded abray uselessly.
In the same trend of thoughtr w€ may consider what Pedder
points out as the prlnciple obstacle to getting well: the
cases in which neuroses have their root in early infancy.
In other terms, what is considered, as an ind,omitable
obstacle are the pregenital fixations.
This has the-merit of putting in the foreground what both
Lacan and Freud. have sustained: that sexuality is linked
to partial objects, to parts of the body where early
libidinal investments have been attached.
But we have to draw the line there, because the authors
Pedd.er cites all believe that these attachments have to be
subdued under the heading of infantile behaviour in order
to achieve the genital maturity; they remain invested only
in sexual foreplay, and the aim is to achieve so-ca}Ied
genital love.
The criteria for the termination of analysis is the
strength of the ego: "The business of the analysis is to
secure the best possible psychological conditions for the
functions of the ego; with that it has d.ischarged its
task". (S.8.23, p.250).
This statement of Freud's has been slightly altered by his
followers into'the mastery of the ego over the instincts,
something Freud himself said. vras an impossible task. He
advocated rather the motility, the inventive and ingenious
qualities of the ego (its function), active in coming to
terms with the realm of the id. This, you wiII note, is a
very different proposition from that of a domineering ego.
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Now another important and unavoidable argunent is
d.i.scussed by Pedder in his article and by several of his
colleagues. They proceed to discriminate what is at stake
at the end, or termination of analysis, according to
whether it is applied to would-be-analysts or to
non-analysts, they divide the procedure according to two
categories: ihe cinaidates for the'practi.ce of analysis,
the iuture practitioners and their other clients.
The non-analyst, the patient with another profession,
another ca]ling, anothei situation in the wor}d, can be
happy to leave-his analyst when his symptoms do not bother
hirn or his clrcle of friends an acquaintances any morer or
at least, when the symptoms are no longer cripPling, a
hindrance to his activities and, to his emotional ties.
The candidate must achieve a deeper insight as to what
caused his troubles. But, as a matter of fact, the
candidate to the position of psychoanalyst is chosen
before-hand, before entering the analysis, according to
criteria of normality and suitability that are difficult
to define.
This distinction crystallises two different tlpes of
demand.. Here again, W€ have to emphasise the difference
with Lacan' views. For to Lacan, the decision of becoming
an analyst is not discriminating at the beginning of the
cure, and the so-cal}ed desire of the analyst takes shape
at the end. of the analysis; furthermore, anyone who
finishes an analysis must have access to a certain
position as subject in the d.iscourse, and this does not
forcibly coinci-d.e with his entering the profession of
psychoanalyst.

Let us examine how the end is programmed in the IPA.
Roughly we can put it under two general head'ings:
1) The mourninq of the ob'i ec! comes to an end. A normal
process of mourning sets in and is carried out to its
natural end.
The
2\ The process of analvsis is internalised.
to
himself
the
capacitY
within
ffip
analyse his feelings.
Say the analysand stops going to see his analyst and a
solcalled normal process of mourning sets in. The ties
that linked the analysand to the analyst are gradually
loosened. You will note that this is not what in Lacants
teachings is called the separation from the object.
The object is not separated from or mourned, if by the
object we mean the cause of desire. Take for instance the
qaze,

What is mourned is here a person, the loss of a person, of

a relationship to a Person, with the many traits
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taeanrs proposition, that at the end of the
analysis the
phantasy has been laid bare, gone through, rrcrossed,tf as he
said and in this qoinq-trouqh we have the passage of the
pass, reverses the position of the object and the
situation of the subject:

aS

ffit
that what acts as agent is the object, and
what is in the place of truth is no longer the divided
subject, but a form of knowledge that has been brought to

You wi,I} note

light, that of castration. 52 really

means

that there is

no inscription of sexual rapport. (a) in the discourse of
the master drops out of d.iscourse, a product to which the
subject remains linked by desire. So where the end. in one
theory writes 52
a in the other it writes e ; 52 on top
S2

of (a) reaIly

means that the subject is stilI
expecting
the sexual rapport to be inscribed in the Other.
Its reversal means that no such thing can be expected..
Now, to come to the second point extolled in Pedderts
article: the internalising of the process of analysis.
Vlhat it really ad.ds up to is that analysis never ends.
The analysand is now able to go on analysing himself on
his own for ever. I will not go over this point lightly
because to a certain extent it is true in any case. The
insight a patient has gained about his symptoms and his
conflicts may be a real help and have therapeutic effects.
But if it is not by any means negligible, if it reduces
exaggerated demands and impossible hopes, it leaves the
cause of desire buried under imaginary life-goals.
This is where Lacan steps in with another soluti-on and
g5-ves us the reason for his isolating the pass as a
particular encounter with what is the cause. The pass
turns the process of analysis round. 180 d.egrees.
Something is brought here to the forefront that is

otherwise expelled or ignored.

Analysis, said. Lacan, can go on forever on the sid.e of
metonymy, speech has no end and can be interpreted on and
on. He also said: ILa fin des moyens n'est pas 1es moyens
de Ia fin"(Ecrits, p.681).
The beginnings use means that come to an end precisely
because there is something that resists those means. And
so other means have to be used toward.s the end.. Lacan
also remarked that he was again and again going through
the pass, "repassing the passrr were his terms. Can this

be thoysht of ds, in our previous definition, an
internalisation-of. the process? rt is differEnt;--i" my
i.dea, because of the proless involved.
rt does not mean one goes on j-nterpreting oners actions to
find their meaning. A habit a tlt of 6x-ana1y="nai can
carry to a disturbing pitch.
rt is not to be put alongsid,e the explanati.ons and, excuses
or accounts one can use to justify
choj.ces and oners
decisions. rt is an encounteionets
with
the real, tr,"
ihexistence of the other, and no signifier can be adequate
to denote it.
rt has no signifier. you reaLise how
difficult it i= !g speak about it. Jacques-Alain
t{iIrer,
i-n one of his firsl articres on the -pass (ouarto No7,
du 26/ 6/ 1981) asks whethei it ffi6ffie
P.11, . expose
feminine jouissance, having a structure akin to that of
feminine j.ouissance, that makes it impossible to tark
about. s(l).
But since it is at the core of what Laean proposes
to be
anarysis , it
cannot be erud.ed. - writings and.
!t-,"
dj-scussions olr the pass have engaged a good nufrbe= of
people in the school during the pist six years; For
those
of you who are specialry interelted in Ltris ite*t there
are about seventy articles that can be consulted, apart
from Lacan's writing on the subject and the couries and
seminars in the School and at thE University
To make things. simpler and more concrete, one can
distinguish two instances in the pass:
1) the moment. It happens 5_n analysis.
2) the procedure - the device tacan invented to capture
and transmit this moment.
The moment in the analysis comes up after identifications

have been discarded, after the phantasy, in its
fundamentar aspect of an axiom gruiding-the suLjectis Iife,
has been revealed., af ter an iaen[.iticatioi
wiitr the
symptom has been accepted. Then what? rt is a plunge into
nothingness. r don't rike the almost mysiicai and
fetishistic attitude that tend.s to
converge
on this
- teims
experience. rt has been described
in
encountering the utmost horror. The difficulty a;;;= of
to
me to spring from the fact tha*- the unkn6wn always
receives an imagilary coating, and is therefore stirr a
way of side-stepping what is at stake by using--"r,ir"gous
situations and, e- Iike1y terminologrlr. - Thi;- gil"= its
rendering a somewhat untrue, insinceie
But r wi]I
try to illustrate it by an image: it istwang.
Ii[.e
an
area where no laws abide such areas existed ""i.ri"g
in-Buiope
in
times lgrg past, and the anthropologist Arnold van--cennep
uses this comparison to irrustrate what trappens aurinil
rites of passage - no truth can be sustainear'i.---t"Jrirrgi
seem sound, Do desire remains to be fulfilled.
As you can

a)

judgement on the pass-farer, but to give the fairest and
most accurate account of what he has heard, what was told

to him but also what was withheld, the unanswered,
questions, the uncertainties and contradictions as best he
can remember. There are two pass-bearers for each
pass-farer so that their two rend.er5.ngs will be analogous
and different as weIl.
The cartel hears them and then decides. Now, opinions in
the carteL may not be unanimous and in some cartels there
has been a vote, in others a vote is seen as a way of not
bringing up all that had to be discussed.
If the candidate has been judged as having d,one the Pass,
he will be nominated analyst of the School, abbreviated:
A. E.

This nomination is made to last for three years, duri.ng
which the new A.E will give a testimony of what he has
learnt and discovered: he will contribute in hi.s own way
to the transmission of the analytical experience.
It realIy boils down to a lot of hard work because he has
to bring a new focus to psychoanalysis. Laean even used
the word, invention connected to the pass. The A.E is not
to be coffiunaeA wittr the A.M.E analyst member of the
School; that is a d.ifferent position in the Schoo1 and
this title is given to people who have proved, they are
good analysts and also good teachers. It depends on
another commission in the School, the 'rCommission de Ia
guarantiett.I will not go into that matter just now.
I have given you only a short summary of the procedure,
because it can be found in the statutes of the Schoo1 and
because I find it more interesting to concentrate on the
problem of the transmission of psychoanalysis. But I will
yet add another remark: one has to notice that in other
institutions, it is the analyst who makes a report on the
candidate, and that such a candidate has already been
chosen as apt to make an analyst. with the pass, the
process is reversed. Any person who starts an analysis
can become a candidate for the pass. And he will be the
one to report on his analyst, oD his way of analysing, on
its effects and. the means he used. The only time the
analyst has a say in the procedure j.s when he chooses an
analysand to be a pass-bearer. This does not mean the
analysis is over for the pass-bearer, merely that he has
reached a certai.n point in his analysis.

this sound a bit more clear I have devised a
litt1e scheme that should put in evid.ence the different
functions of cartel, pass-farer and pass-bearer. f have

To make all

2R

of the four
discourses to d,o so. The
cartel is in place of agent,
it provokes work with its

used the scheme

pass-bearer
Carte1
pass-farer product

agent
truth
As you

very existence, it expects
the pass-farer to ask to be
heard. The pass-farer is
is in the place of truth,
with the story of his
analysis, and its omissions.

other
product

know, truth is only half-said, cannot be totally

said,; this also aceounts for the difficulty of telling
something about the pass. But if he puts it into his own
words, he should be able to draw around it, circumscribe
it, say how it was before and after. The pass-bearer is
nothing more but the place of other he occupies.
He has not finished his analysis, he is just sometbing, a
moment, the pass, that the pass-farer has gotten over.
However, BS I have said before, he is there to mark that
area where nothingness abides.

is twofold.. On the one hand, the cartel has
to say yes or Do, the pass has been effectuated or has
not; and its consequence is a nomination, A.8., or no
nomination. On the other hand., it has to produce work,
discussions, reunions, oD the pass, allowing non-analysts
and analysts alike to partake in the experience, to draw
conclusions, to make new suggestions. And. the cartels
have done a Iot of work over the past six years.
But the problem - there are of course a lot of questions
you may want to ask at this point, and I will be glad to
hear them - to me the problem was very specific. How can
a person ask to testify on analysis, his or her analysis,
believing she or he has done the pass, and, find himself or
herself told she or he has not passed. (f have emphasised
the masculine and feminine in this question because I
believe the passage is marked. very differently in both
sexes, women having an almost uninterrupted confrontation
with S(A), men having a tend,ency to Iay it aside). How
can one imagine this, believe one has lived. it, and find
out that it was not so? And, for such was one of the
cases I heard of, after having been an analyst for over a

The product

decade?

Is it because the pass-bearer has not known what to listen
to, what to gather from the encounters with the
pass-farer? Is it because the cartel has not got a set of
rules to go by in order to decide? What is the ruIe,
where are the criteria?
All this has been studied at
length during those years. There have been attempts at
fixing a certain nurnber of topics that should be brought
up in the encounters between the pass-farer and the
-
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pass-bearer. Such as:
1o Dropping of identifications
Going through the phantasy
lo
3o The separation from the oLject
4o The identification to the iynptom
Lessons have been given repeatedly during courses on

themes and. you probably

recall

such

of them.
But the main obstacle seems to be, BS pointed, out by
people who have worked on the pass, that oblivion comes
over the pass; the process of repression seems to cloud,
over this moment and is accompanied., as all repressions
afe, by the extreme reluctance to remember it, its
circumstances, the affects it mobirises, the destabilising
and destitution of the subject and. even how it was before
a-nd after, meaning that precise}y the gain, the certainty
it brought, is there but with a veil over it, often
lhat
lead.ing to the obriteration of how it came to pass. wrrictr
is exactly what is wanted, what one would rike to hear,
what, in fact, the cartel asks, to be able to work over
this d.ata.
Now one of the possibre explanatj.ons is of course that it
has been taken over, caught in repression.
Another explanation, if we go back to Freud.t s text on the
end of the analysis, is that the analyst has elaborated
defences around this particularly difficurt
and
disagreeable moment. you realise it is different to
repress a mernory or to build defences against it. rn the
first case, it is the id that swallows [p tt. undesirab]e
record.ing together with all the other dislikabre events.
rn the second case, it is the ego that protects itself
from an intrusion into consciousness. r wourd say that in
the case of the moment of the pass, both instancel are at
work and prevent the wished for elaboratj.on.
This would lead, us to a better understanding of the
difficult sessions between pass-bearer and. pass-farer, and
the deviations of both functions.
The pass-bearer is the pass, he therefore represents to
the pass-farer a situation he has overcome. But he has
met brith it in other circumstances and other trails: so it
cannot be the comparison between two encounters with the
nameless real that courd be of avair. Rather the
pass-bearer must listen, ES Lacan stated it, to tt;- truth
that is concealed in the prainte (comprainti, he must open
an ear to that.' But the complaint is stated
Lt e
pass-farers own_ signifiers, and that part of thewith
message
must be faithfully recorded. Therefore the message witr
be conserved. in its own particularity; wtrit
pass-bearer knows, his own particular knowledge, hasthe
to
reced.e and give place to a new and dif f erent (to him)
series of statements; what he can recognise as similar to
-37

some

his experience is only something that, by definition, is
out of speech.
Therefore he h3s to keep track of this something and even
find a way.of -letting this intrusion of the unsimboii=.u"
real materj.alise. And yet he is not in the pllce of the
analyst, he must avoid giving
consistency to the
ana
also
he does not
-"ybject-supposed-to-know;
himserf to incarnating the cause of desire, object rend
(a).
shourd he let himserf be induced, into it, the pass
procedure would just be the prolbngat5.on or repristiiring
of the anarysis. on the scheme we could represent this:
pass farer
cartel
He would swap places with the
pass-farer

pass bearer

a---$
s2

product

not be (a): continuing
the analysis of the pass-farer.

He must

But he must neither be $ since this wourd. mean that he
would start associating,'bringing up his own analysis as a
piece of comxnon knowled,ge, - initeia
of the piriicular
knowledge of the pass-farer.

of course, there is one way to prevent the elaboration
of the experience from sliding into an analytic
situation
either for pass-farer or for pass-bearer.
My idea is that telling the story of onets analysis is
comparable.to narrating a myth. Every myth contains, in
i-ts very structure, the elements we- cin
in the
narration of an analysis. By this r meanfind
that
a
contains an erement of rear, that is covered up bymyth
an
articulation of two contrad.ictory f acts; these ta-cti are
unravelled in the narrative, separated by time, i.e spun
out in a d.iachrony, so that the Lontradiclion seems-to be
resolved. rn a synchronic exposition they wourd. stand out
Now

as incornpatible
what 1s the contrad.iction in the pass? The fact that one
come up against the non-existince of trre otrrei--irra tt.
!"=
fact that one is tarking as if the desire
to i""*- came
f rom the other. The nariative is ad,dressed, to the other
of history, of the history of psychoanalysisr or the
_group, or because of the wish for tiansmission-rrri"r, can
be
traced back to an other who wants to know. goth the
existence and the inexistence of the other
siana-siae by
side. This seems inconsistent. But it i"-""t--ir
we
consider that the other has a value before ."a- another
value after the pass. Before it is endowed with a power
to annihilate the subject and it contains
object.
After it is present as ranguage and as ih;
ii"xi"gexistence that is transferred to ihe object. So it frasthe
to
become impersonal,

a tool, that of language, and at the

-
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same time its demands are transferred to psychoanalysis
such, demands that cannot exist without tiansmissioi.

as

rndeed, culture itself does not exist $rithout transmission
and the postulate of our civirisation is that i.t has
be
available to the many. with psychoanalysis, the tosame
thing happens, it has io be pracliled to exist and it has
to be availabre to the many. so here, one is confronted
with an ethicar choice. nither to keip it arive, or to
Let it go. Either to want it to be, or to turn one's back
op_ it, once it has been used to sedate onets symptoms and
make one's life more livab1e.

choice is there, it is no longer an imperative to
enjoy, but a possibility of making an ofter, BS an
analystr or as a researcher, to give it a chance 6r being

The

continued.

rf we go back then to what the rnyth of the analysand, is,
we can say that in the pass, ES a choice to tranimit, what
is passed on is what has been passed through
52 ---a Thg relation of (*) I". d :: no. longer the 51 /
relation of a subject td his phantasy but the
telling of the subjectts division caused not by
language-but by object (a), and (a) and $ are

+

separated.

The narrative

gives up this operation as having

been

accomplisheQ. Now, in this d.iscourse, the other is
realIy represented one could say. But the other, if it not
is
language, consists of the chain of signifiers.

rnstead, of being linked together as in the discourse of
the master s1 - s2, they are separateu
but there is a

rF;
in the fact that 51 stanas no more for
identification traits with peopre from the subject's past.
s1 stands for the signifiers of Lacan and Freud that go
into the making of psychoanalysis. s2 is no longer the
belief in the existence of the sexuar rapport.
rt has
become the substitutional narrative that -Lel1s of the
absence of such a rapport. rt rearly is a creation on
beharf of the subject as pass-farer.- As agent in the
discourse, it produces the semblant as s[ch and the
subject that wi1lr ES analyst, ret himself occupy the
place of object (a).
The major difflcuIty resides in the creation of this s2.
For it is tempting to use the theory of the pass with its
theoretical construction to construct it, iirstead. of the
plain and eguivocal terms that have marked
the subject,s
fundamentar change

analysis.

rnstead.

of hearing a partieurar and special series of

-
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embodj.es, the support he has
s1'rnbolic traits, signif i'ers.

given to identificatory,

is merely a substitution. As you
know, in mourning, the object-person cannot be Loved
anymore, it is identified with, it is taken into the
psychic organisation and assimilated, introjected.
What can happen then

This kind of termination brings an identification with the
analyst. Ehe Iove, or the hate, toward.s the analyst, is
grad,ually brought into the ego, trait by trait, until the
ties that were formed, with a person out there are
established within the psyche.
To understand this in Lacanian terms is to make a
distinction between the symbolic, the real, and the
imaginary. Identification is a symbolic process. The
subjectrs lack of being gives it a trend towards
identifying with others, the more spontaneous manner of
complementing this lack of being. Identification has a
pacifying effect.
Tt reaI1y allows the subject to get inscribed in the
d.iscourse of the master, or re-inscribed : 51
52

TFi-

The subject becomes fixed under a number of traits (S1) by
which he recognises himself as being identical with what
he has lost: in this case the analyst. The result of this

inscription -has a number of favourably looked upon
ef f ects: ad.aptation, soci.a.bility, good work, pleasant
heterosexual relationships and so forth.
One can also discern why it does not work with so-caIled,
borderline cases. An here we have to revert to the
previously mentioned pregenital fixations. Since the
object (a) in an archaic fixation, is not singled out as a
cause, BS the cause of d,esire, inasmuch as it is what a
subject has been in the Otherrs desire it cannot be
separated from. Object (a) is what those psychoanalysts
reprove as being preoed.ipal, something that always makes
the analysis fail, reIentlessly. It does not in fact obey
the laws of signifiers, it d.oes not answer, or come under
the regulation of the name-of-the-father, it forever
causes trouble and induces inertia, 5.mposing its own t)pe
of jouissance.
What happens when termination is equal to identifying with
the analySt, is that the object-cause is merely shifted
onto the next new love, or the new analysand in the case
of the cand.idate to the professton of analyst, that will
Under the discourse of the master, the
support it.
phantasy is still active and unconscious:
S2

-
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events, or chain of signifiers, one has to listen to a
Iong and, often emphatic exposition of the pass-farerts
choice of excerpts from Lacants writings.
So far there are very few examples given of what
particular to a subjectts analysis. The actual trend was
in
the School is to try and get d,own to working in this
direction. Ihe problem is to get this kind of
information, exposing the stories one could collect just
like case histories, without exposing the person who has
told them, without saying publiely what should remain
anonfrmous. Private matters have to remain private. It is
the same problem one has to face when speaking of cases.
It should not however be impossible .to do so, but so far
no sorutj,on toward.s this particular difficulty has been

f ound..

It could be circumvented by stating what the subject's
particular jouissance was and how his position to this
jouissance has changed., how this was brought about in the
analysis. To take a simple example, 1et us choose a
subject whose attitude was pred.ominantl,y masochistic, the
crassicar example of being beaten that Freud. uses in his
article on I'A child is being beaten". It is replaced by
,'. Now that is just a
"I don't hav
statement. What the sieve will bring up, is a certaj-n
1umb91 of signifiers out of the subject's past, showing
how his jouissance was linked to the cruelty of the other.
This Other has lost its cruel vind.ictive appeal.
Therefore the signifiers have changed their meaning. They
do not carry any more a demand from the other linked to a
demand on the subjectts part, to be the sufferer. They
have no significance. rt is this senselessness that can
be said; the loss of significance can be historicarly
recalled and traced. back to episod,es in the analysis. rt
does not mean desire ceases but it merely takes other ways
and means.

rf the pass has been gone through, the whore emotional
charge has been shifted onto other rerationships and
therefore it can be told like tra story, fu}I of sound and
fury, signifying nothingr'. rf it has not been carried.
through, it will stir up an emotional turmoil. But somehow
there is still the feeling that the subject is onry
demonstrating how stupid. he has been, h. wants to
demonstrate that it reaIly is the other's fault.
An
analysis that eomes to end with that kind of feeling is
not terminated; if in the subject's history the guirt,
either of the Other or his ovrn, stilL shows up, th; aim
has not been achieved. Guilt and shame are plrt of the
anarysis until one gets to that point where responsibility
for one's actions are on the side of the subJect, with
failure always possible. on the side of the olher, what
is to be d.eplored. is a lack of any guarantee of success,
of any recognition and fulfilment of
desire.
-40
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Revisiting the I'analys5.s of a case of exhibitionism"
by t{elitta Sper).ing. (IJP, 1947) - by l{arc Dury
A.

I.

SUMMARY

OF

CASE

Facts and Figures
The patient was a 29 year oId, single, professional
man, his profession being unknown, except that be saw

patients himself. As oldest of four children he had
one brothet, two years younger, and, two sisters, six
and eight years younger respectively. Without rational
foundation he scorned his brother to the point of
ignoring him altogether.
difficulty at school was mastering arithmetic
Eis
'butonly
he completed both school and tertiaiy education

successfully.
His parents hlere f irst cousins. He comp),ained of his
fatherr s
domineering attitude
and
frequent
ad.ministration of punishment. He complained of his
motherrs reliance on him to do housework and mind the
younger child.ren on pain of the above-mentioned
punishment. Their strict upbringing includ.ed a taboo
on sex.

patient was first apprehended about a year prior to
analysis while exposing himself in a New york
undergro'gnd. At the police station he attempted
suicide by hanging and lras sent to hospital for
psychiatric observation. He categorically refused the
suggestion of analysis. There followed a year's
probation during which he exposed himself once a week.
On being apprehend.ed once more he requested. to see the
same psychiatrist and accepted analysis about which he

The

knew nothing.

The analysis lasted two and. a half years at five times
a week. The patient never overcame his reluctance
about the length and intensity of the operation, but
came out of it weII. He married,, a,t the end of it,
a
certain Kitty he had met during it a year before and
who was very fond of him. He entered the army, was
promoted. several times and had. a child. We do not know

whether his acts of exhibitionism stopped altogether or
were merely brought under control.

II.

Main Themes

Sperling's copious documentation of dreams gives us the
to isolate the salient and recurrent features
which constitute the backdrop to the exhibitionary act.
chance
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1.

2.

3.

The patient frequently confused one sex with
another, something not unrelated to the meehanism
Freud points as colrrnon to all eases of perversion:
disavowal. In dream *3 his analyst has rbreasts
abnormally high and not quite fuIl; she also has a
pents and scrotal sacs'. In dream *7 'it seemed'
as though I was in bed with a gir1. I hras there
feeling for her genitals...She turned round. But
now it seemed to be my brotherr.
The patient exhibited a strong fear of women to
which was added a fear of losing his penis in a
vagina, a fear of lions, d.ogs and vampires and'
wittr which he associated a fear of being abandoned
vras a
by his mother. In dream *4 the woman
I A man sold'
had:
devouring lion(ness) . Dream lt2
vacuum cleaners. He said twith this kind of
container you can put your hand insidet. At first
I saw it was a hole. Then the hole got smaller
and smaller and finally there was no hole at all.
The man put his hand in and then I put my hand' in.
Then I tugged and. tugged.; it was frozen cold
inside and I got my hand out finalIy, except for
the right index finger. I tugged again and then
got my finger out. I was worried that it might be
irozen and gangrenous and afraid that it might
break of f . ' The patient had a marked j,nclination
to avotd intercourse whiLe always professing
himself eager to have it.
The patient maintained a singular equation between
someone made
penis and breast. In d.ream *15
breasts out of hrax and said I it t s a candl-e
factory' to which he associated 'candles are what
girls use when they masturbate'. Sperling tells
us: 'He likes to suck Kittyls breasts, to place
his penis between them, and to look for hair
there. He was conscious of a d,esire to have her
suck his penis. When Kitty sucked his breasts he
had a very tender feeling for her and at the salne
time was usually so stimulated that he came near
to or did have an orgasmr. The patient also
evinced an obsessive concern with the size of his
penis the measuring of which occurred in many
dreams, just as he did not tire from criticising
breasts which were too slack or soft.
the
Finally we can note that within
patientrs
the
to
economy
relation
intersubjective
of
extreme
at
was
one
resentment
counterparts
his
quite
give.
be
happily
expected.
to
He
to
having
on the recei-ving end, a hungry infant attitude
which is one of those infantile traits Steke1
finds in all perverts. Concomitantly his earliest
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(and unhappiest) memory was seej.ng his younger
brother preferred and protected and the motherrs
breast being given to all of his younger siblings,
something which led him to think of jumping out of

the window.
III. The Act of Exhibitionism

If what taean calls the primary fundamental has to be
constructed in an analysis and if the scenario of the
perverse act ean be seen as its enactment we should,
start with this latter in our eluci.dation of the
singrular structure which binds our subject to his
object; but unfortunately in this case, which in
conformity with analytic tradition does not analyse the
chief symptom direetly or exclusively, information
about the act is rather scant
The main facts are these:
1. The patient exhibited i.n places suchI as crowded
und.erground
the dangerr.

2.

stations

and.

said he was attracted. to

The thing started for him when at 15 year of age
he was pushed against a girl in a packed. train and
felt great excitement. He gradually developed a
technique for touching any unknown girl's arm,
proceeding to her breast, her thigh and finally

genitals.

Then followed

exhibitionism.

3.

4.
5.

5.

7.

the moment of

The patient had. a memory

of his sister asking him
to show her his penis in the bathroom. He greatly
resented. the fact that, when, unsolicited, he
tried to do so on another occasion she went and,
told their grandmother.
During the first sessi.ons, while talking about his
relations with girls in detail, the patient also
exhibited himself.
The first time the patient was apprehended his
mother was away in the country; thereafter he
enjoyed the idea that she would h,orry if he did
not come home on time.
He exhibited himself without fail after a session
in court .or after having paid a parking fine.

patient disliked his
The
rexhibiting' her
breasts by
dresses.
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woman,

wearing

Kirty,

Low-cut

8.

rn-the. analysis the patient said rinstead of
i.ndulging in exhibitionlsm I now i,ndulge in iooail
Whenever he felt exhausted by giving to Kitty--in
the.way of intercourse he hld- to compensatE tt
eating more.

9.

10.

11 .

patient tried to avoid his act in a train by
looking for tleft-over nevrspaperst because:
a) I they $rere lef t there spLcia11y for htm' and

The

b) he was 'getting somethiirg for ioth5.ng'.
There are two associations he has left us
concerning his act.
He felt similar excitement when seeing young girls
suck loIlipops in the street and, at tha same
time, a stran_ge - Ionging, all the while thinking
how deprived he had been of candy as a chiLd
Sperling: 'he told me that when on his way to my
office, while
thinking of a nice piece of iork
had done for a patient, he had noticed na
an
acceleration of his pulse and an excited, feeling
like- he. had. preeed,ing_ exhibitionism, especiatt!
exhibitionism to a girr interested in the act. He
understood this to mean that she wanted somethino
t and thatffi
way
of resentment towards
me for not being appreciativer.
The only interesting reason for his own
predicament the patient has given is that his
middle name, percy, is 'girliih'.
Nothing shows
that he was aware of its slang meaning:
penis.
(1)
--L:

-L

-r

-

-

.

B.
I.

(RE) CONSTRUCTIONS.

Verleugnung

To break down.the guestion as

to how
has operated
for this subject we courd begincastration
by
rro[i"gcertain
pre-oediper qualities. The sexei are far fr5m crearly
differentiated and often interchangeabre. The sulject feers
vgry little lemotion!, as h-e cal1s it, in his
iJ.ii""ships
with either sex, at least before the anarysis.--o"ii"g
i-t,
of course, things are stirred up-somewhit,
-inteiest in
documents welr, not only his sudden oedip;r "rra--ip6rring
vromen belolrging.to other men, as well as thl
ideas and dreams he entertains when tired of tris"p."-t"*osexual
iilivalent
attitude to women, but arso how, in Freud's woias,-h;
himserf from homosexuar oblect-choice in the tirsi pi.""saved
by
endowing the vroman wirh aleeptabre prriiri;-"*;iu"["=:
her
breasts. There are moreover no obirious neurotic symptoms
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the subject certalnly has not forecl.osed the fear of
castration; that is, the fear of loss of Jouissance,
altogether.
No, as already evideneed. by his attribution of phallic
features to the woman, the problem here is one of Disavowal.
The very first dream shows us something of the dilemnra it
POSeS.
rGllpsy Rose Lee, two friends and I were
involved in some sort of kidnapping. We
were Ied through several rooms to a short
man with a beard, whose name was Glpsy
Rose Lee. 'I escaped somehow. I tas in
the company of a girl, the real Gy?sy
Rose Lee, and I had the feeling that she
needed a job. Now I was back at the same
place. I asked her to sit down and I asked
for the boss. Vlhen I saw the gir)., I told
her to show meI her stuff, to show me what
and

she could

d.o.

Sperling conterrts herself with seeing here a resistance to
analysis and herself as Glpsy Rose Lee; and for want of the
subjectrs associations around, this first well known American
stripper, (1), somebody who got well paid for exhibiting a
shapely lack, we have to remain schematic. Here, then, the
penis, the rshort man', is with the woman, or bears the name
of the woman. From this contradiction, which perhaps knots
what is impossible in his desire with what is inadmissible,
he 'escapes somehow', by means of d.isavowal, for when he is
back with the real girl, perhaps anatomically rea1, she is
lacking something, which is hardly more desirable. Hence he
comes back to the same place with the same question: rWhere
is the boss?r, who has the phallus? The last sentence, in
which he throws down his characteristic challenge to women,
poses the problem; rI told her to show me her stuffr, for we
don't yet know whether he is testing for the presence of a
penis or its absence, nor do we know the relation between
vrhat the subject, at least in drearns, j.s looking for, and
what, in his act, he compels others to look at. Does he
exhibit his lack or his plenitude?
How can one simultaneously affirm and deny the same thingZ
is the logical problem of Disavowal. Or if two' separate
moments can be isolated, since an avowal precedes its
cancellation, how does one rationalise the fact that one no
longer believes oners eyes, for example? By denying the
actuality but admitting the possibility? or by avowing the
particular but denying the universal? The d.isplacement
effected by the latter could be brought i.nto relation with
the particular challenge any pervert continually addresses
as exception to the law as universal in his sed.uction or
rcorruption' of the Other, that is, the attempt to vindicate
his already constituted rknowledg€', the rationalisation
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referred, to above. It is also not incompatible with the
i-rrelevance of the dif f erence between the sexes. It i.s
present in Freud's description of the look passing from
motherrs genitals to mother's foot. But if disavowal is
common to al] perversions, as Freud maintains, how does each
one differ?
For in this case no fetish is created; the
breast is not a fetish which shelters the possibility of a
penis; the breast here is like a penis, or rather, it is in
a relation of symbolic equivalence, but to such an extent
that he can Look for hair on the breast
as if it were one,
without it becoming exclusively the tcherished object' of

the fetishist.

now we can at least glean from this case the cond.ition
which may have facilitated the moment of disavowal. This is
the fact that the mother, though acknowledging the fatherrs
the
authority, does not relinquish her own; rather she uses
fatherrs as a support for
her
own, ES if he were the rstrong
armr of her 1aw. He tdi.shes out terrif ic Punishmentst if
she tells him the subject has not done the household, tasks
she set for him. The relation between father and mother is
one of completely overlapping sets. One can substitute for
the other. To use Lacan's words: rThe mother is not seen to
be deprived of the phallus by the father.r We have the
peculiar situation where the father is an agent of

For

but not of castration, which, in dream upon
is definitely female.
If the difference between the sexes, on one leveI of the two
created by disavowal, is marked merely by what kind of penis
one has, 'high up or lower downr to quote from the second
dream, any phallic signification supporting an econonry of
exchange or d.ialogue between the sexes is liab1e to
confusion. The penis per se has not been symbolically
invested with the help of father as marking a difference per
S€, that is, there is no fixed. position, masculine or
feminine to which the subject adheres, in relation to the
phallus. It is as if the uncompleted dialectic of the
elevation (aufhebung) of the penis to the level of signifier
which would have consigned this penis to latency not to be
unveiled as phallus without shame (Siqnification of the
Phallus, Ecrits), necessitates precisely an unveiling of the
penis vrithout shame in order for the shameful look of the
other to elevate it to the power of the phalIus. The actual
peni-s, then, ts rather more contingent, something one has or
doesnrt have, ES the case may be, but certainly not
possessed with inalienable right of ownership. It can be
lost at any moment, in a vagina for example, since this
locus of disavowal is also where what is vehicled on the
other level returns to. This is the leveI, BS Freud said
concerning fetishism, oD which castration is affirmed.. It
is here that we can place the subjectrs attraction to
danger, his preference for exhibiting in a crowd. Here too
belongs his unfailing provocation of the institutionalised

puni-shment

dream,
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its tstrong arm' each time it has Let him
off, and, not least, his utter inability to tolerate
surprise or uncertalnty, parad,oxical for someone who banks
on the surprise of his victim, his inability to tolerate the
fear of the fear he never resolved, something which comes to
arIfhead in such id.eas as cutting of f his own penis, saying:
it has to be done, letrs get it over with'.
II. Intersubjectivity
What is the subject's mode of enjoyment? Let us rather first
ask what is exchanged in the trying relationships the
subject forms with his women, other than a desperate Love on
the part of the latter. Judging from the way he studiously
avoids giving satisfaction, especially via j.ntercourse, not
even a penis for a breast. When he does have intercourse,
he either suffers from ejaculation praecox or impotence, and
5.n any case masturbates both before and after the event. He
is easily exhausted and seems not to break out of the
narcissistic economy of the pleasure principle.
For Sperling all this is ranged under the heading of
'frustration' and certainly the subject makes much of his
imaginary castration, that is, what Lacan calls the
imaginary lack of a real object - he thinks his penis is too
small and fears comparison with Kittyrs former husband. But
this is more a fear of frustration as a form of castration,
perhaps covering a privation, than the actual thing which is
rather found in the woman cheated of her satisfaction. The
subject remains in possession of his enjoyment. Sperling
further sees one of the roots of perversion in an
identification with a mother who doesn't give. But while a
subject who mothers himself, who takes over his own
mothering and manages the little that he thinks he has,
defend.ing it in this case from someone who may have her own
anluay, while such a subject can be a paragon of
selfishness, it is not clear why he should also be a
pervert. His relationships, then, with his rdother, the
analyst, Kitty, the absence of none of whom he tolerates
easily, if at all, seem stuck on the leveI of Demand.
One clue concerning his desire is found, in one of the few
associations around. the perverse act. rt is his desire to
'get something for nothing'. This is what he enjoyed in
the left-over newspapers he looked for in the train to fend
off his urge to exhibit. As such, on its own, it couId
express a wish to have had something from his mother for
which he didnrt have to pay with menial work; or the wish to
have been given a penis (breast) which did. not carry so many
duties along with it, or even to have been given a penis
which his mother d.id not begrudge him, for it seems to
function as focus of the unpiyable d.ebt he has with his
mother rather than with his father, something she ignored or
negated in her demand for him to be a working copy of her
1ega1 order and
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same time as she
the home. Yle noLe that at the more
than free and
was_
maintained a puritan exterior, she
of more than
feature
a
t.r'body within the home,
;;t-;iit
(2).
one case of exhibitionism
nev,sPaPers have
Equally important is the fact that these
gift-of
For
a
b6;;-i3ft Ly another for him. They.arg the firstlove.
gift
of
ihi; ;ubject,, tt"*"""t, it is Precisely retroactively, fgt
i""", th; lr6ast, wfriifr has been soured
it being given again
ti*-ir"ring UeEn-iompeLled to look atyounger
s1sters.
i"A ig.in to a preflrred brother and
act, on tbe
Could it be that one factor of the perverse
to
the
imaginary rever, is an attempt to seduce whltmother,
him
makes
by showing
deflecr trer giz6 tiom
-o; is the-;iv;l
it rather a defiant demonstration
worifry of foieithat he has his own breast? we have to suspend, the questton
of desire and enjoyment here'
III. Object
the breast, the
infant atj'nvokes
At any rate, the picture of theenqr
so often,
Lacan
well-known nugusti-nian model of
The
look'
the
and
,iif, iwo objects: the bieast
presents
'orat drive,
dominates
love,
for
"" *hi"h includes the demand
Ilere we find his
over the scopic, in the analysis at l9?=t.
to
trY,-consciouslv,
food which he will
;;;;"-ou""""ion'with
the
(cf.
earlier),
9
i$itit',-tt" toi nii exhibitionism foundIII,
his mother left him
food. he was io over:oyed to have
a Jo{ . diminished,
U"ior" going off inlo-the country, though
having lr"9.to share it
let it be said, by the thought-of
his belief that the
*itt t,i= father. Here too i; situated
he.could se]]
Kitty were so copiouspenis
emissions he U.gtudged
-attempt-s
i-nto his
to put his own
them , or again fris
that
story
mouth while a boy, o! even his tieasuring of the
the
on
suck
by others for letting them
some rur ,"r" ;;ia
former' s nourishing sPerm.

around

of
The having-oneself -sucked. Lacan characterj-ses as the ai-mand

enjoyment
the oral ariver-which includes both sexual
sustain this
to
seems
nourishment
of
form
the
in
love
only does he
strange equation of breast and. peni.s. For not he
had to do
breast, but
Eji""i"te-wrren-xitty sucks his own
once, to refrain from putting
his utmost, *nifE b-aby-sitting
into the erying biby's mouth as if it were a
ili; ;.;i;

breast.
the object_tn9th1ng" which
lte could also tentatively invokecorollary.of
the breast, to
ii"." in Seminar XI invokes as

iurtherefEilhatsustainstheequationbetweenbreast
--it is both what the breast becomes when
ina- peni=.
and the subject
rup"r'iiion from it, weaning, is completed
reading
particular
can say: It ii nothing to m6'no*, and the
of what the other wants as the desire for the subjectrs own
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d,isappearance (Lacan will say the anorexic eats this
rnothingr ). This is seen in his suicidal tendencies, not by
chance first provoked when seeing his brother at the breast,
the moment in which the object which was rnothingr to him
changes its value to an object of desire. The subject is
given nothing twice, neither the breast nor any clues about
the maternal desire, that is, some recognition of his
malehood, which seems to be tnothingt, not only to the
mother, perhaps an j.nevitable state of affairs, but to the
father as weI}, So that he may well draw conclusions
concerning his standing in the parental desire. This brings
us back to the question of how the subject experienced }ack
and I can do no more than use distinctions (3) Lacan never
developed much and say that frustration, perhaps even
privation, but not castration bras the priv5.leged mode. l{hen
in the moment of disavowal the breast becorres like a penis
on the leve1 of its symbolic or phallic significance (just
as the penis becomes like a breastr a'S much a potential
object of desire for the mother as the breast is to him),
nothing is lost symbolically as no lack is given a meaning,
but something is lost on the level of the imaginary in so
far as the real object is withheld by the inscrutable
symbolic agent (both mother and father). The subject is
frustrated, both of a real object and of the phallus.

Sperling leaves it at that and. concludes: rOraI fixation
would seem to be the most important determinant for the
origin of exhibitionism' .
Our main question is posed via Lacanrs reread.ing of Freud in
Seminar XI where he asks how one passes from: tTo look at a
penffieself
' , or 'to look at oneself in one t s own penis'
rto
to
cause one's own penis to be looked at by another'.
How does the subject frame the other in his fantasy so that
the d,rive returns to himself in this particular way? The
second and. last clue to give an ind.ication as to how the
subject might have answered the question of the motherrs
desi-re is the strange phrase ( guoted in III,
tI ) : ' f
understood that she wanted something she would. not get'. In
its context nothing tells us whether the rshe' refers to the
analyst, or to the subjectrs own patient whom he has done ta
good turnt the thought of which brings him the excitement he
knows as prelude to the act of exhibiting, or to a more
unspecified 'she'. I But there is no mistaking the homologry
i-n structure with she looked at something she did not want
to see ( recogniS€ ) I , in which I all.ude to Lacan' s
person
distinction between the q@
and the -ffii-ch
seen. rn this form @onstraint
ffiTacterises the posit5.on of the victim and to which
corresponds the aggressor's fear and, punishment of women.
Indeed., w€ should invoke here that particular d,imension of
the look calIed 'invidia', embed,ded, ES it is, in the naked
voraci-ty which gives an eye its 'eviI' aspect. Then it
would be as if the subject were saying to his mother; rJust
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as you aroused my look (enrry1 by exhibiting your breast
without giving it to me, so now I will make you look at
(enrry1 what you cantt have. t . One could even deleet in the
act a current aimed not onLy at soriciting the look but at
appeasing the evil €y€r in the way one hords up a crucifix
to a vampire (of which he is so afraid, II,2), in which
m,anner the pen5.s would function as, precise),y, a phallic
charm.

IV. Fantasy.
But what, in this economic overdetermj.nation, is the share
of the fantasy as gruarantor of enjoyment? How does the 1ook
which the victim produces in being compe).Ied to look at what
she cannot see, that is, cannot speak about {if she did, if
no shame ind,icated the victi.m vras 'caught' l.ooking, the
sublect would, have faired and. flee), satisfy the subject:
r! is not, perhaps, sufficient to note the compelr5,ng niture
of this d,rive, to indicate that the subjeetr s being is at
stake
in so far as taean tells us that the look
rconstitutesr
the subject in the field of the visible. For
we have to see what the subject in his determination as
object recuperates in the way of Lustgewinn or
Plus-de-jouir. courd it be that in the momentary encounter
with the look he has regained, that brissfur polsession of
the object which he imagined hts brother experienced. at the
breast?

seen how the penis as breast has the same
relation as this latter to the object rnothingt, to the
extent that it, the penis, is taken as an object of demand,
demand which, when coming from the other in the prace of
desire is all the more resisted as it is experienced as
potential frustration (demand of mother that he be her
working appendage, non-recognition of his penis in relation
to her 1ack, etc). The same thing happens from the point of
view of desire with the breast as penis, in reration to the
object 'Iook' , to the extent that the penis functj,ons like
the imaginary phallus (mother's), more specificaLry, to the
extent that this phallus is the decoy which causes the real
object, cause of desire, to emerge is rook. For this look
rejoins his own, when he passes from the place from which he
looked, in shame once this look was returned, dt the other,
bearer of the luring object, (breast) l"ooking at the look oi
the ong enjoying the object (a) (Iook) in complete
possession (memory of mother and brother), to the ptace
(exchange of places with both mother and brother) from wfricfr
he looks in vindication as possessor of the luring object at
the look of the other prod,uced in confrontation-with this
imaginary object (penis) of enjoyment, look of an other who
knows herself looked at in turn in her shame at being
reduced to this look; look, therefore, which reproduces hi;
own, that is, which returns him to the object he is in the
fantasy as cause, of his ovln desire (to have oneself looked
we have already
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at in oners organ), and as plus- de-jouir, in so far as that
desire is also the desire of the Other (to look at oneself
in oners own organ). This is the sense inwhich the loop is
closed, in which the object cause of desire is the fish in
the orifice of the hoop-net (seminar XI, ch 11) and becomes
at the sErme time the object of plus-de- jouir. In f reud,ian
terms, the object of the drive (look) here rejoins the
source (eye), object which in non-perverse situations is
always missed..

But, to conclude, if vre find here one sense of Lacanrs
question of Seminar XI posed earlier when we say that the
subject looks at his own penis via the look of the other
just as his mother looked at her breast via his look (or his
brother's), that he realises himself as object in both
movements of the. d,rive, Iooking and looked at, what Lacan
'successfult, whether a perverse structure has been changed
or whether the perverse act belonged to a d.ifferent
structure from the start must here be left as a question.
NOTES

This paper has benefited from the discussion which folIowed
its presentation and I thank the participants accordingly.
Bice Benvenuto, VaI HiII, Tine Norregaard, Ben Hooson and
Philip Boxer.
{1) I thank Val Hi}I for this information
t2) Wilhelm Stekel, Patterns of Psychosexual Infantilism,
Grove Press, NY, 1959
{3) CASTRATION: symbolic loss of an imaginary object by a
real agent
FRUSTRATION: Imaginary loss of a real object by a
symbolic agent
PRIVATION: real. Ioss of a symbolic object by an
imaginery agent
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INTRODUCTION TO TtsE STUDY OF PER1IERSIONS

by Patrick Valas

I shaLl elaborate this stud,y around f ive points: 1)
The drive is not perversion
2)
The perverts fantasy j.s not perversion
3)
The subjective position of the pervert in fantasy
4)
ltre pervertts strategry
s).

The perverse subjeet and the anaLytical cure

You know that, surprisingry,
been approached, very rittle

the study of perversions has
by the psychoanaryst, when
fundamentally, the red thread of its conLeptual elaboration
Tlns through tacanrs teaching, in the same way that the
d.iversity
manifestations had. arlowed Fieud., since
9f their
I'Three1905, in h5,s
EFF+vs on the Ehegry of sexuarity,, to
provide a fre
lity
through introducing a notion unthought oi untir then: the
drive becoming a fundamentar coneept of psychoanalysis.
Freud'ts procedure, from 1900 onward,s, is to make an effort
to d.efine perversion as a subjective positton. He attempts
to free it from its contemporary conception, which was giiren
special attenti.on in all scientific cireres of the tim6, a
conception, which continues to persist in contemporary
analytical doctrines. He seeks, therefore, to - free
perversion from what it Tras - defined as an expression of
degeneration, - the manif estati.on of an unbridled, animal
sexuality. rn contrast, he tries to define it as a
position.

subjective
l'leanwhi1e, all

things consid,ered., the extraord.inary
of human sexuality brings up, due to the very
fact of its original intrinsicalry pervLrse dispositionl
the question o! knowing whether perversion can rlalry be
isolated according to a specific i,rujective position in a
structure which would distinguish it from neurosis, even
on a simpre phenomenological revel, ttris
!Io* psychosis;
distinction
seems to be impossible to make.
1. The Drive is Not perversion
.To say it in this way today may seem obvious, but arl
the same, it has to be recarred, for you know that in
Freud, the construction of the famous -sado-masochistic
d.rive, which does not exist....but,
sado-masochistic driver ES understood 6v thi-s
post-freudians, has given rise to quite a numberthe
of
confusions, whereas in fact, a careful read.tng of his
text cannot give rise to any confusion.
polymorphism
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Since 1905, in effectr is Freud has difficulties in
clarifying perversion from a phenomenological point of
view,
writes
t'It is he
perhaps in connection preeisely with the most
repulsive perversions that the mental factor must be
regarded as playing its largest part in the
transformation of the sexual drive. ft is impossibl.e
to deny that in their case a piece of mental work has
been performed which, in spite of its horrifying
resul,t, is the equivalent of an idealisation of The
drive. The omnipotence of love is perhaps never more
proved than in such of its aberrations as
strongly
rl
these.

So

a)

you see that:
On the one hand he underLines that the dri.ve in
perversion does not escape idealisation. It is an
idealisation which would bear on the drive's actual
method of operat5.on. He does not provide further
explanation. In any case, here the opposition of a
real or crude sexuality over against an internal psyche
is already denounced.

Moreover, Freud. thus invalidates the idea of
immed.iate satisfaction of the drive. It must

b)

an
be

realised that at the time, this is a major
contribution. I must point out that nowadays
reiterating the above in certain circles would be
considered revolutionary. In any case, it should
incite those who claim a boundless jouissance, to be a
littIe more mod.est.
On the other hand, in this quotation we can already see
how through speaking of the idealisation of the drive's
actual mechanism, and not of the idealisation of the
object as in the case of sublimation, Freud makes an
attempt to raise perversion to the dignity of a
subjective position. Since Dorars case in 1900 until
1915, he will constantly try to elucidate this.
For example, in 191.5, in his Metapsvcholocnz, when he
speaks of the scopophilic drive, he states that the
pleasure of looking does not oceur without the pleasure
of showing. So Freud, think carefully, in the bringing
into play of the scopophilic d.rive, is not without
producing the division of the subject in its
intentionality, that is to say, that looking, or
rather, wanti.ng to look is also wanting to be looked
ot, wanting to show. But is it sufficient to define
perversion, as some have tried to do as
I'voyeurism-exhibitionism? I{eII, not at aI}.
I shall start again from the sado-masochistic drive,
which does not exist, but as Freud makes it exist, 1et
us follow it. This drive originates from the need to
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feed oneserf. This is according to the principle in
that the drivel rest on Lhe tirnction
start. As a consequence, the n""d to
feed oneself requires the domination of the prey, but
it does not have as an aim the infliction
of
pain...this is what Freud
states.
The aim of inflicting pain appears secondarily and it
i's only when the ctoiing oI- the drive ciicuii is
accomplished, that sadism proper constitutes itserf.
Hence he contrasts the bringi"g into play of the dri.ve
as a going there and back, dividing the iubject in its
intentionality, to rook - to be to5ked at. To torment
is wanting to be tormented. He distingruishes it -iiorn
perversion proper which begins from the-moment when the
d'rive circuit returns to the subject. And we
clearly see that he does not confuse
"..,
bringing into
play of the d.rive with the practice ofthea perv6rsion.
He says in t{etapsycholocnr oi 1915:
t' . . . trovidiffins
f or others, one en j oys
oneself in a masochistic manner through .identificafion
with the suffering object,,.
Therefore the subject is not interested in the torments or
the pain provoked. in the other, but rather in the
erotisation of tt-ris pain which he himserf experiencei
in his
-important
Freud which says
of need from the

identification with the subject. This is j'""iv
point. fn other words he
"jouit', through the pr6cuiement of
the other,
other, identifying
identifying himserf
himself with the other, and to
confirm this distinction which he makes,
makes- between
between the
rha
bringing i.nto plqy of the drive in perversion
and
in
neurosis, a.few lines earlier Freud takes the example of the
obsessional and here is what he states in reratio'n to this
latter:
trThe need. to torment becomes a torment
inflicted on
self-punishment and not masochism. From the activeoneself;
voice,

thg_verb passes, not to the passive voice, uut to the
reflective midd.le voice"
Notice that he insists in making this distinction between
the sad.istic constitution, which is in fact
then eventuarry the functioning of the " ,"io"trism, and
=.a":*."ochistic
drive in the obsessional.
So r do not think it necessary to remind, you that the drive
is not the instinct and that on the oth-er h;e,
have
already statedr it: bringing- . j.nto pl"y assumes the
"'=-r
subject
as d.ivided in its intentionarity. of course there has been
a whore debate which is stilr continuing
the
famous translations as rtrnstinct ,t or rrfr1"5ii--il"or,"".rrirrg
Freud,
something which has made quite a nurnber of authors hesitate
bef ore translating it as instinct or d.rive. it must be
understood that in German, the word has two ,oot": one
Latin,
is "rnstinct" and. one Germanic which is
rrTrieb",which
but without ambigruity, even when Freud uses
one or
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the other alternatively,
indicates what he is aiming to
construct: the drive as ahefundamentil
concept. that is to
say he will state it throughout hiJ work,
term drive
existed in physiologry before-his aiiiva:. on the
the
scene, but
from the moment h;- takes it
gives
he
it the
significance of
"uoiia,
concept
pievious
-attecii"n-_"rr
becomins f or us a fundam.irtal
a;;;;;I'or plvciroiniivsis.ones,
Following what-] hgve just
it is interesti.ng to
note in the distinctionr- mentioned,
concernini
the driver- between
neurosis and perversi on, itrat freua-cin def
neuiosi.s as a
passive perversion, in order t"-"pp"""-'it toine
perversion
irue
in order to oppose them to true perversions,
which
be
the active perversions. As ror -ttre a"iirrition thatwourd.
neurosi.s
is_the negative- of perversion, *.-"rriir see rater what its
rerevance is, but effectiv"iv ii -G- a d.efinition to
be
preserved.
Hence we can retain
Freudr s aim is to

in our mind from this moment on,
that
d,ef ine perversion starting -iro*
as he doei tor neuro"i" irra---p"ycrrosis.a
_:"biective_position,
He does this precisery by starting tiom the fantasy
through
-iis'ouSecr
which the desire of ti:e 3ubject i" i.iition
io
sustained. rn. the alalytic a:.Jcouise, the clinic is isa
clinic of fantasy
iot that of tr,.
as in
psychiatry. you areand
famiriar
"v*pt"*rieua's
evolution
in
his
views on fantasy: to begin with
"iit he-spoxe of the seduction
-neurosi=,trauma as the cause of
irra-ihen--tre--crralgea
position, he introd.uced
the aimeniio"-"i t""tiiv.---ii is his
the
fantasy of the primal scene, of what trre surject can inject
in it . as signification, a real or imaginary scene, that
determines
the.. structure,
perversion in its evolution.vieiaing- """io=i"i p=v.i.,"=i= or
virtually since the case of Dora it is guite important to
see that Freud is arready in. the pi"".==
intiohucing the
theory of the fantasy. He.ilsis-ts-;;;;
"t
ir
inii rhe Wolfman
and articulates it in ,'A
irr*f gf g. I
am giving these refeffi"
it is in these
particular rexrs thar yor', ,i11 -;;i;;ipal1y
find Freud,s
statements concerning peiversion.
2)

The perverse Fantasy

is not perversion
since 1905, Freud observes
aIr neurotics can dream
of being perverts and this that
aoes-not
to disturb
him. These neurotics can have notfail
perverse
only
fantasies, 'as he thought initiatry, but perfectry
conscious ones and even
occasion ones that are acted
out. Ehe af fair becomeson
more complicai"a-*irr."-*.
know
-iuiiiat
thar a perverse subjecr has tne
-u-uuiior-,r,
his fantasy, not in- active
"i-"r""rising
but
in being
contented. in the satisfaction outaineatio* its
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subject, it is not at all around the active rearisation
of the fantasy that vre can make a distinction.
I have been observing for some time eases of
perversions presented by analysts, which are mainly
cases of homosexuals who are manifestly obsessional
neurotics, where what is in question is crossing over
to the homosexual act, but where these subjects can
absolute).y not be called real perverts. It must be
recalled, that here too neither the perverse scenario
nor its staging are relevant in isolating them.
However, there j.s a small phenomenological d,etail
without which nothing cou1d, be mad,e out at all.
For
example, in a general way, the reaLisation of perverse
fantasies is for the neurotics momentary and confused,
whereas with other subjects the practise of their
passion on a repetitive, stero tlpical and fixed
mode, rather evokes a structure which determines them
as perverts.

put it succinctly, let us say, that in this crossing
over to the perverse act, the neurotic is clumsy
whereas in contrast the perverse subject has a certai.n
To

know-how.

Hence

the Freudian definition that neurosis is the

negative of perversion. He bpposed. them because of his
initial statement that in neurosis fantasy is
unconscious, whereas in perversion it is conscious. If

we want to pursue it, j-nsof ar ds, passivity and
unconscious fantasy in neurosis, activity and conscious
fantasy in perversion, insofar as this distinction is
no longer relevant, if we absolutely want to preserve
this definition keeping all of its vaIue, then it might
be expressed thus:

In reality, the neurotic crosses over to the act in
order to sustain a declining desire, where his
imaginary behaviour always causes a symbolic value. In
other word.s when he crosses over to the act in the
real, it is in an imaginary aim which should have a
symbolic function.

The pervert

on the other hand only pretend.s, in the

staging of the scenario of his fantasy, in order to
obtain an unavowable jouissance, promised to his
'decid.ed d.esirer. t'Ianifestly, in his stagings with his
counterparts he deploys decisively a desire, without as
such knowing whatrs going on with his own desire. you
will see that this is so for structural reasons. fn a
certain wayr his behaviour is a sort of pretending, he
plays and that is given as if it $rere something
s1'mbolic.

act of the neurotic, being imaginary, is the truly
symbolic, whereas the pretending of the pervert, is the

The
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imaginary givep as symbolic. That is to say that there
is a subversion of one in relation to the other. The
neurotic sees to it that his behaviorlr has a d.imension
in the taw whereas the pervert subverts the Law in
staging it on the imaginary scene.

In an initial approach to this phenomenologry, the
neurot5.c places himself on the side of the effect of
desire in fantasy, where he shows himself as fettered,
inhibited, repressed, clumsy j.n a certain wdyr whereas
in contrast the pervert would rather place himself on
the side of jouissance...seeks jouissance on the side
where he can call on it, on the side of the object.
I shall clarify this by making a small jurnp from Freud
to Laean. Fundamentally, fantasy is what places, in a
certain wdy, the subject in relation to the object.
Before inventing his object (a) Lacan formulated
sexual partner. In an first rnoment $re can consid.er
that Freud and. Lacan agree on the d,ef inition of
fantasy, and they unite once more when they give a
symbolic function to fantasy. rt means that fantasy for
Freud as for Lacan is a sentence whose significition
completes a scenario. rt is completely legibre when we
read the . analysis of the f antasy ,'A child is beinq
beaten": in the style of a sentence ffi
meaning of a scenario. Hence fantasy as a scenario
places the subject in reration to the object and can
that tlre subjeet is in a problematic relationship to
its object, a point which i.s evident in Freud when he
states, in a surprised. manner, that the object in the
drive is indifferent, that it can be repllced in the
function of its capacity to bring about the drive's
satisf action. That is, all the same, d.i_sturbing.
rt could be thought that the sexuar partner has a
specif ic ef fect on the subject's d.esire. This means
for Freud, that the status of the object is not as
assumed as we would like it
to be even i.f those who
hoId to the view of genital love would rike to think it
so in all events and that there are things in him
that are not so neatly defined.
There ig . problematic status of the object in Freud,
the object being only the rediscoveied object i;
relation to the. lost object, rediscovered throlgh the
coordinates of its representation. we know that it is
in the grad.ient of these two objects that Lacan wirr
make the distinction between the object of desire,
insofar as it is the desired object - the object of
love, the narcissistic object, and then the obJect of
desire insofar as it is the cause of desire, the object
(a).
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this writing onward.s, the neurotic is going-to
.be
of the effect of desire, on the side
;1;;"d on the side
it the barred subject. We rediseover what I instated
the
j"=i now, i.n relation to the division
places
1.he
Lnientionitity of the subject.
-neurotie
that he . is
[ir="ff on this side and sirows ef fective).y
bar, Fy tne
the
by
he is marked
e"ii. embarrassedr'that
Whereas
al.gorit;m
$.
Ei"ii.tion which appears in the
of
side
Jouissance.
the pervert p).aces-[imse].f on the
to be on the side
i"-frii activity, he wiII show himself
their respectj-ve
;i 1h; oUject.-' The w5o1e secret ofthe
sigmif ieatj-on
f antasy depends _on
po=i[i"rri- i1 the
-fozEr,g.
i
t
<> .- Fundamentally thig m-ark
6t the sma11
specifying the subject in- his
summarises the-op.iit:.ot
-otter,
be it denegation, disavowal or
rel.ation to the

From

a

forcLusion.

that . it
Disavowal, denegation, foreclosure wheninI say
relation
its
i"-itE ip".iii.-relation of the subject wtrich. bears
on
to the Other, t refer to an operation
Ehis
reality.
i.pi.i""iiti6r, and not on mateij.alone between psychic
- is
onl of Freud'i distinctions, the

material reality.
The subjective Position of the Pervert 5.n Fantasy is
what Conditions his Position.
that occurs relatively late in
The above is a point
-published
in his study of fant_asy: _A
rr""a, BS it is
sub-title
beins Leaten of 1919 with the
perversion'r.
16
"tiia'i=
origins of sexual
assert for
H;;;;-ii"" belated date, Freud is able to
in the Oedipal
ifr"-iiiit ti*. that pervgrsion is formed
grasped
this, but
pi==ig.. Of course he had. already
formed
itrere-he states that it is presented to him as
therefore
in the accomplished oedipal Passage, that, castration,
d.eal yith
the perverse i"fiect must- a}wayg|tover
of
relation
lhe horizon". It
a
in
is
it
even'ir -important
to underline this, because it is
i"-""iy
pi."""t
witirout ambiguity in_ Freud, and it radicaLly
'undermines
the position of those claiming that
and,

3.

perversion would be a defence against psychosis'

what sustains the position of the subject in his
castration in his
ii"i"iy is preciseLy the disavowal ofwhich
is going to
relati6n to- the other, someth5.ng
determine the subjectr s stlategry.

SFIIraIitv]r, 1 .YeTy
In 1908, in t'Theories of InfaPtilg witl
speak of it in
Freud
elnerge:
wIIf
thesE
fruitfui
material castration
i.i*= of the srr.bject refusing thetime
when he is an
the
at
lasts,
it
if
iesulting,
in the form of
repressed,.
the
of
return
ia"it, i;'the
its origin
the fantasy of a woman with a penis, giving
not yet
he
does
time,
this
At
ptrattic
woman.
to the
ipeaX of the phallic woman but evokes the dream of an
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$roman with a penis and states that
it is the return of the repressed. The refusal, vrhen
he was a chi.Id., to admit mother's castration.
The term $phallic woman" will appear for the first time
under his pen in ltleonardo Da Vinci and a Memory of his

aduLt d.reaming of a

.chi.,Ldhood"-

As soon as he makes this discovery, h€ does not let go
of it and we can follow i.ts conceptual development by

going through various studies he made.

False

Recoqnition of 1914, by way of the Case of Fetishism
*hich he explains in his evening lectures in vienna in
1914, through a whole series of studies that lead tortA
Child is belnq beaten" to
disavowal, the Verleuqnunq. That is to say that he
names the child's refudal of the maternal castration i.n
terms of disavowal in his Some Psvcholoqical
consequences of the anatomical differences hetween the
bexes which then reaches its climax in his text on
ffirrism in 1927. Besides he experiences a lot of
trouble in distinguishing disavowal from scotomisation
denegation and forclusion.
There are a whole series of, texts which deal with this,
such as LqSs of Realitv in Psvchosis and in Neurosis
where tre

term rdisavowaf is once more taken on board and
completed in 1938 in his text which has been translated
as The splitti-ng of the ego and, the mechanism of
defence.

Finally he more or less reaches this definition: the
of castration is a particular mode of the
subjectrs response to the unbearable horror which he
experiences in discovering the maternal castration. In
Lacanian terms, it is not an "I donrt want to know
anything about it", in the form of denegation - as in
the case of the neurotic, or the verwerfung, that is to
say the forclusion of its representation. In psychosis
it is an I'I canrt know anything about it'r due to the
presence of a fault in representation. In perversion,
the perverse subjectr s answer is not only a denial but
a disavowal which finds support in the fantasy of the
phallic mother stirred up by the subject. In other
words the phallic mother must not be conceived. to be on
the side of the mother - As far as she is ooncerned,
she cannot do anything directly, although indirectly
she can nourish this fantasy. It is the subject who
turns the phallic mother into what it is. fn a certain
wayr by responding with a disavowal to maternal
castrati-on, the subject attributes a phallus to her in
his fantasy, and through veiling in this way the
maternal castration, with a fetish for example, a
fetish which is not a phallus but a veil masking the
d.j-savowal
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he hopes to
of the phallus in the mother,
t'If
she has got off
lessen his own castration anxiety.
lightly, r€ too, LtIl be able to blpass itrr
Freud puts in parallel the whole series of perversions,
sadomasochism,
f rom homosexuality, by vray of
exhibitionism, voyeurism, to fetishism, that is to say,
as soon as he studies a particular case, descr5-bing the
phenomenon, he puts in a series and trj.es to refer back
Lo one structuie, the various tlPes of perversions,
reaching a result with the subjectts disavowal of

absence

castration.

a passage from The sexual TlrePries 9f
I will guote you
a penis
Children of f gOa: "lf this idea ffih
E-ecomes-'fixated' in an individuaL when he is a child,
resisting all the influences of later life and making
him as a man unable to do without a penis in his sexual
object, then, although in other respects he may lead a
noimal sexual life, he is'bound to beeome a
homosexual.

. tt

This could equally well have been the definition of
fetishism or voyeuiism. One can see that it is in a
disavowal of -astration, whatever its causes, and
modalities, that for Freud perversion originates, and
cross-roads.
that evidently fetishism, represents The
perversion,
as
every
part
in
fetishism
of
a
finds
one
said',
be
has
to
it
which,
sexuality,
human
as
in
well
has perverse tendencies. Fetishi-sm is the cross-roads
of all perversj-ons just as one could say that phobia is
the croiS-roads for al} neuroses. It is not by chance
that Lacan stud.ied the one in relation to the other.
Disavowal: what are the results whieh determine the
position of the subject on the one hand and on the
Lther the value of the object? This is what Freud
tells us concerning disavowal: "Through the fact of
hSis disavowal, the subject is divided between his
recognition of the reality that the mother has no penis
and ihe fact that he attributes a phallus to her all
the same following his desire".
This is why Lacan prefers to translate the term denial
by disavowal rather than by denial. We are fortunate
to have these two terms in English and French,
something whieh is not the case in Spanish for example.
To deny is to affirm that one has had no part to play
in the occurrence of an event, whether this event was
real or not. To disavow is to recognise this event but
of this term
by disapproving it, and thanks to the use
j.ntroduces
the
one
Verlengnung
translate
disavowal to
judgement
given
the
subject.
by
dimension of
The result is this division of the subject and it is
not really the splitting of the ego that Freud aims at
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in his text of 1938. He speaks first
the
division gf the phallus in rei,ishismltg}T),about
tt.n
9ri11 speak of the division oT-ttre ego but what ,.
he
realIy aims at is not what he was aimlng at, it is hard
to_see why he persevered so doggedly in searching for
all the representations of cast;;tion in the faniasies
of the perverse subjects he had in anarysis, in Jia".
the better to show that it is operative in their dreams
even if affirmed. in a negative *"y.
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rn other word.s, it i-s to sustai.n his idea that perversion is
a subjecti.ve position constituted duri.ng the oeaipus and
responsible for the fact that the subject is taken
up
and. has to dear with the castration comprex. At iir"-in it
time, following on his disavowal, the sibject ignores".*"
his
own division. rt is veiled for iim by th6 very-v"ir- *ilt
which he covers the maternal castrati6n wrrict-is-going"-i;
determine his strategq; towards his partner. The -suUjeci,
through the denial of his own castraiion which he outiineS
through the procurement of the other, through the aisavowir
of maternal castration, is brought in doini so to -ie;"ii;;
ylth biF partner. He ad,opts a feminirr"- poiitiorr-uy
means of
identification. Freud, inlists. on it, ir, -"ii pirversion,
whdtever it is, there is a feminising of the subjl.i.
r'11
take a quotation from Freud's Child.h6od. t'temory of Leonardoi
rThe littre boy represses his rove
for
mother by putting
himself in her- p1ac9, by identifyinghis
wiirr---t.rlhe
subsequenlly takes his ohrn person as the ideal j.nand
whose
Iikeness he chooses his new rove objects; he has thus become
I

homosexual.

beginning Freud. classifies Leonardo as a homosexual
Jn th-e
but
then he hesitates somewhat, speaks of subLi-mation and
ends up calling him an obsessionll neurotic. As to what
interests us in this text, Freud, speaks
the pharric
mother and of the feminised position ofof the
'ot arl
subject; these are the two distinctive triiis perverse
perversions; disavowal of castration and. feminisaiion of the
subject. one shourd. insist on these when ip.iii"g
perversion. The trans-subjective
formula of the-ieivert "t
is
related to that of the womin; in the imaginary
nE-both
has
the phallus and he is rhe phaIlus. By id6ntitiing *iti, the
mother as uncastrated, he ittrilut"=-i
phallus-to-trer
at the sarne time . -putting her in the position of beingwhile
the
phallus: By attributing the pharrus tL tte other he thinks
to detain the power of the Law which in conieq";r"" will
aIIow hirn to d.efy this Law by promulgating his
to his fantasies. But at uotlom, his paitner
"rn-i""ord,ing
is given over
to his whims, it is he who decides ihether she
will be
phallicised or not.

a woman is seduced by a perverse subject, it isn't
simple for her to extricate herletf. tte himieri' uerievlng
he . c?n. Iay down the Law -can d-"ty her in exrrausting
when

activities. But in fact he shows that the Law
he pretends
-io---joiir="n".
to defy is 9!ey9d by him, rhat his
witl
exhausts itself in the very exigencies and imieiatives,
always more cruel, of this Law, ind arl [tri=,-oi--"ourse,
despite himserf, since he ignores his own divi"i""l
sadian -subject:, .the persecutors, have an absorutery
infernal ethical rigour; in their wirr
jouissance, the
least wav-ering, the least manifestation ortopiirro"-tr"* them,
renders them completery unworthy of continuing i; [t.i,
,"v
and they are eliminated., their exertions onty ,."lrit
in a
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demonstration ad absurdum of the imperatives
of the corrnunal
Law. They themselves pass by way -ot the superego wtricii--is
of course rather less amusing
The other point is the object and its varue. r will give
you the slyn-Ie definition of the object; it is the sexuar
partner which means first of arr the pharric mother tor wt,om
the subject will progressivery lubstitute the other
partners, in such a way, moreover, ttrat
the object is chosen

with_respect to its possibilitiis for being- phalrici;;d.
for exampre, a partner of the same sex for the male
-so,
homosexual, vromen idealised as ,Ehe womant for the sadist-oi
masochist.
is i.dealised as rrJoman, sacher-}lasoch is
rthe Venus inJustine
furst, etc...

rt is not the object which wirr permit us to trpify a
Perverslon, even if it is not altogether indifferent, but
precisely its possibility of being pharlicised bi ah;
subject. rn effect, a choice of ouject of the same sex can
be a neurotic choice whereas a heferosexual object choice
can mask an authentic homosexuar perversion.
is just to
recall the phenomenological diffiLulty of therhii
situation.
4. The Strategy of the pervert
we wiLl approach it by starting from the matheme of the
fantasy. r economised on showing you how one passes
fantasies in Freud. to the matheme of fantasy in Lacan,from
that would need another paper. At any rate it took himfora
good, ten years to integrate his famoui object (a) with the
place of
partner.

the other
The pervert, in his strategry, determines himserf as object
in his eniounter with subjective division. when he
d.iscovers the motherts castration, as it terrs him that he
also has to submit to this fate, he identifies with her
while disavowing castration, he dei.ermines himself
as object
in his encounter with what eould be, tor nim, --."=i..tion.
And he will make the subjective division he avoids in this
yay, be borne by his partner. so in freudian terms,
he
identifies with the partner whose castration is d.isavowed.
and he offers himself to the partner as
in his action
while letting this other support his ownobject
dS.vision.

In his encounter with subjective
division he identifies with i(a),
while the partner is referred back
to her subjective d.ivision,
the idealised partner, because
her castration is d,isavowed.

Subject

$

Object

<> - a

l>< I

+s

S
i(a) +r
dealised. id,ealised,
woman
object
Here, tle phallicised partner, s idealised, is the idealised
woman; in masochism it is wand.a, for the voyeur, it is the
woman seen behind the window; whereas on tte side of the
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object, in masochism, Sacher-Masoch tries to identify with
somebody who would, count for
nothing, a eomplete
non-entitity.
In sad.ism, what does the sad,ist seek to becorne? He seeks to
beeome the rblack fetishr,
pure instrument of the
Being-supreme-in-evi1. You can see how the positions of the
sadist and. masochist are placed, on the side of the object;
these positions are not inverted.; they are both on the same
side. They determine themselves as objects in their
encounter with subjective d.ivision and Let their idealised

partner bear the actual d.ivision.

If I write it ]ike this, it is because I told you earlier
that the fantasy is a symbolic structure and you can see
that this operatS-on, at bottom, the subversion the pervert
produces, is to bring back the fantasy to this imaginary
dimension, whereas the neurotic does the opposj.te, from the
imaginary he wants to return to the symbolic. fhat is why
one speaks of the one as the negative of the other.
The pervert subverts the symbolic, turning it into an
imaginary relation and. he posits this imaginary as what
constitutes the Law, defying the Law in a general wBy,
whence his predilection for masks and simulacra, so often
found in the literature of people who assert themselves as
perverts.

For the pervert it j-s a question of constantly masking and,
alternatively unmasking the castration of the Other, and it
is up to the partner to maintain this ro1e. Either the
partner is idealised as a goddess, Wanda, S, orr on the
contrary, the partner is unmasked in his/her castration,
that is, flouted, and the pervert makes the partner
oscillate continuously between these two positions. From
the phenomenological point of view the pervert, the voyeur,
is not content with observing the woman behind the curtain:
that is only the first stage in the process. He observes
this woman and. someone who stands in front of a mirror
always participates in the complicity of being looked at, in
a certain way. That is how he introduces a kind of
i.maginary complicity. He observes a vroman in front of her
mirror, and as she is looking atrIt herself I a kind of
imaginary complicity is introduced:
is that she wants me
to look at her! I That is the first stage.

stage is letting himself be discovered. Every
perverse subject must at some given moment be discovered by
the partner, and it is the horror he then awakens in her
which provokes the confusion and the shame: the horror of
the partner, surprised in her intimacy, where she herself
thinks to have let something be seen which should.n't have
The second

been seen.

From the phenomenological point of view it makes sense to
keep these manoeuvres of masking and unmasking, the veiling
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and

unveiling going

on all the time....The partner is
constantry in one oi these
positions and this ,..il" that the
authentic pervert is
iiii.;;;i;
-Th; in pornography, which
rather belongs to the neurotic.
"ot
-t"-'rants.
neurotic subject wants
to see absolutely
to toucfr
outsid'e discou-rse,",r.ivtiri"g,
body
"iliut.
the true pervert t|"
r.s
interested in this. whEreas
not
inteiests-irim ii-wrrii-rr" cannor
see' and what, of course, i;;;i-t;-bl
seen in tris-'partner:
castration' consequentli.
Ir" p"t=- fr.r or, ^stage producing
with his exerrions - i -aini"io"--Ji
-ii . subjecti ro provoke
horror by passing thiougi, ;""i.ty: tii"
is -not altogether the
-;i=6irriii-,
same wirh
the voyeui or the
!1. bur
. iadist,-rha
exhibirionisr,
trr"i iJ-wuit-tJ'lIix" to
provoke.
The perverse-subject is in the position
of object faced with
his id.ealisea paiin"r-I"i
f,;--;i;" ar
is ro atrai_n his
jouissance- ue-tninxs -to *r,Ji
attain ii-iv . grlsping
it
castration, beyond the interdiction-ot
jouisiance beyond
of the
other, and. alr- tris-exeitio""-"rr"i" ii"ttt"rre-ouiiins
norhins
other than the avow.i
the piii""ri=
which is
in facr his own as put"i on
thi ;i;;;.
"""tration,
In
wanring ro obtain
the jouissance of lne ott"r,
else, with pharlic jouissance, h;-=;;ds up, rik; everybody
,jouissance organised by the
Law, and one could iav-ir,"t rre tiiis-In
rris enterprise.

I have said. that his demonstration only
aims to show that
the Law is
tt"r","tirat rre-onr!"outains
jouissance-always
extenuated
the
i""*.a"-uv"iirI"ilrrlarained an
partner,
is divided'by-an"""anxieiv
raaSn *iti-'i-rorror, the horror who
provoked bv
he
suririse. tdI rlturns f or the perverr
lgans of
is his own message
in iniertea toim. rt returns to him by
means of the procuration of tfr"-Oit".,
to wit that the
jouissance ot_tne oih;;-i".
rorbida"rr"io.him who speaks
who because of
and
fhi."-ii"t, in-;;;Ii"i"a" lgnore ir, pays rhe
price of rhis dg}prv-ijiorea
ig";i"nce in which is shown
subj.ai
;;i;irea to irre-- lisnirier
llit.3""::$lli"ll*''.;v"'
His wilr to jouissance exhausts itserf
in tiring, monotonous
?nd stereot$icar-"*"iti""".
you
rf
have
perverse subjects
in
anarysis and they ;a;y, you will
even if they
are 'professionals'-in
it,l ii"ra-oi rJxuar
"." that
behaviour, they
do not know h9w tg .nj"v,-"ven-it
ii,.v-have the ilrusi-on of
sharing the secrets oi itre god.s, ,rr"i".
their desire to be
_
pedagogues in matters sexual:
ih.;";;;g a certain
of sexuar conduct
know_how
.""Ji"I*
is
intimately
with sexuarirv' whereas
linked
"rra--Irr9.r,
i. order ro desire,
asks permission from ii" lhi ;;";;;i"
gll:;;-il;--plrvert
guestioning himself concerning
refrains from
the aelire of the
acts withour permission. -w!a[ tJand
aJIIi_,t k'o, is other
own desire is in.question. He,.pr"==I;rix"
that his
the neurotic.
so in this will to grasp the jouissance
of the unbarred
.
other, the pervert offers'rrimseri-i;"if.as
object (a). This
is the challenge te--itrows downs.
--otrrer
He

faithfulry to trre oraeil' of ttre
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offers himself
and this is a

her penis-neid: this is the hysterical position. I stress
that it is .lot real.ly settlad, --tfrit Lacan gives other
reasons for it.
a Troman doesnrt need perversion
. !: says
because she satisfies
herself
or ratherr She
-[", ehirdren,
s.atisf ies perverse tendenciei naturarly,
because
they are objects (a) in so iii ."-iii"v
"iit
are derachable.
5- The perverse subject and the Anarytic cure.
rn ge-neral perverts have rittle recourse to analysis. Freud
remarks on it by adding that,- tor-rrim,
is ulcause they
are incapable of renoun6ing [te pfeasureitthat
the exertion
of their-passion brings them, in'a-rre adds further
that the
cure wourd, with them, present vgry speciar aiiticurti;;;
for it woul-d.be_a qu.sti-or,, not of luring iv*pi"*il u,-,t of
reversing a tendenCy as a whole
A short parenthesis: at the moment he treats the case
of
Dora, Freud thinks, around r9oo,
tt"Ithe
oed.ipus
comprex
-ftit a $roman
follows a naturar course,
is to a man
-that iir
as a man is to a $roman. rn_corrs.gua""",
from
the
moment in
her cure in which Dora's desire-i"---i""rry turned.
towards
Herr K...even.if .the object causint this desire i.s Frau
Freud thinks. it is_enough to give i iiitr. push ior-it roK..
go
in the directton of a iormar-r.=orrriior. Evid.entry, as he
overlooks what causes Dorars aesiie,-ttre cure fairs.
rn
reality her desire is turned,
toward"-i
*"r,
and.
guestions
she
herself on what i-t means to be a womin tor a man. Even if
she guesti-ons herserf via iaeniiii"ili""
with a man she
seeks to rejoin the position of being-i *o*.n.
rn the case of the homosexuar woman, Freud, in 1920, has
elaborated the factor of continjer6v,
choice in the
oedipus comprex. That is why rr"""p"ixsof
of
choice of
neurosis, psychosis or perversion.- There isthean
choice of th_. subject ai, stake. He thinks that ethical
at the
moment of ths cure, the young homosexuar woman
has
chosen homosexuarity ind---as a resurr he d.rops
i::l"t.tveIy
one cannot say that he is mistaken. He has folrowed
Dora and the ease of the homo=."".r woman attentively, both
but
the deeper reason ries in
a;;;.;ii"; -;i-Ih; 6eoipus.

!h"
First moment: . Oedipus, natural
coir.rse;
moment:
oed'ipus, contingent
choice. perverts doSecond.
not
want
to
"iemoving
renounce this inclination. rt is
e"""liorr-rrof-or
symptoms, but-of. reversing an incriniiior,
"
he =iv" it.t it
is not possible to rcurer them
With Lacan one can begin to shed ligrht on the treatment
of
perverts. He says in the seminar r,,inqoisse-'tfgejil
almost
the
midpoint of ' his teaching,
ffif homosexuals can be
rcured',
which is a relatively 'r"i"-itatement
in his work.
Does that mean that in the Lreatment, a perverse
s,bject
wourd no lonser be perverse? oI_il i[-po==i[i;'ti;i,
rhe
true end of the treatment shourd reaa irre subject to isbeeome
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an analyst, that a pervert who has reaehed the end of
analysis would remain perverse and. could eventually become

an analyst to the extent that a modification of his
economy has been produced, in sueh a way that he
can hold, the position in the treatment of renouncing the
jouissance of the Other? It is a question I pose: could a
perverse subject hold his ethical position within the
analytic discourse?
I return to the pervert in the treatment. Loyal to his
strategr;g, in the analytic set-up, the perverse analysand
comes to occupy the place of the object (a), making the
analyst support the function of barred subject.
subjective

t
hear certai.n analysts speak in conferences about
perverse analysand.s, you'1I see that in telling his story
the analyst enjoys. It is altogether striking.
The
perverse subject su.bverts the analytic relation, takes the
place of the analyst and rdesupposes' in this way the
analyst of any knowledge (Savoir) on jouissance. Contrary

t{hen you

to the psychotic, who really comes to occupy this position
of object (a) - which makes the treatment of psychotics so
difficult
the pervert occupies the place of the
What
he seeks in fact to produce is the weak
'sembLantr.
spot of the analyst in order to d.ispossess him of his
knowledge, it is to force him to reveal an inadmissible
jouissance. This is translated by an interpretation of the
meaning of the artefacts in his room, namely a number of
rather surprising things which can lead the analyst to a
'passage a 1'acte'...an inadmissible jouissance, and once
this is obtained, of course, the analyst, in his eyes has
become unworthy of occupying the place of the ideal figure
of the non-barred Other, for that is what the perverse
sub j ect aims at , and then the analyst can be aband.oned.
without further ado.
8 November L986
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PERVERSION
By Darian Leader

In order to approach the stud.y of perversion in Lacanr s
teaching, w€ can start by taking three perspectives.
corresponding roughly to a stress on the importance of the
imaginary, the syrnbolic and the real. These Perspectives
foIlow. approximately, the chronological development of
Lacant s thoughts on the problem. From each of these angles
the theory d,evelops and. changes. First of aII, there is the
place of the imaginary in perversion. Ilro references will
situate this: firstly from Lacan's work in the 1940s and
early 1950s when he was working on the predominance of the
imago and the capturing effect of the image on the human
subject. He connects the different patholog5.es, what he
calls the different forms of inversion of sexual and.
cultural normalisati.on, with eapture in the 5.mage. The key
reference for this would be in the Ecrits ptL9/20, where he
narcissism will
says that an introduction to his t66[of
clarify the problems and the confusion due to the theory of
in scopophilia, sado-masochism,
the partial drives
homosexuality and will allow us to understand the
apprehension of the other in perverse practices.
The second relevant reference to the imaginary problematic
the text on psychosis (E p554) near the end of section'
is inItThe
whole problem of the perversions consists in
6.
understand,ing how the child, in his relation to his mother,
a relation which is constituted in analysis not by his vital
dependency, but by a dependency on her love, that is, the
desire of her desire, identifies with the imaginary object
of this desire to the extent that the mother herself
symbolises this desire in the phaIIus". !.le have two poles
then: the first reference in the Ecrits to do with the
captivating effects of the image, aiffiE second, reference
introducing the phallic object, and the dialectic between
the mother, the child, and the phallus. Obviously the
references serve merely as markers; Lacanrs theory is much
more complex, but we can say that these two references frame
the imaginary perspective on perversion.
The second, mod.e would take into account Lacan's developments
in the rEthics Seminart in 1959 and, the discussion of Kant
references are Lacan's seminar on
with saaffi
anxiety where he d.iscusses sadism and
and. their
tThemasochism
the
text
Subversion
of the
relation to anxiety,
Subiectr , the text -'Kant avec Sad
ts of Ps
anaIYSiS
Fundamen
Ehe drive
Lacan comments on the relation of the phantasy
to perversion. There is a tension elaborated in Lacan's
work at this time, between the way the subject is situated
in perversion and the d,rive. The problem in Seminar X!
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concerns the object of the drive, the way the dri.ve circles
around the object and, the faet tirat the subject seerrs to be
eluded j.n the drive. In contrast to thi-s, in perversion,

tells us that the subject is p)-aced. There is a
eontrast between the absence of the position of the subject
in the drive, and the taking up of a position of the subject

Laean

in perversion.
Ehls links up with two things: with tacanrs earlier work in
1955 on the difference between neurosis and perversion
neurosis develops as a question whereas Perversi.on is rather
poqed, as a solution: -where the- m]'Zthic permutations are
L1<icked, there is no longer the dialecti,cal deveLolrment we
see, for instance, in Litt}e Hansr phobia. Second would be
Lacan's introduction in 1968 of what he calls the subJect of
the drive.
revolves
If the theorisation of perversion in Seminar XI plaee
of
of
the
absence
the
around this d.istinction between
j.n
position
of
of
the
subject
the
the drive and
the subject
perversion
given
peiversion,
we
retheorise
how do
the
Lacani s thesis in 1969 that the subject is situated in the
drive, that there is a subject of the drive as well as an
object of the d,ri.ve? This connects to the whole d.iscussion
of jouissance in Laeant s seminar in 1968 where instead of
the structure of langnrage forming the Pre1iminBrYr in J(eg,A
l{i}Ier's phrase, and Lacan making deductions from this
as in the anxiety seminar where libidinal distribution is
developed as a conseqfuence of the original effects of
language on the body), the jouissance is given a more
preliminary status and, the problem is how the structure of
language il linked to this topologically. It is interesting
to iee how this effects a discussion of perversionEhe third. mode of Lacan's teaehing would be encapsulated in
his remarks in the 1958-69 seminar '
l,
caIls the restitutlon of the
where he discusses what he 'discuss
this a bit Later on.
object to the Other. I'I1
Letrs first try and see what sort of objects are at p1ay.
It seems that wlth Freud the classic perversion is
feti.shism: the key here is the id,ea of splitting which he
There is a Problem from the
develops in relation to this.
start for it seems that the object is in fact an object that
doesnrt exist, the maternal phalIus, that doesnrt have
existence in the everyday sense but nevertheless has
effects, it can get frozen on a veil as we see in the
fetish, in ord.er to invoke the dimensi-on of something that
is beyond.
Lacan develop's in his seminar of 1955-7 a cLinic of
different forms of perversion eonnected with di-fferent ways
a subject wilL try and invoke this dimension of a beyond,
different ways that the child will try and invoke what the
mother has failed. to do by her insuffieient situating of the
Iaw of the father. The veil organises a reLatj.on to the
beyond

7t

and, like the screen memory, ri.nked. to the fetish by both
Freud and Lacan, it functions as a sort of reIay, as
betweenness. At the end of his articre on screen memoriesla
Freud notes that it is less a question of the content of the
memory than of -its position. The screen, memory he tells
us, r'takes on its varue as a memory not becauie of its
content but due to the relation existing between this
content and another, which has been suppressed'r. Lacan
links this access to the rack of the object to paroxysm:
trPerversion
has the property of rearising I certain-mode of
access to this beyond the image of the other that
characterises the human d,imension, but it rearises this
in a moment as itrs arways producing the paroxysms of "nrv
the
perversions". we courd
thui
add the paro>rysm to the rist
Lacan sketches in the r euestion prelimi-nairer which links in
a series desire, bore
evolt, prayer,
daybreak (not, ES sheridan translates 'sieeplessnessf ) -and
panic, which are there, says Lacan, *to bear witness for us
to the dimension of this Elsewherei, (Ecrits p547).
Letrs go back to the probrem of objects. on saturday Ben
Hoosen gave a short presentation of the problem of
nonexistent objects in philosophical logic, and he discussed
Russell I s 19-0 5 essay on denoting .
The question of
nonexj.stent objects is connected to the probl-em of vrhat
specifies a trait, a detail, since it seems that the fetish,
ie an object connected, for Freud, to the maternal
pharlus,
is singred. out in a very particurar way. The probreir is how
to make something, how to construcl something, how to
organise the libidinar relations of the sulje6! with a
detail (sripper, ribbon etc), rt wourd be worthwhire
to
a d,istinction between a fetishism on the side of shoesmake
ribbon, and fetishism on the side of raincoats and so and.
on.
F-rgud's probrematic the reration of detairs to objects
which don't exist
is d.iscussed vrithin
particular
context, which he ref ers to at the start ofa ,'The Three

EsFaYs.l,-aldwhichheaIsod'iscussesinsomethingEE
published in 'The psychoanarytic euarterly' 19gg (material
found in the US Rank archives). In thesE minutes
the
vienna Psychoanalytic Society of 1909 is a d.iscussionof
of
fetish, a reference to Alfred, Binetrs charming -loox the
rLe
FetistrisFg dans L' Amour , . Binet' s probrem is trrii i Ii
normal object choice always has condilions, what Fr.eud calls
in the t{inutes pubrished. rast year
ar1
-iix" the
object choice has certain slgnitying-'prerequi=it.=ti-ir
conditions
predilection of Descartes for girll wittr 'des yaux louches',
then what separates normar cond.itions and pathorogicai
conditions? what separates the fact that noim.i object
choice wi-II use certain features, perhaps resemblances to
parents, f rom the f ocus on a d,etair wrrictr
vre f irra so
dominant in fetishism?
BinetrsI theory is a continuum theory, argruing for a passage
from littIe fetishism' (normal- fetishiim) t; - 'Iar6e
fetishism' where the detail seems to predominate. There is
a difficulty
in Binet's theory in distinguishing
structurally between the two different poles
oi thi;
continuum. This is what he says: ',the t6tisnist has
a
-
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tendeney to detach eompletely, to isolate from everything
which surround.s the object of his cuIt. And when this
object is part of a live person the fetishist tries to make
with this part an independent who1e. The necessity to fix
by a word which serves as a sign, these smaI}, fleeing
nuances of feel,ing, directs us to use the term abstraction.
Fetishism has a tend,ency to abstraction. It is thus opposed
to normal Iove, which is addressed to the totality of the

person'r. Here is Binetrs first distinction in this
continuum between a little and a Large fetS.shism, between
the abstraction of a single trai-t and what i-s characteristic
of_normal love, addressed to the totality of the person.
Th6 problem hire is a problem in the [ristory of logic
concerning the relation of a trait and a set. ilThe
fetishist tries to make from this part (tne abstracted
trait) an ind.epend,ent who1e". It i.s a question then, of
being able to form a set from a trait: this is what Binet
caIls abstraction.
Not long after Binetrs text, Russell elaborates what he
called "axiom of abstractionr', that is to Siy, that
basically any property forms a set. When Russell realised
that this led to contradiction he started to revise his
notion of set rnembership and inclusion. It is curious that
the two terms are juxtaposed there, in RusseIl and in Binet,
both uses dealing with the abstraction of trai.ts. It seems
that it is a question of abstracting a trait and. determining
the relation of this trait to a set.
Binet talks about a case of a hair fetishist who goes to the
Champs Elysees and cuts off bits of litt1e girlsr hair.
He
says: 'rPour moi, I I enf ant (whose hair he' s cutting of f )
nr existe paF. Crest ces cheveux qui m'attirenttr . tle see
here the relation between the person and the trait.
The
focus is on the trait (hair) and he says that the totality
(child) does not exist. What attracts him is in the trait.
This implies a tension between the Russellian version of
abstraction and Binetts version of abstraction, si.nce for
Russell a property forms a set, the abstraction of a
property creates a set, whereas for the patient on the
Champs Elysees the trait annuls the set, the set is reduced
to a trait.
It is not clear that this tension is an
irresolvable one between what seem to be two dtfferent
versions of the relation between the property and the set
formation. There is a nice litt1e story in Binet where he
read.s a book which goes against his thesis that a trait
annuls a set, a book by Belot calIed La bouche de Madam X.
He contacts the author and asks
s
biographical; the author admits it is and after getting
permissi-on Binet pr&lishes certain quotations in his book.
He says: I'The isolation (in abstraction) , of the loved
object, which although it is only a fraction of the body of
the persontrthe
is constituted into an independent whole'r. Belot
word mouth signifies for me a whole, a set
says that
made up of lips, the gums and the palater' . So it seems that
vre can resolve this contradiction between two theories of
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abstraction by seeing how the detail manages to create a
set.
This idea of making a totality exist with a trait, brS.ngs us
to a difficult question in Lacan. It is a question of his
remarks about the Other existing, that both the pervert and
the neurotic try to make the Other exist. What exactly
does it mean to try to make the Other exist; if the Other is
the storehouse of language surely the Other exists from the
start? If Lacan then says the Other doesn't exist does this
mean there i.s no storehouse of langnrage? (The reference is
to P819 of the French Ecrits) . Letr s link this question
with a remark of Lacan G-'relevisiont.
Lacan says: ItThe
subject, in order to make the woman (La Femne) exist can
only run aground in the fie1d, of perversion". In this Iate
reference to perversion Lacan is connecting it again to the
problem of making something exist, in this case rLa Feruner.
l{e can try and und.erstand, this by way of an examp}e, one
that is referred to at the beginning of the Ecrits where
Lacan refers to the memoirs of the Abbe de Cho5.sy, who was a
playmate of Phillippe, Louis XIIIrs brother.
The trust seems to have been a plot by Anne of Austria and
Mazarin to femi.nise Philippe so that he wouldn't be a viable
cand,id.ate for the French throne. He was feminised from
birth and some historians telI us this was the reason why he
was given a playmate in the Abbe, dressed up in woments
clothes and mad.e to vrear earrings and speak like a' woman.
It is something which stays with this subject for all his
1ife, and he even constructs a cogito around his position of
being a woman, that is, a man d.ressed up in a woman's
clothes. It illustrates, if we connect the other with The
Woman, that in perversion there is an attempt to make the
Other exist. I wil} read you something from his memoirs.
He is someone who left Paris, acquired a country house, and
changed his name to the Madame de Sancy and then to the
Comptesse d.e Barres. Everyone in the surround.ing area
believed that he was a woman and even marriage hras proposed.
boys brought to his
He had little girls dressed as little
chateau to continue this masquerade. If Lacan, following
Joan Riviere, puts femininity on the side of a masquerade
(The lloman doesn't exist, what does, is the masquerade), it
seems that to force this, to go to its limits, w€ have this
practise of the Abbe de Choisy who literaIly makes the woman
exist, who becomes this signifier the Comptesse de Barres
and creates a whole world around a chateau near Paris.
Choisy says rWhatrs specific to God is to be loved. Man, tss
much as his weakness permits him, aims at the same thing,
but since it is beauty which gives birth to love and which
is normally womenrs lot (Ie partage des ferunes), when it
happens that men have or believe they have certain traits of
beauty with which they can make themselves loved they try to
increase this by the adjustments of women that are very
advantageous. They then feel the inexpressible pleasure of
being }oved.. I felt more than once what I'm talking about
in a sweet experience when J've been at ba1ls and at the
in
theatre
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beautiful
dresses and d.iamond,s, when rtve heard, someone near
rrvoila
une b_elle personnet'. t rhis is something that
always punctuates the particurar mornents of Jouissance in
his life, when there is a call from the other which situates
the Abbe de Choisy in the position of the woman, completely
j.n the position of the masguerade. The jouissance is
attached, to this falseness.
fn Sacher-Manochrs work as well there is somethj-ng which lre
can qualify as an attempt to make the woman exist. This is
what he says in a childhood, memoire: I'Whether she is a
pr5.neess or a peasant girl, whether she is clad in ermine or
sheepskin she is always
so i.t ls not a
question of one by one, @":
of thE p-rticular women he meets,
but it
is rather a question of the traits,
the
prereguisites, of being the same hroman. ,tShe vrears furs,
she wield,s a uhip. She treats men as slaves and she is both
my creation and the true samaritan woman used to reading
legends of saints". vle can also read here one of the famous
1egal contracts he establ-ishes with his first wife, signed
by both parties and a witness. This is a clause of the
contract:'tThe subject shall obey the sovereign with
complete servility, and shall greet any benevolence on her
part as a precious gift. He shall not ).ay claim to her love
nor to any right to be her lover. On her behalf Fanny von
Postor und.ertakes to wear f urs as of ten as possible
especially when she is behaving crueflytt.
This is something which is established legaIIy in the life
of this subject, a contract which Deleuze in his commentary
on this text discusses. Lacan had referred to the
masochistic contract in his 1950 semi.nar, and he argn:ed that
the masochist takes the place of the object of exchange, and
contrasts the position of the sadist as that of the fetish.
In a sense they are both in a position of an object but they
are two ways of realising this situation. Lt is interesting
to see how this notion is historically generated from
problems of economic exchange. The notion of the fetish
arose from the d.iscrepancy between western systems of
economic exchange and the supposedly irrational value given
to certain objects by indigenous populations: refusal to
accept the imported. system thus I'produced,' the fetish.
If
we continue the correspondence Lacan suggests, this might
imply that sadism i,s generated (via a d,rive structure) from
masochism. Exchange generates fetish.
This social bond, the masochistic contract, can show a
difference between the psychotic and the perverse reration
to social bond.s. With psychosis there is an extreme irony,
there is the feeling that psychotics see through social
sham, the masquerad,e of normal social games, and therets an
uneasiness generated by this form of insight. As Jacques
Alain Miller has pointed out, this irony is one vray of
saying that the Other d,oesn't exist (the Other being a
social bond that comes from societyr En ideal and irony
being something that goes against ideals eg as in Courtly
me say
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operations, he- panics and, runs out, having lost his
lmaginary moorings in the worrd. The specialist had
described the process of amputati,ng the penis, and in the
street afterwards the subject feels disoriented and 1acking
the sense of time. A gap has opened up at some revell
These is a contrast between the psychotic and perverse
structure: the approach of the rear has a strict limit here.
This is his d,ayd,ream and. his probrem when he approaches the
limit of the real. After the failure to integrate the
details of the operation, he makes a calL to a knowredge, he
goes to see an analyst. Ehis is the description of the
perversion whj.ch he eventualLy tells Freedman is the only
way he can fu1ly avoid aru<iety. Ehe subject leaves the
store where he is the managerr BS though he is going on a
business errand in his car. He changes his route so that it
takes him through a resi,dential neighbourhood and looks for
a barber shop in which there is only one barber. The barber
has to conform to a certain preselected tlpe (he must not be
lean, have long hair etc). When the patient finds such a
shop he returns there a coupre of times, un).ess he becomes
afraid that the barber suspects something. rn a state of
anxiety he enters the barberrs shop, sits in a chair and
asks to be shaved.. I'He sensed. preasurabre excitement and
anticipated rerief as the barber draped the sheet around
him, adjusted the towels and arranged the position of the
chair. when the barber was armost f inj-shed shaving him he
would rub his hand over his face and complain that it was
not smooth enough. The barber wouId, then relather and
reshave him again.t' This continues. trHe wourd. notice that
the barber was becoming annoyed and was breathing heavily.
with the barber's increasing annoyance and his hearry
breathing as he repeatedly had, to draw the razor over p'l
neck again and again, he would have an erection and an
ejaculation In his clothes under the barber's sheet.'r Then
he would pay the barber and Ieave. There is a detair whieh
is significant here: "Following each episode he felt
mortif ied,". I'lortif ication being one of the results Lacan
connects with the effects of language on the bod.y, a way
that the symbolic clips the body. This is perversion numbei
one.

There is also what Freedman caIls a secondary perversion.
correlatively to the first perverse practice he develops a
relation with a girr and he goes to her prace and they pet.
(It's an American case. ) r'Then after kissing and huggirrgputs his index finger in her mouth, making her gag, -ana he
he
ejacu).ates't. The two moments of ejaculation are -connected

firstly to the barber becoming more and. more angry, and
secondly to making the girl gag by push5.ng his fingei. down

her throat.
The famiry history is a rich one. rt is a subject who was
born in Poland in the 1920s and his fatter vras the
representative of an American sewing machine company. (we
could ask if the name of that company was Singer).
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ttre

father wants to lose hj.s Jewish accent and to produce the
perfect Po1ish accent. It Ls a relation to symbol.ic
moorings, to an organi.sation of jouissance, which the father
wants to change; he wants to force something in relation to
the langnrage which he is situated, in.
As they move towns the father puts the subject in a private
Po1ish school, for the Polish middle cl.ass, to EeParate him
from his Jewish companions, in order to remove traces of his
origins. The teachers in this school natural,ly treat this
outsider cruelly and it seems that these teachers share the
same traits as the barber in the barber shop. l{hile the son
i.s enroIled in this school which makes his life rather
difficult, the father hires a Polish 9ir1 to teaeh him
correct diction, to remove aII traees of the mother tongrue.
The father, accord,ing to the son, sleeps with this language
teacher, who, i.n order to improve his diction, puts a pencil
in the father's mouth and, manipulates it around in order to
get the right shapes and sound.s produced by the mouth. The
father sometimes engaged the son in this latter practise.
This is the trait we find in what the author calls the
secondary perversion with a female Partner. Concurrent to
the stay in the school the subject has fantasies of shaving
the heads of the teachers, and threatening to cut their
throats. Sometimes he goes to the gentile side of town and,
looks at pigs having their throats cut by a butcher. Then
when he spends the war years in the Warsaw ghetto, it seems
he d.erives enjol.rnent from strangling German soldiers with a
wire.
Investigating the roots of the perversion, the analyst
manages to trb.ce the following. After the war the patient

is employed in Belgium and his boss wants to marry him to a
daughter. He becomes engaged but breaks it off because he
young
fears that he is not a real man. He meets some
rrHe
grew
w€
are
told:
their
company,
and
in
homosexuals
of
be
one
he
could
never
with
felt
that
them
and
disgusted
to
what
and
did
know
d,epressed
not
became
them. He again
go
a
into
he
happened
to
state
of
despair
do. When in a
in
he
strangely
while
being
shaved,
felt
barber's shop.
control of his fate, gave the barberts explicit instructions
suddenly felt an erection and ejaculated. That bras the
beginning of his perversion.tt It seems that at a moment of
subjective disorientation, when the subject is divided
between the life of the homosexuals and the life with the
boss's daughter, he manages to find some point of
stabilisation, a constant; we see that in the vicissitudes
of his life there is always this one constant point, the
perversion. Just as in rA Child is Beinq Beatenl phantasy
we again have this one point of constancy, the }ook, despite
the various grammatical transformations. This point of
constancy, produced in the moment of subjective division,
where the subject manages to organise jouissance in a
scenario, is an imaginary scene which connects the real,
this alien erection and ejaculation, to a particular order.
It i-s less a question of auto-eroticism than of
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hetero-eroticism and the fact that the phallic jouissance
lsn't something that ls non-alien to the body- Hence the
problems caused in Litt1e Hans' life when he begins to have
his first erections; the problem being to situate the alien
nature of phallic Jouissance in reLation to the motherrs
desire.
So yre have the real nature, coming fr-oT _ the outside
(ejaculation) r w€ trave ttre svmbolic traits which specify the
baiber, and we have the imaElnarviature of scenario that is
organised by the subjeet. fhe-subject puts himself in the
polition of the organiser, which ls interestj.ng because
LaCan defines the phantasy as where the subject makes
himseLf the organisei of his jouissance in order to avoid
the fact that he is simply a puPPet of the signifier. So we
see the tension between the loss of the subject in the
signifying chai.n, the fact that the subject- is vehicled
along by itre signifier and how this loss of being contrasts
with the subject who organises hi-s own jouissance in the
it is not at
phantasy. fhis works wel-1 with perversion but
LII rThe
cLear that this works with a neurosis, s j.nce tacan says
Subversion of the Subjeetr, the neurotic identifies
in
the demand of the Other with the object of the phantasy.
Seemingly the neurotic replaces the phantasy with the drive.
How can we say the neurotic has perverse phantasies when it
seems that the neurotic phantasy is the structure of the
drive, and in the drive the subject doesntt have a place but
in perversion the Subject does have a p1ace. I donrt have
time to discuss these themes no$r.

to Freedman's case to compare it with tlasud'
I will come back
tThe
RoIe of the Collated Internal Object in
case,
Khan's
Perversion-formations' Published in Alienations in
Perversions and 'The Lnternational Journal of
FsycE'o-analysis' , 1969. Khan's case also starts with the
subject being in the position of the organiser. A $roman
comes to see him claiming she has problems with aggrophobia.
She asks to be accompanied to the session by her au-pair,
and Khan is rather surprised that she bringsttlthis au'pair
was a bit
into the consulting room itself . He says:
if Khan
Perhaps
the
si-tuation".
but
accepted
nonplussed,
trau-pairrr
would
he
the
signifier
of
the
resonances
had noted
of
of
months
a
nurnber
After
nonplussed.
less
have been
is
what
analysand
an
to
do
seems
the
subject
where
analysis,
so
weren't
says,
things
BS
Khan
thus,
do,
and
supposed to
fruitful, he find.s out that when her husband is abroad, she
drives her sons away and on the way home, alone in the car,
there is some problem, she finds a garage and while the man
is looking at the engine she is very chirPy and excited and
teasing. He tells her that he was going to gag her and tie
her up so that he .could get on with his work, that he had no
of staying here until midnight with her. She says
intention
t'WeII, yoU try" whereupon he ties her hand.s and. feet with
rrapes'
tope and

her.
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Ehis is the beginning of a relationship between the woman
and the mechanic which continues sporad,ically for two years.
It is interesting that her own masturbatory practices follow
the same structure: rrOne of the gains to her from her affair
with this garage man had been that when he had left, she
found herself masturbating in a ritualistic way for the
f irst time ln her li.f e". She wouId, lie in the bath, tie
so the tap-water ran over her
herself up and arrange things
genitals leading to a I'sort of orgasm". It .is an examtrrle
perhaps of what Lacan refers to as rrthe pervert making
himself the instrument of the jouissance of the other$. The
problem is whose iouissance, what i,s the place of
jouissance? ffian ilgnt:,y notes the absence of phantasy
activity in this rj.tual. Does the subject realise that it
jou5.ssance of the other that is being served? Khan
is thet'She
says:
found herseLf masturbatingrtr BS if it is not a
decj-sion of the subject but as if there is an element of
somethi,ng opaque about

this practi.ce.

Freed,man, Khan situates a second moment of perversion,
again this tj.me with a langruage teacher. The husband has
told his wife they will be going abroad for some years, and
so she decides to learn French. A langruage teacher is hired

Like
and,

before long the teacher starts telling her off

and,

saying if she is not careful she will be spanked. Soon she
is and the ritual takes on it.s consistency: the repeated
practice of the introduction of an artificial penis, a third.

term, between the $roman and the language teacher. A detail
is interesting here, the patient "hras sort of hlpnotised and,
penis. ft had an
intimidated by the artificial
inexhaustible potency".
one of her telling phrases here was how the presence of the
teacher with the artificial penis "drove her out of
herself". rrHere her descriptions of the Look and mood on
the teacherrs face vrere most instructive. She said that
though the intercourse would, always start very tend.erly
gradually she could watch a violent tensi.on and dismay creep
over the teacherrs face, and it would fill her with helpless
terror and acute concern. She would feel as if the teacher
would either explode or exhaust herself to death.t' Also
there was the panicky feeling that the teacher would go mad
trying to reach a climax and in the process annihilate her.
The division suggested, in the words I'the penis would drive
her out of herself ", is not on the sid,e of the srrbject and
she serves the ritual very well by putting herself in the
position of the victim; she is spanked by the teacher and
organised in this scenario. It seems the division of the
subject is on the side of the Other, the woman through whom
a language is invoked, exactly as it was in Freedmants case
where the key point, the moment he is about to ejaculate, is
when the barber is about to get angry and. lose control.
Sure1y it is precisely at the moment when the barber is
tempted to cut the patientrs own throat with the razor, just
as the subject had. seen pigs throats being cut when he was
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in Poland. In both cases hre can see a subjective division,
the point of splitting in the subject that is on the side of
the Other. We can refer here to Lacanrs schema from tKant
avec Sader:
V
s
d----> a
$
in what Lacan calls in Seminar XI rrthe inverse effect of the
the encounter with subjective divj.sion the strbject wil]
situate himself as object. This is not to be confused, with
the analytic discourse in which the analyst isnrt the objeet
(a), he is not a real object but a symbolic version of this
real object, a make-believe object. If the analyst takes
the pLaee of this real object the analysis would indeed be
perverse. tte noticed in our last seminar that Socarides
ends his panoramic stud.y of the perversions wj-th the corunent
that rrAt the end of anal,ysis the subject ought to realise
that he is in a position of a victim of childhoodt
circumstances, intrapsychic eonf lict etcrr .
Socarid.es
situating of the perverse subject as a vj.etim, dD object, is
in no way contradictory to the perversion itself; this is
not the analytic way.
In both cases the divisi,on, the moment of paroxysm, is
situated on the side of the Other, in the barber and the
language teacher about to lose controL: both these
characters in a sense aLlow the symbolic to be made present.
lle wiIl see that there are differences between the two
cases. The patient of Khan says that what most preoccupies
her in this perversion is the point where the teacher might
stop and collepse into a dismayed, exhaustion. This is a
nice d.escription of what Lacan calls in the Bcrits ,'the
monotony of the relation of the suJcject to the E-nIf l€r";
the signifier has an exhausting effect on the subject. Khan
says that "this patient searched. but never found. a look of
satisfaction from the teachert'. ft is not just a question
of masochism; it seems that there is no look of satisfaction
in the Other, only subjectrve d.ivision. Neither Khan nor
Freedman situate themselves in relation to the treatment and
say how their actions influence the development of the
perversion. Nevertheless Khan makes an interpretation which
seems imaginative: he claims that the artificial penis that
structures what seems to be a triangle is the d,issociated
unconsci,ous of the patientrs mother. It is a very strange
interpretation and it would be interesting to see how this
fitted j.n to the cure of this patient.
one last point before comparing the two cases: the problem
of subjective division and the Kantian moral Iaw. with the
Kantian moral law there is a division, Kant says, between
the subject as 'subject of the moral Iaw, acting in
accordance with a particurar maxim, and the pathoLogical
subject, ie I'Today is a hot or coLd, day; this is good, this
is bad'r; that is the subject of the law and iubject of
feeling. In order to become a subjeet of the Iaw, this
.
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split is operated, Eays Kant. At the end of KhanrE caser Vre
read: I'She remarked, often ln this eontext that all her life
she'd felt that her way of e:q>eriencing was different from
those of others. She could get very heated-up, passionate
and interested about people ind things,ItIfbut it was always
only I coul-d
at
transientr', j.t never really mattered.
ttHer
not.
did
she
least hate someonett she said,, because
around libidinaLlsed ego
whole life had been organisedrtthan
interests rathertr, Khan aays,
Proper af f ects and
feelings or object relati.onships. She'd always been fair to
everybody but involved with no one. From aII this material
j,t was possible to see very clearly how throughout her life
she'd been two persons. one who lived in reality, largely
reactive to others, quite gay and with a tendency to get run
down every now and then, and the other who had stayed very
latent anE unknowable to herself until these two affairs."
There is the split, then, between the pathological subject,
the subject of affects and passions, and the strbject of the
Iaw. wa can note this detail of her "always being fair".
We see here the split between $ and S, brute subject of
pleasure.

seems that in both of
immed.i.ate leve] for the

the cases there i,s an attempt on an
subjects to situate themselves in
position
of an object. It is not simply masochism,
the
where we are dealing with a subjeet in this position. The
subject goes into a barber's shop and the barber (a
representation, Bll imaginarisation of a symbolic Other, dIl
agent of the symbolic) is someone who introduces the
sl.rnbolic practice of shaving within a social set up. The
barber puts -the subject in the position of the object,
although the difference is that the subject gives the
orders. There is a problem here which was d.iscussed a lot
in the 1930s particularly by French analysts; why do these
subjects organise their scenarios in this way? They said it
j-s because in the encounter with anxiety the subject has to
It is
somehow libidinise anxiety in order to deal with it.
an interesting perspective, particularly in Glover's paper
on 'The Relation of Perversion Formation to the Development
of Reality Sense'. The barber about to lose control, the
language teacher about to lose control and become exhausted,
show us this maintaining of d.tvision on the sid,e of the
other. In both of those dimensions the division is
connected to what the subject coord,inates hi.s jouissance to.
This idea was perhaps perceived. in a confused. way by
Gillespie in the 'International Journalr in his articles of
1940, l-952 and 1956. Gil1espie is working in the Kleinian
tradition, and, he claims that it is not simply a splitting
of the ego as Freud had argrued in perversion, but rather a
splitting of the object, He gives in the 1952 paper a
discussion of d.ifferent clinical examples of this splitting.
Letts try and situate a more precise diagnostic in these
cases. Lacan gives two different formulas in his semi.nar on
anxiety: it seens that what the masochist looks for is the
jouissance of the other, Yet this is in fact a sort of

It
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alibi. Ehe key to the masochistic phenomena, rather, is in
fact the arrxiety of the other. Second.ly, lt wouLd seem that
the sad.ist aims at the anxiety of the other, but in fact
what he airns at rather is to realj.se himself as obiect (a)
anxi?tv. ?f otEer
iouissance of. other
of object
realisation
anx@
Iherefore there is no sfrlrnetry between the sadist and the
masochist. tle have jouissance of the other over anxiety of
the other, and then anxiety of the other not over the
jouissance of the ottrer but over the object (a). So there
is an aslmunetry between sadi.sm and masochj-sm even if both
the sadist and the masochist airn to realise themselves as
objects, (ie the rejected object of the signifying chain)
bul ttrey do it via different scenarios. Ehe approach i.s via
.

the imaginary.

Now, why do we qualify Khanrs case as masochism? Presumably
Freedman's case is one of masochism as well? I would say
that Freedmants is in fact a case of sadism. tlith the

notion of the voice we have a clue as to how to make a
d.ifferenttation between the two cases. The problem is that
Lacan has argrued that there is an aslmunetry between sadism
and masochism, indeed that there is no such thing as
sado-masochism, that it is a myth of the sexologists and is
not a pertinent clinical category. However he does say that
they both attempt to realise themselves as objects. How can
we make a link between the two? It seems that there is a
clue in the 1958 seminar 'D'un autre a lrAutrer where Lacan
introduces the sadomasochrstic object, which 5.s surprising
after he showed, us that sado-masochism was an invaltd
category. Now he introduces an object of the drive which he
cal}s the sad.o-masochistic object and he situates the object
as one of the four objects (a): the look, the breast, the
Lacan situates the
the voice.
excrement and
It is a striking idea
voice.
as
the
object
sado-masochistic
object
reLations and the
on
literature
analytic
since in
perversion,
very
few articles
are
there
in
role of objects
of
the voice to
the
connection
voice,
and
on the role of the
Lacan
development
phallus.
to
the
not
linked
are
They
the
going
against
was
really
this
it
makes. When he introduced
the standard theories of perversion, connecting it to the
oral and anal object.
How can we use the idea of the sado-masochistic object, the
voice, to di.fferentiate the clinic? !{e can keep in mind the
relation of the superego to the voice. The sad.ist tries to
impose his own voice on the other: an example might be in
Sadets descriptions of the various orgies that have been
organised. where the whole text is fu}} of long, boring
speeches, discussions and dialognres. There is a constant
j.mposition of speech on the other, the victim doesnrt have a
chance to speak in Sade, BS we see very clearly in the
history of Ju1iette. Contrast this to masochism where it
would rather be a question of giving the voice back to the
Other. Perhaps we could say then that masochism is really
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the perversion of modern times, ln- the sense that what
structures our world si.nce at least the 18th century !s the
weakening of the Position of the voice in the Other, ie the
perverse and the nonperverse ways the_voice can be situated
weaken the
in the Other. As the effects of science
given
back
to the
voice
ls
the
family
the
relations of
is
the
key
fetishism
Freud
with
wheieas
why
is
Other. That
perversion, with Llean it ls masochism. It shows us in a
Lxtreme way the situation of the subject as an obJect. On a
ph.t orn.noligical leve1 it seems odd to say that sad,ists

situate themselves as objects.
To go back to the two cases: what traits are shared between
the barber's shop scene and the secondary Pelversion with
in
ite girUriend ii: Freedmants case? He puls h1=.penci1
to
Is.made
spelk.and
to
unable
is
she
itr. 6itf=' mouth so
gag. We can say that this shows the lmposition of the voice
5n-the other, ind connected to this, is the fact of the
relatj.ons beiween the Polish and Jewish langruages in the
to
tuf:ectrs history, and the fatherts problematic rel.ation
doesnrt
subject
the
s
case
Khanr
in
t"r,ir.ge. Simillify
i*p5=. her own voice on the other but has a voice imposed.
Wfr'.t she enjoyed about the Perversion with the meehanic is
being gagge6, havi.ng her own voice taken away and_giving the
blind'ly, to
voic6 to--the other. fn this she continues,
jouissance
in her
partnerrs
the
of
operate as the instrument
thts,
doing
is
why
she
opaque
slightly
misturbation. It is
Note
voice.
this
of
edicts
the
but it seems she follows
an
in
cripp).ed
became
father
her
after
also the fact that
to
adeptly
string
using
toys,
her
accident, he would rnake
make them mobile. She is giving the string back to the

father
and
This allows 'us to situate Khan's case inside masochism
matter
a
is
where
it
of
sadism,
side
Freedmanrs case on the
to
of giving orders to the barber; the barber isn't allowed
subject
the
side
of
the
from
comes
speiX. if,e language
right until the point of d.ivision in the barber shop case,
in the anxietY of the Other.
If perversion, in a very general sense, is a problematic
relition with castration, if castration is somehow avoideds
in the perverse practices and we ]ook at one of Lacanr
the
later aelinitions of castrati,on vre can try and rethink the
by
caslration
understand
perversion.
We
can
approach to
loss
ellects of language on the organism and the resulting
rra
of
Other
desert
joui,ssance:
the
ca1ls
Lacan
of
jouilsancett. Jouissance is emptied from the Other leaving a
of langruage, and a
Larred subject, divided by the structure
(a).
jouissance,,
If in a lacanj.an
object
the
residue of
jouissance
.means
from the
of
emptvinq
the
sense castration
pervert
denies
Freudian
the
place of the Other and
attempt
an
as
Lastration, we can try to elaborate Perversion
to reinsituate jouissince to the place of the Other, which
the attempt to reintroduce
is ffiEffiaffid-in Khan's case by
presents
language (ie the
jouissince in to that which
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teacher) and i-n Freedman's case the relation
girlfriend.
There is a quote from Ecrits on page 923: perversion
rrinstitutes the dominaneffii- ttre irlvileged place of
jouissance of the object (aI oi---tfrE-pf,int5rv, which it
substitutes for JC'. Instead of X, vre put (a). Hence ort
the graph, we would now read. th6 matheme S(a). S L&r has
become s(a). How do we understand at the top of the graph
this first matheme? One way of reading it is that, what bars
the Other is the evacuation of joutssaice.
what bars the other is this loss of jouissance which is
symborised in the phallus. The pharrus iepresents the part
of jouissance which can be - s1'mbolised,. Now, if - in
perversion there is a change to the graph, (a) is lut in the
place of (J() it indicates that theie - ii a an altempt
to
resituate jouissance in the place of the other, where it naa
been evacuated. we can compare the different strategies oi
the neurotic and the pervert in reration to the joi.issance
of the other, which ought to be, Lacan says ,ra desert".
Note also that s(a) is a matheme of the voice.
similarly (p824) I,acan says *To come back to the phantasy,
Iet us say that the pervert imagines htmself to be Lne otter
to ensure his jouissance, and the neurotic shows
this in
imagining himself to be a pervert; he does this to ensure
himself of the other.r'. This introduces problems: Lacan
says the pervert imagines himserf as the othLr. The stress
on action which we read in accounts of perversion does not
always situate the place of the imaginari in reration to the
symbolic and thg reaL in perversion; we could also perhaps
mark out a distinction with some forms of psychosis in that
whereas the pervert "s'lmagine etre UAutre,, in psychosis it
is more a guestion of retre' . The verb - rri r imagine"
introduces
notion of a rimit, it's d.ifferent from
rretretr, andthe
the rrassurer sa jouissancetr poses the problem of
yhoPg jouissance, and in whose service does th; pervert
jouit. rf neurosis and perversion are both attempts make
the other exist, two different strategies as corLttetosoler
has pointed out, the neurotic tries to make the other exist
via love, whereas the pervert tries to make the
exist
via iolrissance. t^te couId. say that the love withother
*tl"t
the
neurotic tries to make the other exist is the transference
love, and there you have the big other side of the
transference as opposed to the object (a) sid.e - via
the
love there is an , attempt to make ihe otrrer exist, whereas
with perversion there is a proof via jouissance, t6 make the
other jouir. seeing the hour, r had Letter stop here.
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LA \IERSION DU PERE OU LA PERE

by f

VERSION

Nakano

$Perversions are not fixations but the products of fear"
Sandor Ferenczi, t11
An attempt will be made to cover both the structure of
sexual development and that of perversion which hras, for
Freud, s5-mp1y the persistence in adult life of elements of
infantile (sexual) activities, which demonstrate the failure
to succumb to the defence mechanisms that would have
converted them into neurotic slzmptoms. Here is the origin
of the f ormula that 'rneurosis is the negative of
perversionr', in perversion the repressed phantasy remains
capable of eonsciousness and is pleasurabLe 12) whereas in
neurosis it
remains unconscious and, grosso modo,
unpleasurable. t3l
oners sexual Iife, unrike that of animars, is therefore abre
to cross the narrow lines imposed as the standard ot
normality. The origins of the so-caIled perversions are to
be found in the undifferentiated sexuar disposition of the
child. Freud formuLated at first a tripartite structure of
his theory concerni.ng sexual behaviour dealing with
a) the source of the sexual impulse
b) its aim; and
c) its object.

first was more or less parallel to his concept of drive,
that is, the view that the (corporeal) organs developed
tensions which reguired some form of release. These
tensions, according to him, are crustered in certain areas
of the body called. 'rerogenous zones"; these restricted. areas
h,ere later extended so that the whole surface of the body
vras capable of erogenicity. However, he retained the
concept of what he called primary erogenous zones (the
geni.tals, the mouth and the anus). The sexuar drive was
thus viewed as a bodily function which, essentiarly, vras
meaningless. rts meaning was to be found, onry via the rater
elaboration of its link with objects. we can therefore,
note that at first the relief of these tensions vras
something without meaning and constituted an auto-erotic
activity, which lasted until the object-seeking period
began. This period, eit first, was believed to ltart no
earlier than around the third year - time when the genital
zone replaced the previous fundamentally meaningreis
auto-erotic ones, which, ES not being subjected and
to
inhibitions and, therefore, not sources of inxiet!, resulted
in no form of repression and consequently gave iise to no
symptom formation of any kind. rnhibitions vrere only to
emerge when the child reached the genital period..
The
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Harf way through the first decade of this century a new
concept lras introduced into this structure: narcissilm. This
cErme between the auto-erotic and the object related periods.
There i.s the gradual emergenee of a purely internal conflict
together with the problem of what being masculine and
feminine means. This shifted some of Freudts previous
ideas, such as .lhose related to homosexuality which, from
something pri.marily a matter of object choice, became part
of the narcissistic phase. tAl ftre overall concept of what
he called benigm perversiolts hras that they vrere repressions
of j.nfantile impulses which resulted ln the darrnlng-up of
Libido which, by conversion, turned into slzmptoms and
anxieties.
Freud first mentions perversions in his
Neurosi.s of Defence
rrs
where he
question "How
ra].ses
t come
t that anal
conditions sometimes give rise to perversion j.nstead of
neurosis?rr He does not eraborate this question in the Draft
itself, but he returns to it in a letter to Fliess t5l where
he writes: "Perhaps f have recently achi,eved a first glimpse
into
somethirrg new. r am up against the problem of the
I'choice of neurosistr.
. .my f irst
crude ans\rer was that I
thought it depend,ed on the age at wbich the sexual traumas
occured. - on the time of the experierrcert. rn another letter
to Fliess t7l we read: 'rThe awakening at a later period, of
a sexual memory from an earlier one produces a surplus of
sexuarity in the psyche which has an inhibitory effect upon
thought and gives the memory and its derivatives a
compulsive character, so that they cannot be inhibitedtt.
Following this line of thought, he wrote that up to the age
of four years the sexual experj.ence is untranslatable (into
verbal images) so the awakening of a sexual scene from this
period. leads,.not to psychical conseqfuences but to physical
ones, to what he called conversions, that is to sEy, a
transposition of a psychical conflict into somatic symptoms,
(operating mainly in the field of hysteria). However, he was
avrare that sexuality alone was not enough to cause
repression: I'the cooperation of defence is necessarytt, he
wrote. The periods in which repressions occur (usually in
the so-caIIed transitional period
from 8-10 years and
13-17 years) are, according to Freud, of no signifieance in
the choice of neurosis. tthat is important is the time in
which the events occur, together with the nature of the
scenes, since it is able to give rise to defence.
rn the 9.l-2.99 letter he comments: .The rowest of the sexual

strata is auto-erotism, which renounces any psychosexual aim
alg seeks onry locar gratification. This is iuperseded by
alloerotism (homo or heterosexuaL) but und.or:btedly survivei

as an independent tendeney".

rn his letter of 6.12.1895 he corrnents that *another
of premature sexual experience may be
perversion, the determining condition of which seems Lo be
that defence either did not occur before the completion of
consequence
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the psychical
apparatus or did not oeeur at al}rr. And he
continues: IIn order to explain why the outcome is sometines
perversi,on and, sometimes neurosS,s, I avai.l myself of the
universal bisexuality of human beings. t8l In a pure).y male
being there would be a surplus of masculine release at the
two sexual boundar5.es, consequently pleasure wou1d, be
generated and at the same t.i-me perversion; i.n a purely
female being there wou1d be a surplus of unpleasurable
substance at these two points of time. Dtrl,ng the f irst two
phases the releases would run parallel (ie. there wou1d. be a
normal surplus of pleasure). This e:qllains the preference
of true females for the defenslve neurosis"
In his paper t'A Child is beinq beaten" (1919) we are able to
follow I iomprE@G:
The child being beaten or the person doing the beating
j.s never the child producing the phantasy; the child
being beaten does not, necessarily, have to be a
brother or a sister, nor the adult the father or the
mother. Ehe main point is that the sentence: rrHe (the
be
beater) does not love this other childrr wiI}, Iater,
completed by a more clarifying statement: rrwhom I
hate't. The beater, therefore so the chiLd thinks
by not beating him, is expressing his love towards him.
No explicit (sexual) manifestation exist here, since
there is neither a masochistic (for the child being
beaten is someone else) nor a sadistic (since he is not
the one mi.streating the child) trait;
it is during the third moment that the (sexual)
excitation emerges, for there is a sadistic strain
present now; if, on the one hand the sadistic trait is
placed in the form of the phantasy, the gratification
is, however, masochistic.
The most important moment is, however, the second
which, according to Freud, ES a rule, never reaches the
1eve1 of consciousness, probably due to the intensity
of repression - a sense of gruilt is to be found, here
together with the presence of a masochism (the
statement, here, becomes 'rI am being beaten by my
father" ). The main characteristic of this moment is
that it is a merely ( re ) construct j.on which only takes
place during the analytical treatment.
The emergence of a perversion (in childhood) can both
persist throughout life or can be broken off and, remai.n in
the background of the so-caI}ed normal (sexual) development
from which it can continue to withdraw a certain amount of
energry. Normal d^efence makes itself felt only as a result
of a generation of unpleasure; pathologica] defences occur
an earlier phase that has
only against a memory trace fromrrtranslated'r.
puts
yet
it,
been, ds Freud
This notion
not
refers to his idea that rrsuccessive registrations represent
At
the psychic achievement of successive epochs of life.
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I
of the
the boundary between two such epochs a translation
transeript
I?!eI
p=V.ti. matErial must take plac-e: FYeryexcitatory process
the
irri.iuit" its predecessor and drainslacking
the.excitation is
is
transciipt
later
a
If
from it.
in
accordance wiitr the psychological laws
iiiit-ritfr--i1
that
at
patl-open
force in
-l the ..ifi.t period and along the calls repression'

is what he
t"iture of translition
-hirn,
a result of "a
iakes
a;
di;, "".oiail;- unpleasure that place_
-wouldas
be generated by a
release of th;
can present
iranslationr'.---gven though sexuality in chiLdren
as a
in adu1ls, is considered
rrumerous traces of whai,
of
concept
riEua-ie1t j't'necessarv to expang
:E
F;";;aior,,
impulsion
the
what was =.*rr"i-lrrtif it conveyed more than sexuaL act or
towards the union of the two Sexes in thein the genitals
pleasurable sensations
'
;;;Giilg p.rai.,.,I.r
therefore,
could',
behavtour
stxual
Ltre
it
As a consequence,
-ii
or as
deviant but non-pathological
.
be describea
the
facing
pitt"iogical but-non-aeviantt-wP find ourselves
a
as
taken
the so-cailed, norm cannot be
fact that, pei s€,presence
of what is called Pa-tlological,
criterion f or the
would d,epend on which group
norm
this
even more s" Ueciuie
or soci-etY we are considering '
as normal the
only considers
In his ,,Threel EEEBIE...t' Freud
rrthe
of the
heterosexual 5Eiriffi"r which culminates in whichunion
Leads to a
act known as copulatlon,
;;;ii;I= in thesexual
tension an-d a temporary extinction of
release of the
most normal sexual Process
th;-iexuaf instinct...even in the
they had developed, woul6
i!
which,
iuaiments
we may deteci-aeviitlons
described as perversions" ' And he
have led to
r "p"ivEi=iotr= are sexual activities which either
"orr.f.ra.=
a)extend',inananatomicalsense,beyondtheregions
oflthe body that are designed for sexual union; or
b)}ingersovertheintermediatere}ationstothe
which should normally be traversed
="",lir-"U:."t
path towards the final sexual aim"
tfr.
r.piai,-oi
only one meaning for
This aim, we should not forget, had
the case when we can
meet
therefore
we
Freud: reproduction.
classified as perversion even
h;;;-someihing which could be pathologica]
for it would be
[f,o"gh-ii i" not necessarily it becomes a constant
Pattern
consid"red as such only when
however,
are,
There
sexes.
both
in
in the sexual repertoiie
orhi.h are always classified as pathological'
."tiriti""
of what j's to be considered
lle notice that this conceptton
found in (Western)
as a perversion is, gross-o modo, already
procreation was
f
rom
deviation
when any
social group !9).
the
against
iebellion
"rrtigirity, an-i6t of
consid.erea
,,psythopafholoqla
considers
Kraft-Ebbing
SeTuaIls"
i" fri"
of
objective
natural
ti"vl- ma
.
instinctt',
sexual
the
of
an6maly
iEpi"a""iiorr as ',an
rr is, however, Binet
;;;;;;;;ring
"ontogeneric troubles'
-iealty-preced6d
that these
formulation
his
with
Freud
;h;;
iG;:
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,ontogenetic troubles* brere
the resurt of an i.nfantire
experience strong enough to Leave
traces represented by
mental associ_ations

mental associations will rater become information
(both in the sense thar they
orrry give th; child- a
representation, a first arittrnoi B
iori, but aLso .r,
instruction, an education). 'it. chiLd,
crossing this
ambigruous region, where he finds himseri in a position
without any clear-cut distincii""-u"[".."
himserf and his
mother will stirl berieve, arread,y aceepting tei--.*istence
outside himseLf, tfrat they are simirar iil ev6ry a"tiir. fh;
mother thus continues to possess
everythiirg--ih" child
end.owed. her with, includ.ing tle cUiia,i (imaginiry)--phaIIus.
}Ihen confronted with its lick, the-crrira wirr be faced with
a probrem. He.has to separaie ttre mottrer from all other
females, for, in the
chiid's conc"ptio", ueing *o*.r, is
not equated with. being deprived
" mucn so
of the inat:.us] so
that the child- imagines Ltrat only
un oittv femares do not
possess one;
regarded
with
respect
ietain it for a
-those
1-"?ggr period.
such
il the case of thE mothei.---srroura
rhe
child be confronted with pregnancy and parturition-tre wirl
sometimes link the mothei wittr tnis absence. The real
genitals of the mother, however, stirl remain . ry=I.ry, for
the child believes that babies '.o*"
into the worid through
tlt: anus trol. The Ioss, by the moiher,
object
wilI, in certain- _cases, make-the trrought ofofa this
non-phalric
mother intorerabre since it automai,icariy .ri"it=
an
overpowering castration anxiety. The chird, in-[hi= case,
will choose a compromise regarding his sexuai objeci:
two of
- -wt"r"
These

]rri= options are fetishism and f,omosexuarity.
the
homosexual is d.riven to seek objects-*r,i"n cin salisty his
unconscious need for a woman with a penis (a ti.n""""tite or
an feminized man

who, each
is there to reinforce his
belief in the.possilirity oftime,
pnaiti"-*oro"r,, who is merely
a
a (sexual) object, faute de mieirx), the fetishist continues
to seek women, but, in order
to be able to enjoy trr"rn, he is
forced to equip them with this missing
organ. Though Freud
observed that this prevents the tetiitri.s[
tr"*--u"Eoming a
homosexual, since the presence of the fetish
allows the
t'roman to remain a torerable sexual object and thai,-i,
both
cases, the child refuses to rerinquisfi his ririi-iove object
the phallic mother,- this, neverttr6tesi, prevents neither the
fetishist from _ h-aving sexual relations with both
heterosexuals and
homolexuals
presenting traces of fetishism. nor the homosexuar from
This castration is, however, not something "enfeoffing, but
something which frees us from the dependency of the other,
which wilr make rhose who go througi-lui" irrili"[iorr,
who
accept to submit to the Lawr Brr equir to ad.urt=i-iril that
is one who, o.nge accepting not onlf that the mother does not
possess the objecr, but that he himself
i; ;;-t;;g;,
that
objeet, has to reassess his whore
not
onry
in
the
=iir"lrr.,
sense of to be or not to be it, to
have or to not- hlve it,
but, more importantry, in reration to ttre iaea oi xnowreage
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for now he has- to recognise
he no }onger is the one who
holds arl the knowledge tuatthat
there
i.s to [,now. He
then
f aced with the f act that somebod,y else knows. This is
somebod,y
91s-e, notr is he.believgd, being the mother, has io be the
father.
The position of itre peiv"ri ii, then, thai-of never
being
deprived of any kind of knowledge; i;;"rticular
|-9ain
that
concerning the d,iffeience of the sexes. HAr so he
believes, is one who has absorute knowledge. Tili i;- *hy
F-reud designated as the main charaeteristii of cJstrationl
the mastery of_ . solving this mystery, that is to-say, the

a-cquiring of this knowledge about tf,6 Iaek, the lnowledge
which will enable him to become aware that'onry ttris
i;;k
earu be the cause of desire; it is this xnowrSag; which,
through the process of disavowal (Verleugnung), th; pervert
wants nothing to do with. Thi.s has the resul[.-ttat, it is no
longer a }.ac\ but a presence which becomes the cause of
desire . IEEE is why-E;-h.
perrreit the ( a ) ( of the
phantasy)- replaces the rack in the other: stJo;'ih.t'i",
the
process though which the pervert d.ismisses-in terms of the
relation to the Name of the Father, refuses to submit to his
Law, thus, sid,estepping the taw, becoming both an outsid,er
and, an outlaw. [fZ] That which the peivert sidesteps is
also the process by which the father, by demonstratingl
though he is the putative possessor 6t Lhe phalrui-rre is that
not
it, therefore_reinstating it as the desirld oujec[ or the
(m)other,

alIows the inira

to enter the

dialectical
relati-onship of having it through his identificiiion
with
him, thus arso becoming the possessor of it anal--irreretorer
egually abl.e to pass it on. He has to discover that, unrike
the woman, in order to take the right position,
rr"-ai"s not
have to lose what he did not have. rf he were not to submi_t
to this symbolic castration, he wilr not be abre to shift
the-register of being (rhe phallus) to ttrii-oi having
Ir-o*
(the phallus) gr, in other wordi, there wiII
be no shift
from the imaginary father to the symbolic one
---the one
ignored by the pervert one who institutes
lqlqrrv
the
difference of the sexes, thus pracing -{ha- absolute
jouissance, that_ is to sgy, one_not sulj""i5a io-"."iration,
the pervert is - precisery'that of jouissance for,
Lacan
puts it, "he makes
himserf the instiument of the '3ouissance
"i
of the Other't tf f l. This is how we are able to irnderstand,
Lacanrs statement that the pervert is not the one
who wants
to be one (this being the dream of the neurotic
- the
hysteric, who believes herself to be perverse, pays
for
this: the price is anxiety) but one able to be one.what the pervert misses is the distinction between the
different levels occupied by the father.
real father
(biological)
the one who has nothing toThedo
the
oedipial process, since it is outside the realm of with
reality.
The one responsible for this process is irr.- imaginaiy
father. rlr: pharric interventiontakes prace--tfrrougi.,
the so-ca}led symbolic father. only
Tha
1ink'l"i*.""
the
paternar intervention and the chird only takes
pi;;;
through
the desire of the Other, that is to siy, not in a direct
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relation to the father but to his speech lnon Pas au pere,
mais a la parole du perel, to his authority. t14l What the
pervert

seems

not to understand. is that one is only able to

iemain uncastrated as far as one is endowed with a phallic
trait (which he, in reality, does not posses since, in order
In
to possess it he had, paradoxicall-y, to renounce it).
a
man
is
thing
able
only
the
means
that
this
terms
laclnian
to give to a woman is precisely what he has not, a gift
uhich, on the other hand, allows the woman to distingruish
between the phallus and the penis, oE, as he says in "T!re
iormations of tne unconsciousn t'in-order to have the phaIIIE
nnot actua}lY have ittr. The
(for
pervert)
point
is prec5,sely that the Law is
the
missing
and desire and that the
Other
mediate
between
the
there to
precisely
the Law to d,esire.
link
to
the
f
ather
is
role of
he j.s unwilling !o
perverse
precisely
pervert
because
is
The
shift from the imaginary where, so he believes, nothing is
Iack5-ng.

This unwillingness to shift is the exemplification of the
title of this text. The word perversion itself presents
several possibilities to explain this unwillingness.
amongst other meanings, be understood as
PER(version) can,
Ion account of tt, t'f or the sake of tt, t'under the sign of tt .
The verb related, to the word PERVERTQ has, as one of its
which has
meanings, t'to s]lence". PERVERSUS is something
rrturned the wrong way". PERVERTERE is trto throw backr', t'to
go back" , ttto remain i.n the same placett . Lacanr s pun is
illuminating, for it shows how, through his unwillingness,
refusal to
pervert not only embodies the verb itself
the
t'turn something
away from a place" (AVERTO) but, to me, also
alIows the progression to other possibilities: PEREVERGE
in the sense of endowing the father not with the phallus
(which is kept with the mother) but with the penis and,
finally, PERE-VIERGE - for, in a sense, he has never been
enlightened, one who, in a sense, never has a physical
relation(ship) for, through his imaginary action he

attains his ideal, one who, believes he is
the
imaginary certainty that this partial jouissance
holding
proof
the sexual rapport exists, for instead of the
that
is
not cease
Lacanian statement that rrthe sexual rapport does
not to inscribe itself" the pervert claims that rtit does not
cease to inscribe itself".
His sole consolation might Iie in the fact that it was also
Lacan who said that rrthe act of love is the pollarunorphous
perversi-on of the male" for man mistakes the bod,y of the
h,oman for the object of his desire. In the act of 1ove,
says Lacan t'he only broaches the cause of his desire, that
which t have called the object a"; that, in a sense,
ultimately we are all Perverse, but some of us are more

momentarily

perverse than others.
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t1l trThe Clinical Diary of Sandor Ferenczirt. Harvard
University Press, 1988, p9.172
I2l Freud, however, wrote rt..they have to pay most bitterly
for the satisfactions they manage to procure with such
difficulty"
t3I One is the negative of the other because, like two
sid.es of a coi.n, both, forming a who1e, they are simply
residues of infantile sexuality, so much so that there
are known cases where for example, BD alternation
between neurotic phobia and perverse gratification ean
be found. One should also not forget that certai.n
perversions are the negative of eertain psychotic
formations.
i:
No
major work of Ereud's deals exclusively with (maIe )
r
homose><ua1ity, although this was an issue which engaged
his i.nterest throughout his lif e. Ehe summary of his
works on the various aetiologies of homosexual object
choice can, for example, be found in .his trCertain
Neuroti
chanisms in
cl
. Throughout his career,
expressed an undecided opinion on the relationship
between homosexuality and psychopatholoqf. It is true
that although he sometimes considered homosexuality one
of the perversions, which, in his opinion, were clearly
pathological, Bt other times he did not, for he dia
make a distinction between trperversion" and rrinversion'l
(ie, homosexuality) in both cases we have the Latin
roots rrturning awaytr and ttturning inward.rt. One would,
perhaps, not be too far off the mark if one were to
state that, in Freud's opinion, homosexuality was not
perversion: 'r..inversion is found. in people whoa
otherwi.se show no marked deviation from the normal'r
( 1905, Three Essays. . . )
And from 1935 we have his
statement that even though "homosexuarity is assuredly
no advantage...hre consider it to be a variation of the
sexuar function produced by a certain arrest of sexual

I

developmenttr.

sl L January

1896

l6l 9 December 1899
t 7l 30 ltlay 1896
This idea comes from Friess'
t 8l procraiming

monograph where after

the existence of both mare
female
periods, he went on to develop the and
theme of
constitutional bisexuality.
was the duty of every citizen to get
I el In Greece itproduce
married. and.
new citizens and. unmarried. peop:-e
had not only to pay hearrY fines but, like exclusive
homosexuals, were considered indecent, laughabre and
d.espicable. The sexuar life of the couple, carried. on,
in the dark, vrith haste and shame, had but one purpose:
reproductiorl; and until the woman produced a erriral she
was, by Iaw, obliged to have intercourse with her
husband three times a month. pleasure per se, stated
P1ato in his Laws, is rra crime. .people must live
unpolluted. . . in a law-abidi-ng way" .
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I10l Ferenczi mentions a case where a patient beLieve that
women had a short but thick penis with a very wide
urethra whose lumen was large enough to allow
penetration by the man's penis. In rrFurther
and
ributions
0, P.
S) r

rh
e dt enf
rancoise
SeuiL, 1985, vol.2,
I 121 It is not because the child knows that the father is
enilowed with a penis that the child wi11,
automatically, make him the possessor of the Pha).Ius.
Ehe homosexual is, in my opinion, one who both retains
the phallic mother and eroticizes the Penis of the
father.
[1:] ECRITS, Seuil, 1956, p.823
I 14l Les Formations de L'inconsci,ent. 22.1.58

l11l
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A NOTE ON PERVERSION

by O Machado

Perversion, in Freud's tipg, lras praced ei.ther under
the
so-called LEGAL ,ORDER (deIinqu""i=j--or under the MEDICAL
(disease,
oRDER
degeneracy).
Freud herd neither the one nor the other position.
He wourd
rather say that a structure i;- ;;;erse (this wou1d.
confirmed by his posturate or porviloiprrous perversion). be
rf
the structure is perverse, then every object is a perverse
obj ect.
The subject in this perverse
wirl anchor his
metonymizing movements of desirestructure
on:i-cert"i"-"u:;i,
which
can only be identified through
certain
which constitute a certain li"i"-irin",
"igrriii"r=; Therefore marks
individual has his objects par excelrence, rerated toevery
his
own basic symptom. Tha Name of the rither is
f,rr,"tior,ing,
providing the subject
with an s1 each individuar has a
different

taste, iccording to bis o*r,
"igrrifiers.
Ehis is the originar perverse moment. To choose one object
is to obriterate th;
signifier we could say. sliding, in"rr", the object in its
Another thing is perversion itself, vrhere the object
longer metaphor oi the Name of the raitrer. The Name ofis no
Father stops functioning here .na n"""*.= the metaphorthe
of
the fetish. rhe Name of rhe rattrei G; iil;.;;;;L,
pure
metaphor of the_
a, it uecomes the obje;i--;. rn a
perversion itselfr-object
&s opposed
to peiversion ;;-;desire is ref erred to - Ltrat whici:
is thought to"frrr"ture,
be ,,the,,
metaphor and not 'arr metaphor. rn trri"
sense
the
of
the other does not emergE. There is no paternaldesire
metaphor
but the metaphor is plac6d over an object.
rn what we could carr 'fnormal" perversion, the originary
one, an anchorage of the
object tikes place
every
subject has a fetish object which
"o-trr"i
comes
from
his
basic
signifying structure (whi6nr w€ .o,rld
configrurates his
sYmptom) . f n. 'rnorm-aIrr perversi"r [fr. i.ti"f,
".y,
is metaphor of
the Name of the Father which

tunctioir"-$;;;sfr-.tiI'ietish.

rn the perversion itself the object comes as a substitute
for the paternar metaphor.
or:IIi i= no
longer a med,iator'betwLen theHence the teiisir
the
barred
other.
""rj."[-and.

We

could say that:
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1)

Initially
itself.

the individual has this rrdisposition to
be the movement of desire

perversion'r which would
NF

(a)
2)

The relation of the Name of the Father
to O is constituted as a relation of O
to the object a.

In the 'rnormalt' perversion an anchorage must be
effected., Err anchorage i.n an object as far as the
fetish is metaphor of the Name of Lhe Father:

(a)
3)

In the perversion itself

there

places:

(a)

NFO

is

an exchange of

o

(a)

of the Father is erased, although this does
not mean that it becomes the metaphor of the
object.
There is a change of position: that which in the iiera
of the other works as Name of the Father would become
the metaphor of that object.
Tfe ne5vert presents himself as an object for the look of
the other and that is to say that, in perversion, the Name
of the Father in the field of the other wouta become
substituted by the object. The object is
ronger a
mediator between the subject and the barredno
other.
The
pervert being the object for the look of the other indicates
The Name

his

in phallic jouissance.
in the real of phallic jouissance.
!s is supported
Therefore,
it is only when something piesents itielf as an
inhibitor of his jouissance that a frlile* *irr-ipp"", for
The problem arises in the veri moment of tha- phallic
|ir:
'is the
jouissance. The pervert does
not have
symptom, supporting the jouissance of the
" "y*piomi--he
super-ego.
The pervert inhabits the confruence of the real with the
symbolic, there where pharric jouissance and the iy*pto*
situated.
"r.
anchorage

-
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rral ro deal with the pervert is through inhibition:
anliety appears- !9, the pervert via the presen-e of the real
and also vi-a inhibition.
contrary to the psychotic the pervert is the one who
inscribes the signifier of the 1ack in the Other (S(A) ) bui
gnelpsulates it as an absolute object (strueture of his
!e
fetishism). Therefore we can say that the pervert
is
himserf as the other of the other, that is, desiied by th;
other, since he consid,ers himserf as the r-rhappy or*nei,' of
his fetish. There is an objectivation of the-iame of the
Father.
Thu

The pervert ask-s

the question: why am I me? The symptom,
is
the gruarintor of the pervert,
the ',irlstai
lhgggfo5gr
ballr' which wourd have sorved, for him, itt is ttre
problems.
He +s Po! persecuted by his symptom: Ehe pervert ii caught
by inhibition and never through the syrnptom. In the case of
the I'voyeur" who- is surprised, seeing : LUis does not appear
but as an effect of the surprise wrrictr
?s
I symptom,
inhibits
him. rt is only when the porice are there that he
becomes inhibited. rf the police are not there he cantt
care less about the Iaw.
The pervert

begs for the police, the ruIe, instead of
he alread.y has a signif ier
metaphorised, would bring him the limiti of hiswhich,
reai
assuming that

configuration, the

!
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A Short Story by the Marquis de Sade;
rThe Horse-Chestnut Flower'

A collection of short stories by De sade has recently been
published by Peter owen and we are very preased to be able
to reprint one of them here. The stories are translated.
by Margaret crosrand and appear und.er the title
'The
9gllric Tales of the lilarquis de Sad.e' (peter Owen, Lond6
1990 ) .
Details of this and other books of related
interest may be found. at the back of this issue.

THE HORSE-CHESTNUT

FLOWER

rt is alIeged, r would not vouch for it, but some learned,
us that the fl0wer of the horse-chestnut tree
definitely possesses the same smell as that abundant seed
which it has pleased. nature to place within the loins of
men for the reproduction of their kind.
A young girl of about fifteen, who had never reft her
father's house, vras vralking one d.ay with her mother and a
sophisticated Abbe d.own an avenue of horse-chestnut trees
whose fl-owers filled the air with the scent which we have
just taken the liberty to d,escribe.
'Oh good. gracious, mother, what an odd smellr' said. the
girl,
not realising where it was coming from... rwhat is
it,
it's
a sme}l I know.'
rBe quiet, mad.emoiselle,,
don't make remarks of that kind,
IrBut
beg you. t
why not, mother, I don't see what's wrong j_n telling
you that Trve smelt it before, and I definitely have.
rBut, mademoiselle. . . t
rBut, mother,
I recogni-se it, reaIly I do; Monsi_eur Abbe,
teII me, I beg you, whatts wrong in my saying to mother
that I recognise that smell?'
'Mademoiselle,'. said. the Abbe, ad,justing his jabot and
speaking in a piping voice, rthere is certainry nothing
very vrrong in the fact itself; but we are walking beneath
horse-chestnut trees and, we botanists admit that
horse-chestnut flowers. . .'
rWe11, horse-chestnut flowers. . .? t
rWel}, mademoiselle,
they smeIl of spunk.r
men assure

a

r

r
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All lvy House Seririnars are held- on Wed.nesdays
Source and StrateEy in Lacan's Ecrits
April
KATE FORD

IvIAY

To SIR, with love
DAI.TUZA MACHADO

9

Ib

MAY
I,IAY

Freud,ian Field. Seminars, Commentary
Shame

BICE

BE}N/ENUTO

23

MAY

Freudian F:-eld Seminars, Commentary

O

I{AY

h,tnlcs

6

JUNE

3

1

2

RIC}]AF.D KLEIN

FreuCran Field Seminars, Commentary
FF.EUDIAN

FIELD

3

SEI{INARS

These seminars are this year on Lacan'S text: THE DIRECTION

tHE TREATI"IENT. There is a theoretical and a related
clinrcal part to each seminar, and. no Previous read.rng of
Lacan wiLl be assumed. The seminars will be held from 2 to
5pm as folLows: 2L April - Ivlarie-Helene Brousse: ( ln room Herringham 43 ,
ReErents College, Regents Park).
Vincente Pal,omera: (in room Tuke 91 of Regents
19 May
College).
23 June Pierre-Gi11es Gueguen (in Tuke 97).

OF

The CHILD-ANALYSIS WORK-GROUP of the Centre for Freud,ian
Analysis and Research will hold seminars on tvlelanie Kleinrs
Narrit.lye_-o:[_ a Child Analysis on lv1ay ?9 , June 4 and June 25 ,
sfield Gardens, London NW3, at
8 .30pm. Ad.mission is €q f or each meeting. For further
details phone 071-585 0992-

Darian Leader will continue his seminar on The Use of
11't and 31 l{ay from ?-8.30pm at .The October
4Iibis, on
24 OId Gloucester Street, WC1. Admissj.on is f:.
ffiV,

give a seminar: INTERPRETATION OR
INTERVENTION in the series Psvchoanalvsis Co$munitv. an4
Culture organised by the Philadelphia Association at 4
yaia , L1 Hampstead High Street, London IIW3 at 7.30pm
ffiE
on Sund.ay June 3. Admission is Eq. For further information
on the pi:ilaaelphia Association's seminars telephone 07l.-'794

Bernard Burgoyne will

2652.
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Nervsletter of the Centre
for Freud.ian Analysis and Research,

23 Primrose Gard.ens, Lond.on IW3 4UJ.

The Newsletter retails at (2.50 per issue.
rates for one year are as fo]1ows:

Subscription

€

Ind,ivid.uals

20.00
40.00

Institutions

EDITORIAL COIWITTEE:
I,{ Du

Ry, D Leader, B Rasmussen, B llooson, K Swarbrick.

D Corfield.

committee welcomes articles for publication j-n
the journal. These should. be t1ped. on A4 with ed.itorial
Your article should be submitted
margins of approx 1 !/2'.
to M Du Ry at Flat 3, 49 Queens Crescent, Lond'on NW5 3QG.

The editorial

was founded. !n February 1985 with the aim of
encouraging research into the work of Freud and Lacan.
Regular lectures and seminars combine with study groups and
smi[er workgroups ca]}ed. cartels. A section of CFAR is
d.evoted to child analysis, and study groups on psychosis and
the f ound.ations of logic and.. mathematics will be run f rom
CFAR

19.91

provides a training progralnme for the formation of
Lacanian psychoanalysts. There are two categories of
membership, one of them d.esigned. for those who alread.y have
extensive clinica] experience. Detai-Is of the training
progralrlme can be obtained by writing to the centre at its
Lond.on ad.dress Cand.id.ates are taken on in April and'
October of'each Year.
CFAR

SUBSCRTPTIONS:

I wish to subscribe to

CFAR

t

l

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

ADDRESS:....

POSTCODE:.......

Cheques/postal order should. be
to the centrets address above.

mad.e

payable to

CFAR and'
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73 Kenway Road
London SWs OBE
TEL: 071-373 5628 or 370 6093

Peter Owen Ltd : Publishers

FAX: 071-373 6760

Marquis de Sade

Uno Chiyo

THE GOTHIC TALES

CONFESSIONS OF LOVE

Tanslated frcm the French and with an
lntroduction by Margaret Crosland

Translated from Japanese by Phyllis Birnbaum

Eight stories by the much-maligned Marquis, ranging from
the dramatic novella Eugdnie de Franval, in which a father's
criminal passion for his beautiful daughter leads to intrigue'
abduction and murder, to comic tales such as lhe Husband
Who Ptayed Priest, concerning a lecherous monk who finds
an ingenious way to combine clerical duties with secular
pleasures.

Uno Chiyo is a legendary figure in Japan, in the same manner
as Colette in France, and Conlessions ol Love is among the
most memorable love stories in Japanese literature. After
many years in Paris a famous artist returns to Tokyo, where
he receives unsolicited love-letters from a lervent young
woman. Her importuning leads to a bizarre round of romantic
adventures.

tsBN 0 7206 0769 I
216 X 13BMmm 144PP

'A sparkling book by the best living Japanese woman-novelist'

cased !12.95 March

- Donald Keene
tsBN 0 7206 0767 1
216 X 138mm 160pp

Guillaume Apollinaire

cased e12.95 January

LES ONZE MILLE VERGES
Classic of erotic literature. Second impression within three
months of publication. 'The rutting is non-stop. Who else
would have turned a twosome into a foursome by the arrival
of two randy burglars?. - Times Literary Supplement

216 X 138mm 208pp 0 7206 0735

I

3

paper f6.95 available

Jean Cocteau
OPIU!t4
Transtated lrom the French and with a new lntroduction by
Margarel Crosland

A new edition ol Cocleau's classic study in which he
describes the pleasures and pains of opium addiction and
reminisces on some of his close lriends, including Nijinsky
and Marcel Proust. lllustrated with twenty-eight of Cocteau's
own drawings.
'Such diamond precision ol utterance has seldom been
combined wrlh so wide an aesthetic range' - Kenneth Tynan,
The Observer

John Haylock
A TOUCH OF THE ORIENT
Henry and Barbara are respectable, comfortably off and
middle aged .
. Then
Leonard and Trevor have a stable relationship .
Leonard picks up a Japanese student. Always obliging, he
becomes Leonard's lover, and Barbara's, and her daughter's,
and also pleases Barbara's octogenarian aunt . . . .The lilestyles of East and West become inextricably tangled in this
witly new novel by the author ol One Hot Summer in Kyoto
('A remarkable technical achievement'- Bernard Levin,

Sunday Times).
tsBN 0 7206 0781 7
216 X 138mm 144pp
cased 812.95 April

tsBN 0 7206 0800 7
216 X 138mm 176pp illustrated
paperback E6.95 April

Copies available from: Peter Owen Publishers. 73 Kenway Road, London SW5 OHE.

Name:--

Titles:Totat

enctos"orF

Please add t1.50 P&P per title
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